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Abstract
Molecular modeling and computer simulation techniques can provide detailed insight
into biochemical phenomena. This dissertation describes the development, implementa-
tion and parameterization of two methods for the accurate modeling of chemical reac-
tions in aqueous environments, with a concerted scientific effort towards the inclusion of
charge-dependent non-bonded non-electrostatic interactions into currently used compu-
tational frameworks. The first of these models, QXD, modifies interactions in a hybrid
quantum mechanical/molecular (QM/MM) mechanical framework to overcome the cur-
rent limitations of ‘atom typing’ QM atoms; an inaccurate and non-intuitive practice
for chemically active species as these static atom types are dictated by the local bond-
ing and electrostatic environment of the atoms they represent, which will change over
the course of the simulation. The efficacy QXD model is demonstrated using a specific
reaction parameterization (SRP) of the Austin Model 1 (AM1) Hamiltonian by simul-
taneously capturing the reaction barrier for chloride ion attack on methylchloride in
solution and the solvation free energies of a series of compounds including the reagents
of the reaction. The second, VRSCOSMO, is an implicit solvation model for use with the
DFTB3/3OB Hamiltonian for biochemical reactions; allowing for accurate modeling of
ionic compound solvation properties while overcoming the discontinuous nature of con-
ventional PCM models when chemical reaction coordinates. The VRSCOSMO model
is shown to accurately model the solvation properties of over 200 chemical compounds
while also providing smooth, continuous reaction surfaces for a series of biologically
motivated phosphoryl transesterification reactions. Both of these methods incorporate
charge-dependent behavior into the non-bonded interactions variationally, allowing the
‘size’ of atoms to change in meaningful ways with respect to changes in local charge
state, as to provide an accurate, predictive and transferable models for the interactions
between the quantum mechanical system and their solvated surroundings.
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The content of this dissertation is concerned with the creation of computational tools for
the simulation of chemical reactions occurring in condensed phase environments. More
specifically, it describes the development, implementation and application of charge-
dependent interaction models for use in quantum chemical calculations and simula-
tions. The driving motivation of the research contained herein is to further the field
computational sciences by providing a framework for more accurate, transferable and
predictive models for use in molecular simulation. While these models are universally
applicable, the Darrin York research group (York Group) has a keen focus on the eluci-
dation and characterization of the mechanisms and free energy landscapes involved in
catalytic Riboneucleic Acid (RNA) enzymes; commonly known as ribozymes. As such,
much of the research presented in this manuscript will be framed from the perspective
of biomolecular simulation and in the study of the mechanistic pathways for ribozyme
catalysis.
The York Group takes a multiscale approach to addressing the questions surrounding
ribozymes. Meaning that various levels of molecular modeling, from high-level quantum
mechanical methods to fast approximate semiempirical models, will be levied in an
effort to gain an atomistic understanding of the reaction pathways in RNA catalysis.
Additionally, the York Group endeavors to develop of new theoretical models, tested
against experimental data, to increase the accuracy of computational data obtained.
Shown in Figure 1 is a general flowchart of the research paradigm used by the York
Group, with indications of how the results and models presented in this manuscript fit
into the overall scheme of deciphering the mechanistic details of RNA catalysis.
The research presented in this dissertation will proceed as follows: Chapter 1 will
1
2Figure 1: General schematic of the multiscale research paradigm utilized
by the York Group. Starting with high-level computational data, data from well-
established databases and/or directly from experimental data computational models
are developed through non-linear optimization and then utilized in molecular calcula-
tion and simulation to probe catalytic RNA pathways and model systems. Information
gained from all levels of detail, from highly accurate quantum calculation to approximate
classical models, are then compiled in the attempt to construct a complete chemical pic-
ture of RNA catalysis. Research completed by the author is highlighted in the scheme
and the work presented in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 relates to several of these individual ar-
eas, while Chapter 1 will provide general information as to better understand the basic
terminology and concepts needed to better appreciate the research presented therein for
a more general audience.
3provide background information, outlining several different concepts and detailing nomen-
clature for which an basic understanding is required to appreciate the research contained
herein. Subsections contained within Chapter 1 will begin by briefly discussing the bio-
chemical arena which provides the motivation for the models that are discussed later
in the work. While no large-scale systems have been explicitly examined in this work,
several systems modeling key aspects of the mechanisms seen in the catalyzed RNA
self-cleavage reaction, a phosphoryl transesterification reaction, have been studied and
used in the testing and validation of the newly developed computational models. Then
the chapter briefly discusses the field of computational chemistry and provides a brief
review of pertinent literature to the research discussed in this dissertation. The subsec-
tions contained therein delve more deeply into computational and statistical methods
which are utilized in this work, providing a general background to some concepts which
may not be necessarily well known, but whose concepts are important to the greater
understanding of the research discussed.
The manuscript will then continue into Chapters 2, 3 and 4 where newly developed
computational models are presented and discussed, with the goal of addressing some
of the underlying assumptions made for computational convenience and circumventing
them with physically meaningful, more accurate computational models. Chapter 4 will
also detail the mechanistic pathways of non-enzymatic phosphoryl transfer reactions.
These studies serve to examine model systems for catalytic RNA, providing insights
into the mechanistic details of the transesterification reaction without the complication
of the enzymatic environment. These calculations provide a groundwork which can
then be used as a launchpad for further studies into ribozymes to better understand the
catalytic effect of the RNA framework on chemical reactions taking place.
As a whole, this work represents a broad approach to including next-generation
interaction models into molecular modeling, with a focus on biocatalysis. The models
from published works described have been well received in the peer-reviewed chemical
literature and are transferable into a wide range of avenues in computational chemistry;
representing a modest but firm step towards a deeper understanding of reactive chemical
systems in general.
Chapter 1
Background
1.1 RNA Catalysis and Model Phosphoryl Transfer Reac-
tions
Discovered in the mid-1980s[1, 2, 3] riboneucleic acid (RNA) enzymes, also known as
“ribozymes,” had a profound impact on molecular biology and biochemisty; eventually
leading to Tomas Cech being awarded the Nobel Prize in 1989 for his work in uncovering
the catalytic properties RNA.[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] It was traditionally thought that RNA
served mainly as a messenger molecule; its primary function being to fulfill its role in
the central dogma of biology. Proteins were thought to act as the “heavy lifters” in
biochemical processes, serving as the machinery which manipulated the fundamental
building blocks of life processes while RNA, on the other hand, simply relayed informa-
tion between dioxyribosenuecleic acid (DNA) and proteins. However, with the surprising
discovery that RNA could undergo catalyzed self-cleavage reactions, the paradigm of
modern molecular biochemistry shifted leading to the quick discovery of more ribozyme
and ribozyme/protein complex systems; such as the ribosome[10, 11, 12, 13, 14] and
spliceosome.[15, 16, 17] From these new discoveries came the “RNA World hypothesis”
which posits that the central dogma of modern biology may, at some point in the past,
have consisted entirely of RNA.[18, 19, 20, 21]
Key to the discussion of this work is the central mechanism by which RNA catalysis
is thought to unfold. In catalytic RNA, one proposed mechanism is that, the phosphate
4
5Figure 1.1: Example of the proposed mechanism for general acid, general
base catalysis seen in many RNA enzymes, known as ribozymes. In this O2’-
transphosphorylation reaction the O2’ oxygen acts as a nucleophile after being activated
by some general base (B) then attacks the phosphorus center of the RNA backbone.
The O5’ of that nucleotide then acts as a leaving group, which is then stabilized by
some general acid (A).
6backbone is cleaved by an 2’-O-transphosphorylation reaction. This reaction is thought
to be fairly ubiquitous throughout ribozyme chemistry, and while details may vary
slightly from system to system, an understanding of this class of reactions as a whole
grants further insight into RNA catalysis. Figure 1.1 shows the proposed general-acid
general-base mechanism for the self-cleavage reaction for the Hairpin ribozyme.[22, 23,
24] The reaction is initiated when some general base abstracts a proton from the O2’
oxygen, causing a localization of electronic density on the oxygen and activating it as
a nucleophile. Then, this oxygen attacks the net negatively charged phosphate center,
forming a chemical bond and causing the bond to break with the opposing O5’ oxygen,
making it the leaving group and localizing excess electronic density upon it. Finally,
the O5’ oxygen is then stabilized by some general acid. Currently, most of the pressing
questions involving ribozyme catalysis frequently ask of the nature of the involvement
and identities of the general acid/base and whether there is the possibility of metal ion
stabilization during any of the key steps in the catalytic pathway. One aspect of this
reaction which poses a particular computational challenge, and that is most relevant to
the research contained herein, is the highly charged nature of the active site. Carrying a
local net charge of −2e, correctly capturing the motions of the electrons over the coarse
of the reaction and accurately modeling the interaction of these highly charged systems
with their surroundings can be a significant source of error for traditional theoretical
models. It is easy to see that when attempting to study these, or similar, reactions
computationally that having a model which can meaningfully respond to changes in
local charge dynamically would greatly increase the model’s accuracy and predictive
power.
1.2 Computational Methods for Modeling Biochemical Re-
actions
Computational biochemistry is the melding of several different core areas of research;
blending elements of computer science, mathematics, physics, chemistry and biology.
With it, computers are used to study a system of chemical or biological interest us-
ing some physical or mathematical model in order to determine a property or phys-
ical observable of that system. With the ever increasing amount of readily available
7high-performance computing platforms, chemical modeling is similarly becoming a more
wide-spread and powerful tool for obtaining molecular level data. Additionally, when
compared to experimental techniques, computational modeling provides a relatively
low-cost and hazard-free environment to probe challenging chemical questions while
frequently complimenting experimental data to help re-enforce in vivo findings. The
interplay between experiment and theoretical modeling cannot be understated; models
must be validated against reliable experimental data. Then after proper parameter-
ization and benchmarking these models can be used to help culminate experimental
findings into a complete chemical picture while eliciting experiment to explore avenues
which theory predicts to be of importance.
Biochemical processes posse a particular challenge to theoretical models. The sheer
magnitude of the systems, the biomolecule and the surrounding physiological environ-
ment, involved in these phenomena require special treatment in order to adequately
examine. The size of these systems push traditional computational methods to their
limit, requiring long-time simulation to allow both the biomolecule and the solvent to
appropriately explore conformation states. Additionally, when studying these systems
and especially those involving nucleic acids and RNA, special care must be taken to ac-
curately model the long-range electrostatic behavior as well as the underlying electronic
structure of residues involved in the reactions carried out by these biomolecules as they
are particularly sensitive to their surrounding electrostatic environment.
The remainder of this chapter provides the reader with a general overview into
some of the concepts, theoretical methods and computational models used in computa-
tional chemistry and later in this work. A fundamental understanding of the techniques
reviewed here will be needed to appreciate the research contained later within this
manuscript. The purpose of this chapter is not to re-derive any of these methods, but
rather to orient the reader toward a better understanding of the research discussed later.
The remaining sections of this chapter will unfold as follows: In subsection 1.2.1 a
brief description of classical molecular mechanical techniques and force fields is given.
In subsection 1.2.2 some techniques and models used for electronic structure calcu-
lations are discussed. Subsection 1.2.3 continues to detail hybrid quantum mechani-
cal/molecular mechanical simulations; a key technique used throughout the research in
8this manuscript. Subsection 1.2.4 covers implicit solvation models, an attractive alter-
native for reducing computational cost for modeling chemical reactions occuring in the
condensed phase as compared to QM/MM simulations. Finally, section 1.3 introduces
two enhanced sampling techniques used in this work to calculate physical observables
from the chemical simulations completed in this manuscript.
1.2.1 Molecular Mechanical Models
The central conceit of molecular dynamics (MD) is the idea that the motions of the
modeled atoms, as dictated by the underlying potential, if given enough time will ex-
plore all possible configurations available to the system as according to their Boltzmann
probability. This ergodic hypothesis, stated more concisely as
〈A〉ensemble = 〈A〉time (1.1)
where A is some chosen observable, 〈. . . 〉X is the average over the condition X. In this
example the left hand expression is commonly referred to as “ensemble average of A”.
Along with the Gibb’s postulate, which posits that the macroscopic state of a system
is determined by a distribution of microscopic states, connects the statistical sampling
of microscopic configurations and momenta gained though molecular simulation and
relate them to macroscopic measurements. From these simple statements an important
realization about dynamic molecular models can be gained. For accurate data, one
must allow their simulations an adequately long amount of time for the system to have
a chance to visit all areas of phase space, unique combinations of configurations and
momenta, in order to generate a representative sample upon which meaningful results
can be obtained.
One method for sampling phase space is to utilize classical mechanics and to prop-
agate molecules using a classical force field. A force field is a series of parameters and
equations which determine the interactions and forces between the atoms being modeled.
Utilizing a classical force field to explore phase space is commonly known as molecular
mechanics (MM) and one can generally envision the interaction between atoms in these
cases as a number of differently charged balls interacting through a series of springs.[25]
More exactly, one could express a MM force field as [26]
9VMM =
∑
bonds
kb(x− x0)2 +
∑
angles
kθ(θ − θ0)2 +
∑
dihedrals
kφ [1 + cos(nφ− φ0)]2
+
∑
non−bonded
{
4εij
[(
σij
rij
)12
−
(
σij
rij
)6]
+
1
4πε0
qiqj
rij
}
(1.2)
Where VMM is the total MM potential energy. The first term in the expression is a
Hooke’s Law-like expression representing chemical bonds between atoms, each with a
‘bond strength,’ kb, to exert a restoring force to return to a set ‘bond length’ of x0. The
second and third terms are similar 3- and 4-body expressions for angle and dihedral
terms, respectively. The final summation in the above expression is representative of
the of the interactions between all non-bonded atom pairs (between, generally, between
atoms i and j). The first two terms together are known as the Lennard-Jones (LJ)
potential, seen in Figure 1.2, which models the non-classical interactions of atoms, and
their electrons, with an empirical potential. The LJ interaction is dictated by two
pair-wise terms, σij and εij, which are the contact distance and the magnitude of the
interaction energy at its lowest point. The contact distance is the distance at which
the LJ potential intersects the zero of energy. There is an explicit connection between
the contact distance and the distance where these minimum of energy resides, known
as Rmin,ij
Rmin,ij = 2
1
6σij (1.3)
and as such the LJ expression can be rewritten as
V LJij = εij
[(
Rmin,ij
rij
)12
− 2
(
Rmin,ij
rij
)6]
. (1.4)
This is the form which will be referenced later in the manuscript and is central to
the methods presented in Chapter 3. The r−6 term arises from the leading term of the
multipole expansion, having the form of the dipole/induced dipole interaction, while the
r−12 term largely is used for computational convenience. The final term in Equation
1.4 is the Coulombic repulsion/attraction energy term, as frequently seen in classical
mechanics, where ε0 in this case is the electronic permutivity of the space being modeled.
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Further, more rigorous and physically meaningful terms such as polarization or viscous
damping,[27] can be included into the force field to improve the accuracy of desired
properties, but generally at the cost of computational efficiency.
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Figure 1.2: Diagram of the Lennard-Jones interaction potential used for mod-
eling exchange-repulsion and dispersion in molecular mechanical force fields.
This empirical interaction potential is commonly used in molecular mechanics force fields
to model the non-bonded non-electrostatic interactions.
It should be noted that there are a significant number of parameters which go into
making a force field; for instance in the simplistic force field expression provided pre-
viously: kb, x0, ka, θ0, kd, φ, εij, σij, ε0, qi and so on are all parameters which require
optimization. These parameters can take years to refine[28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33] and must
be determined for each different atom type being modeled. An atom type is a repre-
sentation of an atom in a specific electronic and bonding environment. Meaning that
an oxygen in an ester and an oxygen in an alcohol, while being the same element, are
different atom types and would therefore be assigned different force field parameters.
This type of specific parameterization can yield very accurate behavior for interactions
which are within the training set of the model but can lead to some issues, such as a
lack flexibility when modeling systems which do not fit easily within the current pa-
rameterization. Also due to this framework, and a lack of any explicit knowledge of the
underlying electronic structure of the systems being modeled, traditional MM methods
cannot be used accurately for studying most chemical reactions; those which break or
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form chemical bonds.
This does not mean MM techniques are not without merit. Given that these meth-
ods are generally propagated using classical Newtonian Laws or Monte Carlo sam-
pling and the relative brevity of force field expressions, MM techniques are some of the
most efficient ways to explore phase space for biomolecules. Being orders of magni-
tude faster than non-classical quantum mechanical (QM) techniques allows for much
greater promise for representative sampling within a specific time frame; leading to a
higher likelihood of better converged simulations and a more representative picture of
accurate data from the model. MM techniques can readily be used to observe many
different structural phenomena; such as protein folding, binding pocket stability and
water networking.
1.2.2 Electronic Structure Methods
If one desires to model the creation or destruction of chemical bonds, or the motions
of electrons in general, then quantum mechanical (QM) methods can be utilized. Gen-
erally much slower than MM modeling, QM methods strive to achieve highly accurate
data about chemical reactivity and structure. However, the expressions used for such
techniques are computationally challenging to evaluate and QM methods must be cho-
sen carefully to balance the accuracy of the model with its associated computational
cost.
While the research contained within this dissertation does not modify or expand
upon any electronic structure methods, it will prove useful to have a brief review of
some of the concepts used in electronic structure calculations. These types of calcula-
tions were used throughout the coming research and a semiempirical quantum model as
parameterized. As such, a detailed explanation of these methods will not provided but
rather an overview will be given as to layout the general landscape of the applied quan-
tum methods and to detail how the variational corrections to the quantum mechanical
self-consistent field procedure were applied.
In a majority of electronic structure calculations the goal is to gain wavefunction,
or density distribution in density functional methods, corresponding energy eigenvalue
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for the time independent Srcho¨dinger equation
Hˆ|Ψ〉 = E|Ψ〉 (1.5)
where Hˆ is the Hamiltonian operator, |Ψ〉 is the many-electron wavefunction written in
Dirac notation and E is the energy.[34] For this work all relativistic effects are ignored
and all calculations are performed working under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation
to separate electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom. In wave mechanics, the wave-
function itself is sought after by trying to solve for a set of auxiliary, molecular orbital
(MO) basis set coefficients, Cµi, which can be used to obtain the total wavefunction
which corresponds to the ground state,
|Ψ〉 = |ψiψj . . . ψk〉 . (1.6)
where
ψi =Cµiχµ + Cνiχν + · · ·+ Cniχn
=
∑
µ
Cµiχµ
(1.7)
where χµ represent an atomic orbital (AO) basis for the MOs.
To approach obtaining the ground state energy, it can be stated that, generally, the
energy depends on the spin-resolved electronic density matrices, e.g.
E = E[Pα,Pβ] (1.8)
where Pα and Pβ can be defined as
P σµν =
∑
i
nσi C
σ
µiC
σ
νi (1.9)
where σ is either α/β (up or down spin), nσi is the spin-resolved molecular orbital (MO)
occupation number for the ith MO (and has the potential values of either 0 or 1) and
Cσµi is the µ
th spin-resolved AO basis set coefficient for the ith MO. This energy must
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be minimized under the constraint that the MO basis remain orthonormal
CT · S ·C = I (1.10)
where S is known as the overlap matrix,
Sµν ≡ 〈φµ|φν〉 , (1.11)
where φµ is an arbitrary basis set function. In order to obtain the lowest, or ground
state, energy one must then solve the generalized eigenvalue problem commonly known
as the Roothann-Hall equation
Fσ ·Cσ = Sσ ·Cσ ·Eσ (1.12)
where Eσ is a diagonal matrix of spin-resolved orbital eigenvalues and Fσ is the Fock
matrix, defined as
F σµν =
∂E
∂P σµν
∣∣∣∣
R
(1.13)
To solve equation for the lowest energy eigenvalue, an iterative approach is taken
where:[35]
1.) Define the system you are acting upon by defining the nuclear coordinates and
charges, the number of electrons in the system and a basis set to operate within, φi,
and the appropriate integrals, such as Sµν .
2.) Given a trial set of MO, and corresponding trail set of MO coefficients (Cσµi), cal-
culate the density matrix shown in Equation 1.9. Alternatively, one could provide an
initial guess to the atomic density directly.
3.) Given the previously supplied density matrix build the Fock matrix from Equation
1.13.
4.) Evaluate the energy based on the current density matrix.
5.) If the change in energy from previous iterations is small, below a set threshold,
then you have reach a converged ground state energy and can stop. Otherwise, use this
energy and construct a new set of MO using Equation 1.12 to obtain new guesses for
Cσµi.
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6.) With the new set of MO coefficients repeat the cycle starting from step 2.
In wave mechanics this procedure a modulation of the variational constraint condition
that
δ
[〈
ψ|Hˆ|ψ
〉
− E0
]
= 0 (1.14)
where, in this case, |ψ〉 is some trial wavefunction which would depend on the MO basis
set coefficients Cµi, E0 is the ground state energy, and Hˆ is the Hamiltonian operator
with defines the interactions of the system. In DFT this constraint is slightly modified
to
δ
[
E[ρ]− µ
(∫
ρ(r)d3r−N
)]
= 0 (1.15)
where E[ρ]is the energy functional, µ is a Lagrange multiplier and N is the number of
electrons in the system.
Hartree-Fock Energy
As an example the energy of a single determinate, Hartree-Fock-like, method as de-
termined by acting the Hamiltonian operator upon the wavefunction can be written
as
E =
∑
a>b
ZaZb
|Ra −Rb| +
∑
µν
PµνHµν,core +
1
2
∑
µν
∑
κλ
PµνPκλ(µν|κλ)
− 1
2
∑
µκ
∑
νλ
PαµνP
α
κλ(µκ|νλ)−
1
2
∑
µκ
∑
νλ
P βµνP
β
κλ(µκ|νλ)
(1.16)
where Za is the charge of nuclei a and |Ra−Rb| is the magnitude of the distance between
the atom centers of a and b. Pµν is defined as
Pµν = P
α
µν + P
β
µν (1.17)
and the core Hamiltonian is
Hµν,core = (µ| − 1
2
∇2|ν)− (µ|
∑
a
Za
|r −Ra| |ν) (1.18)
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where ∇2 is the Laplacian operator and the two electron integrals
(µν|κλ) ≡〈χµχν| 1
r12
|χκχλ〉
=
∫ ∫
χµ(r)χν(r)χκ(r
′)χλ(r
′)
|r − r′| d
3rd3r′.
(1.19)
In this case the Fock matrix would be
Fµν = Hµν,core +
∑
κ
∑
λ
Pκλ
{
(µν|κλ)− 1
2
(µκ|νλ)
}
(1.20)
Density Functional Energy
In the case of DFT methods the, instead of framing the energy in terms of the wave-
function, the energy directly depends on the electron density, ρ(r). Here the electronic
density depends on the 3N coordinates of the electrons in the system. Based off of work
by Hohenberg and Kohn,[36] the DFT energy can be written as
E[ρ] = F [ρ] +
∫
ρ(rν(r)d3r (1.21)
where ν(r) is the potential which is generated by the nuclei and any additional external
potential and
F [ρ] = Ts[ρ] + U [ρ] + EXC [ρ] (1.22)
where Ts[ρ] is the kinetic energy functional for non-interaction electrons and U [ρ] is the
electron-electron Coulomb interaction. The EXC [ρ] is the exchange-correlation energy
term, which has received much examination[37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42] in the literature and
frequently is granted increased accuracy by the incorporation of HF-like expressions in
hybrid functionals.
Semiempirical Approaches
Advancements in quantum chemical theory frequently strive to achieve the highest level
of accuracy for the depiction of electron-electron interactions, however these develop-
ments come at a steep computational cost and are not applicable to large systems
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and/or to dynamic simulations where nuclei are allowed to move. Single geometry opti-
miazations of moderately sized molecules, on the order of 20-30 atoms, can take several
hundreds of computing hours to complete with ab initio QM techniques and applying
these methods to dynamics simulations, where this type of evaluation would need to be
completed hundreds of thousands of times, would cause the timescale of the simulation
to grow much too long. An alternative approach to alleviate this computational bottle-
neck is to, over Hartree-Fock and density functional type theories, use ‘semiempirical’
methods quantum models. In these methods, instead of trying to more accurately de-
scribe all subatomic interactions, experimental and higher-level quantum mechanical
results are reproduced through parameterization of various subatomic interactions. As
one would expect, semiempirical Hamiltonians are limited by the fact that they pro-
vide parameterized model, and venturing outside of the designed parameter space of
the Hamiltonian can result in erratic behavior. However, semiempirical approxima-
tions attempt to address the issue of slow computational speed and poor scaling while
maintaining a high level of accuracy. Through careful parameterization and use of the
Hamiltonian, semiempirical methods can be made to recapitulate experimental results
at chemical accuracy over a restricted range of applications.
Most modern semiempirical methods are an enhanced implementation of the NDDO
(neglect of diatomic differential overlap) method. Within this method’s approximation,
atomic orbitals on different atomic centers do not overlap. Consequently, the overlap
matrix is a diagonal, unity matrix. This approximation, in itself, greatly increases com-
putational efficiency by greatly reducing, if not entirely eliminating, the number of 2-
electron integrals in the calculation while not directly introducing any extra parameters
needed for the calculation. Also, as part of the approximation the 1-center, 1-electron
and 1-center, 2-electron integrals quantities are treated as parameters to further reduce
computational demand. The oldest, and yet still one of the most widely used, meth-
ods using the NDDO approximation is the MNDO, or Modified Neglect of Differential
Overlap model. Using the same infrastructure as the NDDO, MNDO methods treat the
2-center, 1-electron integrals. From here, additional parameterizations and implemen-
tations of the MNDO framework extended into several other models; MNDO/d, AM1,
PM3, and so on.
Of the most relevance to this manuscript is the AM1 method, as a new specific
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reaction parameterization of this Hamiltonian is developed in Chapter 2. MNDO, PM3
and AM1, methods all operate under the assumption that the core electrons, those not
in the valence level, are assumed to be non-reactive and subsumed into the core charge
of the nuclear center. This minimal valence atomic orbital basis only treats the valence
electrons explicitly, reducing computational cost. However, due to this assumption
additional potentials were required to accurately model the repulsive nature of atoms
experience at short to very-short ranges common in chemical bonding. Assuming that
the nuclei and immediately surrounding electronic cloud can be collapsed into a point
charge results in too strong of an attractive force when in at distances where the non-
valence electronic density could theoretically extend past. Additionally, these potentials
subsume some parts to the exchange-repulsion interactions among other interactions and
have largely been parameterized to reproduce chemical data for sets of molecules rather
than specific atomic or electronic phenomena. The PM3 and AM1 models differ from
the MNDO model in that additional repulsive off-center potentials have been added into
the formalism to aid the model in obtaining such properties as non-bonded interactions
like hydrogen bonding. The PM3 and AM1 models differ themselves through the values
of their parameters, however they share the same functional form.
1.2.3 Hybrid Quantum Mechanical/Molecular Mechanical Potentials
When modeling chemical reactions a formalism must be adopted which has some knowl-
edge about the underlying electronic structure of the system. It must know how to
model the movement of electronic density in order to be able to model the cleavage
and formation of chemical bonds. As discussed in Subsection 1.2.2, one can utilize QM
methods to accomplish this task. However when operating within a condensed phase
environment, especially when trying to study large biomolecular processes, the system
size can be on the order of tens if not hundreds of thousands of atoms and even the most
efficient semiempirical methods, which are orders of magnitude faster than contempo-
rary ab initio and density functional methods, are still too slow to perform calculations
on a system of that size. This issue is compounded when trying to simulate reactions
and one must adequately sample phase space to fulfill the requirement of the ergotic
principle. Similarly if one were to adopt a purely classical MM force field in these cases,
as discussed in Subsection 1.2.1, then while the scaling of the computational cost with
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system size would likely allow more sampling during the simulation, the MM model
would lack of any formal treatment of the electronic wave function or density making
accurately modeling a reaction not possible. This impasse was circumvented by the in-
troduction of hybrid quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical potentials (QM/MM),
seen in Figure 1.3 .
Figure 1.3: Simple example of the division of the QM and MM subsystems in
a QM/MM simulation. The QM region encompasses the atoms and their immediate
surrounding which are involved in the interaction one wished to study with a higher
level method. The rest of the system is then segregated into the MM region (shown as
gray) and treated with a classical force field. As an example, in the above schematic
the hydrogen bond interaction between the base-pairing of guanine and cytosine is
enveloped within the QM region while the rest of the system, including solvent, is in the
MM region. When studying large biomolecules only a small portion is in the QM region
while the rest of the molecule flows into the MM region. The QM and MM regions are
coupled through a QM/MM boundary.
In QM/MM simulations, a small active region is modeled through the use of a QM
Hamiltonian. This region is kept, generally, as small as possible to maintain computa-
tional efficiency and commonly contains only the reactive atoms and their immediate
surroundings. The rest of the system is modeled through the use of a classical MM po-
tential. The treatment of how these two regions interact is paramount to the QM/MM
formalism. One approach is a “subtactive” scheme in which when adopted the total
QM/MM energy determined by calculating the entire system at the MM level, then
calculating the QM and MM energies of the active region, then by adding in the QM
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energy to the total MM energy while removing the MM energy for the active region. A
schematic of this formalism is shown in Figure 1.4. Another approach is to adopt an
Figure 1.4: Schematic of the subtractive QM/MM scheme for obtaining the
total QM/MM energy. In this protocol the total QM/MM energy is obtained by
calculating the entire system at the MM level, then the reactive region is calculated
at the QM level. The MM energy for just the QM atoms is then subtracted from the
combination of the first two energies. Special treatment for the interactions which cross
the QM/MM boundary may be included if they are desired to be different than the MM
force field.
“additive” scheme in which the total QM/MM energy can be written as
ETotQM/MM = EQM + EMM + E
interaction
QM/MM (1.23)
where EQM is the energy of the QM region, EMM is the energy of the MM region
and EinteractionQM/MM is the interaction energy that arises between the two other regions. A
schematic of this formalism can be seen in Figure 1.5. Special attention must be given
to the QM/MM interaction energy term. Most generally,
EinteractionQM/MM = E
electrostatic
QM/MM + E
non−electrostatic
QM/MM (1.24)
where EelectrostaticQM/MM is an energy term which arises from the QM electrostatic potential
interacting with the field of MM charges. This term, once again most generally, can
be handled in three different ways. The first is mechanical embedding. In this scheme,
QM atoms are assigned point charges which interact with the MM charges in a purely
classical manner. While being the most computationally efficient means of treating this
interaction, it also leaves much to be desired as there is no meaningful polarization
response from either the QM or MM atoms with respect to one another which can
lead to significant error. Next the QM/MM electrostatic interaction could be handled
with electrostatic embedding, which is generally the most wide-spread method for this
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interaction. In it, the QM electrostatic potential is allowed to respond and polarize
to the surrounding MM point charges by including them into the QM Hamiltonian.
This method allows residues involved in the reaction being modeled to polarize in a
meaningful why to their surroundings while still striking a balance in computational
effort. Finally, one could employ polarization embedding where both the QM and MM
regions are allowed to polarize in some fashion to each other. The details by which
this technique are carried out can largely depend on the treatment of polarization in
the MM region. This method, while being the most physically realistic treatment of
the electrostatic QM/MM interaction, is the most computationally intensive. This
work utilizes the electrostatic embedding scheme and all work will be presented as
such. Continuing, the QM/MM non-electrostatic term, Enon−electrostaticQM/MM , can be divided
further as
Enon−electrostaticQM/MM = E
bonded
QM/MM + E
non−bonded
QM/MM (1.25)
where EbondedQM/MM occurs when a QM atom is directly bound to an MM atom, causing a
covalent bond to transverse the QM/MM boundary. This term is an active field of study
and can be treated a number of ways. The simplest cases is to avoid this term entirely
by choosing the QM/MM boundary in such a way to avoid dividing the system across
covalent bonds. However, when studying large biomolecules, such a division of space is
not always possible and crossing a chemical bond with the QM/MM boundary becomes
unavoidable. Link-atom,[43, 44, 45, 46] boundary-atom[47, 48] and localized-orbital[49]
schemes are all viable techniques that could be used to treating this interaction.[26] The
form of each of these methodologies varies in its implementation, and as the research
contained within present work does not encounter this interaction in any of its studies
no further discussion is needed.
The final term in the non-electrostatic energy is the Enon−bondedQM/MM energy which repre-
sents the non-classical exchange repulsion and correlation dispersion interactions. While
these interactions are intrinsically linked to the motions of the electrons of atoms, for
simplification of the model these interactions are commonly handled by assigning atom
types to the QM atoms in the system and giving them empirical Lennard-Jones param-
eters, as one would for the MM atom of the system. This treatment is fast and efficient,
however it is non-ideal, and research to address the shortcomings of this treatment are
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detail in Chapter 3.
The combination of utilizing both QM and MM techniques simultaneously allows for
the simulation of condensed phase reactions. This technique has the benefit that it is or-
ders of magnitudes faster than fully QM techniques while still affording some knowledge
of the electronic structure of chemically important atoms to the end user. However, this
technique has several widely known limitations. First off, the QM Hamiltonian used
frequently need to still be an approximate one, as evaluating a complete wavefunction
is still too computationally intensive to complete in a timely manner. Secondly if the
chemical event being modeled is non-local in nature, either having molecules move in
and out of the active site region freely over the coarse of the reaction or having an active
site which itself is very large while including several disparate residues, then QM/MM
techniques will either be inapplicable or further, more specialized approaches need to
be considered.
1.2.4 Implicit Solvation Models
The effects of solvent stabilization has an immense impact on biological and chemical
reactions. As such, the treatment of these effects must be considered carefully and
taken into account while trying to model condensed phase reactions. However, the
computational cost of modeling solvent is not insubstantial. In fact, in standard MD
simulations of reactions happening at physiological concentrations (typically on the over
of µM concentrations of solute) the number of water molecules surrounding can be on
the order of millions of times greater than the number of solute molecules. To alleviate
this computational burden explicit water simulations are commonly run under periodic
boundary conditions, which simulate an infinitely repeating images of a smaller cavity
of the total solvated system whose interaction with the modeled system can be handled
with computationally efficient means such as fast multipole and Particle Mesh Ewald
methods.[50, 51, 52] Additionally, explicit waters in the modeled system are generally
treated with fixed hydrogen atoms which drastically reduces the number of degrees of
freedom per water molecule that needs to be propagated.[53, 54, 55, 56, 57] However,
even with these advances, explicit water simulation can still represent an insurmountable
computational bottleneck when higher-level quantum mechanical methods are required
or if the size of the solute being modeled is quite large.
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of the interactions required for calculating the total
QM/MM energy in the additive QM/MM scheme. For this protocol the total
QM/MM energy (top) is equal to the total added energy of the four lower diagrams. The
first (A) is the total QM energy of the atoms contained within the active region. The
next (B) is the total MM energy of all atoms that are not contained within the active
region. Then the QM/MM interaction energy is shown in the bottom who pictures (C
and D). The QM/MM bonded term (C) can be treated by a variety of specialized tech-
niques while the non-bonded term (D) consists of allowing the QM charges to interact
with the QM Hamiltonian and the Lennard-Jones potential to treat exchange repulsion
and dispersion.
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Figure 1.6: Cartoon of an electronic distribution contained within an implicit
solvent dielectric continuum. Implicit solvent models replace explicitly modeled
solvent waters with a dielectric continuum. This drastically reduces the number of
degrees of freedom which need to be modeled in condensed phase simulation. Solute
molecules interact with the continuum through the implicit solvent boundary, which
generally serves as a bulk screening agent and responds to the electronic density within
the solvation cavity.
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To this end, one could employ the use of an implicit solvation model to eliminate
the need for any explicit treatment of any water. These methods represent the solvent
in an average way by modeling it through the use of some sort of dielectric continuum,
see Figure 1.6. The fundamental idea behind implicit solvation is that the dielectric
continuum serves as the average representation of the bulk solvent surrounding the
solute which is placed inside of a cavity within the continuum. The cavity is determined
by generally by some radial term about atoms which define the continuum boundary.
This boundary can be determined in a number of different ways, some of which are
outlined in Figure 1.7. The solute is then placed inside this cavity and the electronic
density of the solute interacts with the continuum boundary to model solvation effects.
Generally, the goal of these models is to predict the solvation free energy (∆Gsolv) of a
system, the energy associated with moving that system from the gas phase into solution.
Figure 1.7: Cartoon of different implicit solvation model boundary types.
There are many different interpretations of where the boundary of an implicit solvent
model should belong. Two of the most common are the Solvent Excluded Surface (SES),
or van der Waals surface, and the Solvent Accessible surface (SAS). Generally, each can
be determined by ‘rolling’ a probe that is representative of the size of a solvent molecule
along the canvitation radii of the atoms of the solute. The minimum contact distance
will trace the SES while the SAS will be traced by the center of the solvent probe.
Numerous different continuum models have been developed; Poisson-Boltzmann
(PB),[58] Minnesota solvation (SMx),[59, 60, 61] conductor-like screening (COSMO),[62,
63, 64] general Borne (GB),[65, 66] polarizable continuum (PCM)[67, 68, 69] models as
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a small set of examples. All of these models approach the question of implicit solva-
tion from a slightly different perspectives, each with their own strengths and weak-
nesses. One of the major drawbacks to implicit solvation models is inherent with their
strengths; because of the average representation of the solvent environment, which pro-
vides the gained computational efficiency, specific solute/solvent interactions cannot be
accurately modeled (unless these interactions are known a priori, are long lived and
included within the solute cavity). For instance, if transient water or salt bridges are
important to the overall stability to a protein being modeled then an implicit solva-
tion model my completely neglect these interactions. Additionally, solvation effects are
highly dependent on and sensitive to the definition of the solute cavity. Care must be
taken when selecting an implicit solvation model to make sure it is well parameterized
for the given application However, even within these concerns in mind implicit solva-
tion models provide a useful tool for representing solvent properties in a cost-effective
manner, average manner.
1.3 Techniques to Aid Computational Sampling
Frequently, simulations are run not to obtain the motions of molecules directly (which
in itself would be a tenuous practice as the precision needed to propagate motion accu-
rately at a molecular level is very computationally demanding) but rather to calculate
some other physical observable, like a free energy or the density of water, by sampling
the configurations generated by a model. Then, using the frequency that the model
visits particular configurations data can be obtained. Using a strategy first developed
by Metropolis et al.[70], probability in which configurations are visited by the modeled
system will correspond to ensemble averages, which in turn can be related to physical
observables. However, while it is theoretically possible to perform conventional molecu-
lar dynamics to sample the whole of phase space, in practice molecular dynamics is too
inefficient to address exploring chemical reaction energy landscapes in this manner. If
attempted, the model would likely remain in a local energy basin, repeatedly sampling
a small (and likely generally uninteresting) area of phase space.
To overcome this issue and to sample phase space in a more efficient manner, spe-
cialized techniques have been developed which allow for sampling specifically selected,
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narrow but important, regions of phase space. These areas are generally involved in
chemical interactions, rearrangements or reactions and involve crossing over relatively
energetically unfavorable areas of phase space directly. It is important to obtain a
representative distribution of states in these particular areas of phase space so that in-
formation can be gained about how the relative energy and probably of visiting of these
states compares to that of the energetically favorable minima basins in the surrounding
neighborhood. These enhanced sampling techniques have proven themselves to be pow-
erful tools, despite all of them requiring some amount of knowledge about the system a
priori to properly implement. If care is not taken with utilizing these techniques, then
the area of phase space which is sampled may be artificially limited and will result in
and incomplete picture, and likely an altered value of the desired observable.
The following subsections will discuss two of the many enhanced sampling tech-
niques available in modern molecular modeling; umbrella sampling and thermodynamic
integration. Each of these techniques were used extensively in the research presented
in this work and, while no fundamental developments where made to either of these
techniques, an understanding of why each technique was chosen and will provide some
insight into the findings and results of the research herein.
1.3.1 Umbrella Sampling
A term first coined by Torrie and Valleau[71], umbrella sampling, conventionally refers
to a technique used in molecular modeling in conjunction with molecular dynamics
simulations to more expediently sample a specific area of phase space. This task is
accomplished through the inclusion of a fictitious ‘biasing force.’ This force, whose
potential can be of any form, changes the underlying potential felt by the modeled
atoms and causes the simulation to preferentially favor one particular neighborhood of
states, as defined by the user. This approach proves particularly useful, as one can bias
their simulations to favor energetically unstable or high-energy states as compared to
meta-stable or lower-energy states, allowing for more complete sampling of these high-
energy configurations which then in turn provides a more complete picture of these
states and more accurate estimations on the physical observables correlated with the
free energy landscape.
The most widespread use of this technique is by defining the bias potential to be a
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harmonic restraint along some user-defined progression coordinate,
Ubias(ξ) = k(ξ − ξ0)2, (1.26)
where Ubias(ξ) is the biasing potential, ξ0 is the location progression coordinate (some-
times also referred to as the anchor position), and k is the a parameter which determined
the strength of the restoring force. A brief schematic on how umbrella sampling can
enhance local sampling can be found in Figure 1.8. The progression coordinate, ξ, is
arbitrary and can be defined in any number of ways. However, it is common to con-
struct this coordinate in terms of geometric properties, such as bond distances or angles,
of the particles undergoing some chemical event. For instance, later in the manuscript
biasing potentials are used in a bimolecular nucleophilic substitution (SN2) reaction and
ξ is defined as the difference between the distances of the nucleophile and the leaving
group with respect to the central atom chirality inversion. In cases like this, it is also
common to refer to the progression coordinate as a reaction coordinate as it is indicative
of progress in a chemical reaction.
Figure 1.8: Diagram of how the use of an umbrella potential in umbrella
sampling allows for locally enhanced sampling of a potential energy surface
Without the use of an umbrella potential simulations would not be able to surmount
large barriers in the underlying potential, and would be restricted in the area of native
sampling. However, when a biasing potential is applied, simulations can sample these
higher energy states.
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After defining a progression coordinate, ξ, then several different windows must be
simulated at different positions along that coordinate, ξ0. Afterwards, specialized tech-
niques such as the weighted histogram method (WHAM),[72, 73, 74] the multistate
Bennett acceptance ratio estimator (MBAR),[75, 76, 77] or the variational free energy
profile method (vFEP)[78, 79] can be used to remove effects of the biasing potential from
the simulated results and reconstruct a free energy profile based off of the probability
density of states across all windows.
There are a few shortcomings which can arise due to improper use or application of
this technique. If the progression coordinate is ill-defined, either because it restricts the
model to not sample important areas of phase space or there does not exist a coordinate
(which can even be a combination of several different independent coordinates) that
captures the necessary motions for meaningful simulation of the system, then the use of
umbrella sampling will yield poor results. Additionally if when defining the progression
coordinate the values of either ξ0, by being too far apart, or k, by being too strong
or too loose, do not allow for adequate sampling in and between the different windows
on the simulation then the resulting estimations of the free energy landscape will be
erroneous.
1.3.2 Alchemical Perturbation and Thermodynamic Integration
Another method to generate free energy data with molecular simulation is to utilize free
energy perturbation (FEP) to sample along an “alchemical” pathway[80, 81, 82, 83] and
then to connect the different states with Thermodynamic Integration (TI). Originally
set forth by Kirkwood,[84] and then further refined by others,[85, 86, 87] TI can utilize a
non-physical pathway, which may be include intermediate steps in which atoms partially
exist or have fractions of electrons assigned to them, to obtain experimentally relevant
free energy data as long as the two end states of this “transmutation,” have physical
meaning. Intuitively, concept has merit as free energy is a state function and, as all
state functions, the path taken to obtain this value does not matter. Rather, the relative
difference between the each state dictates the value of this observable. More rigorously,
one can state a free energy as
A(N,V, T ) = −β−1 ln(Q) (1.27)
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where
β =
1
kbT
(1.28)
where kb is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin and Q is the
partition function
Q(N,V, T ) =
1
N !Λ3N
∫
e−βU(p1...pN ,x1...xN )d3p1 . . . d
3pNd
3x1 . . . d
3xN (1.29)
where N is the number of particles in the system and x1 and p1 are the position and
momenta of particle 1 respectively, and so on. In this example the Helmholtz free energy
was used, however this type of derivation can be extended into other ensembles[88] and
the current selection is arbitrary. The total energy of a given combination of positions
and momenta is represented as U . If there are two different systems which experience
two different potentials, U1 and U2 then it is possible to connect these two different
potentials through one “metapotential” which utilizes a perturbation progression vari-
able, λ, to dictate how far between each potential the simulation is located. This new,
combined potential would take the form[89, 90]
U(x,p, f(λ)) = (1− f(λ))U1(x,p) + f(λ)U2(q,p). (1.30)
where f(λ) is some switching function such that
U(x,p, f(λ)) =
{
U1(x,p) if λ = 0
U2(x,p) if λ = 1
(1.31)
but other than these constraints f(λ) had arbitrary form. If one were to then take the
derivative of that free energy, A, with respect to the perturbation progression variable,
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λ, one would get
∂A(λ)
∂λ
= − 1
βQ
∂Q
∂λ
=
kbT
Q
∂
∂λ
∫
e−βU(x,p,λ)d3xd3p
=
kbT
Q
∫ (
−β∂U(x,p, λ)
∂λ
)
e−βU(x,p,λ)d3xd3p
= −
〈
∂U(x,pλ)
∂λ
〉
(1.32)
Then by stating the relationship that the free energy of moving a system from U1 to U2
with absolute free energies A1 and A2, respectively,
∆A = A2 −A1 (1.33)
by following the progression variable λ is equal to integrating over all possible values of
λ
∆A(λ) =
∫ 1
0
∂A
∂λ
dλ (1.34)
which would lead to the conclusion that the fee energy difference between two states
can also be obtained by
∆A(λ) =
∫ 1
0
〈
∂U
∂λ
〉
λ
dλ (1.35)
where 〈. . . 〉λ is the ensemble average at a given value of λ. Practically, this means that
when running a simulation if one is able to calculate the value of ∂U∂λ while constraining
a system at a particular value of λ then, no matter the path between U1 and U2 which
is dictated by λ, it should be possible to determine the relative free energy difference
between those two states. Therefore, transformations can proceed along an alchemical
pathway which are not limited to ‘physical’ changes and can, for example mutate one
atom of a particular element into a different element or pathways could lead functional
groups to be perturbed into nothing.[91]
For all intents and purposes direct computation of Equation 1.35 is not feasible, as
it would require an infinite number of λ windows to be simulated over with infinitesimal
spacing. However, within reasonable approximation the integral within that equation
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Figure 1.9: Example of an alchemical pathway in which one compound is
transmuted into another via free energy perturbation (FEP) methods. FEP
methods can link two different compounds with an “alchemical pathway” to allow for
efficient simulation of traditionally challenging to calculate free energies. For instance if
the pathway shown above, where the selected hydrogen atoms are directly transformed
into hydroxyl groups, was followed in both solution and gas phases one could calculate
the relative free energy of solvation , ∆∆Gsolv, between furan and 2,5-hydroxyfuran.
can be replaced with a Riemann sum;
∆A =
n∑
i=1
〈
∂U(x,p, f(λ))
∂λ
〉
λi
∆λi. (1.36)
where n is the number of λ windows, each run at a specific value of λi to determine the
value of
〈
∂U(x,p,f(λ))
∂λ
〉
λi
. The severity of the errors due to this approximation is directly
related to the number of λ windows simulated (n) and the form of the metapotential
coupling the two different states, U(x,p, f(λ)). Commonly a linear coupling scheme is
used to connect the two end-state potentials and only a few, somewhere around 3 to 5, λ
windows are required to obtain reasonably accurate data, assuming smooth convergence
of
〈
∂U(x,p,f(λ))
∂λ
〉
λi
during the simulation. Then simple extrapolation protocols can be
used to fit the obtained data and an accurate result can be obtained. However if a
more complex scheme for f(λ) is used, generally in order to avoid computational pitfalls
associated with a linear coupling scheme, then more λ windows may be needed to reduce
the error due to replacing the integral with a Riemann sum.
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Figure 1.10: Example thermodynamic cycle which could be used for calculat-
ing ∆∆G of solvation between two different compounds. In order to calculate
the relative solvation free energy, ∆∆GABsolv between two compounds, A and B, the above
thermodynamic cycle could be used where ∆∆GABsolv = ∆G
B
solv −∆GAsolv and ∆GAsolv is
the free energy of moving A form the gas phase into solution and ∆GA→Bg is the free
energy for transmuting A directly into B while in the gas phase, and so on. Keep in
mind that due to the cyclical nature of this calculation only three of the free energy
transformations shown above need to be simulated, as the fourth can be calculated di-
rectly from the other three. This is useful if one of the transformations is particularly
challenging, or this information could be used to help verify the validity and accuracy
of the simulations performed by completing the full cycle and checking whether the
simulated results from each transformation agree with the sum of the other three.
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FEP with TI is a very powerful tool for computational biochemistry as it allows
for the calculation of the relative free energy between two different system states. Di-
rect calculation of pKa values[92], solvation free energies[93, 91, 82] and binding free
energies[94] can be accomplished in a straightforward manner; commonly through the
use of a thermodynamic cycle, see Figure 1.10.[95, 96, 97] This capability provides a
distinct advantage to these methods over umbrella sampling-type methods as no specific
reaction coordinate must be determined a priori. For instance, when using umbrella
sampling if one were to try to determine the free energy of binding of a small organic
compound into the active sight of a protein then a specific reaction coordinate would
have to be determined which could move the small molecule from bulk solution into the
protein scaffold. With subtle rearrangements and structural changes associated with
ligand binding, this reduction in system degrees of freedom frequently not possible.
One could try to adopt a procedure in which several different reaction coordinates are
probed simultaneously, however the computational cost of these simulations scale expo-
nentially with the number of additional reaction coordinates needed. FEP on the other
hand, can probe this event directly by simply transmuting the bound ligand into the
bulk solution.
Chapter 2
Modeling the SN2 reaction of Cl
−
on CH3Cl with a Specific
Reaction Parameterization of
Semiempirical AM1 Hamiltonian
In order to parameterize the subtle interactions which are modified by the model de-
scribed in Chapter 3, a base-line reaction had to be established. Ideally, this reaction
would involve biologically active atoms; such as oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus and hy-
drogen; would have a large amount of electronic transfer from among reagents, would
have a small number of degrees of freedom; such as different elements involved in the
reaction; and would have a large amount of experimentally known solvation free energies
of compounds in or related to the reagents of the modeled reaction. Clearly, this list of
criteria is complex and slightly restrictive.
Initially, due to the key roll oxygen plays in the phosphoryl transfer reaction outlined
in Section 1.1, the different protonation states of water were considered as a test system.
However, the exact nature of how hydroxide, hydronium or even a water molecule behave
1 This chapter compiles material reprinted with permission from Kuechler, Erich R., and Darrin M.
York. ”Quantum mechanical study of solvent effects in a prototype SN2 reaction in solution: Cl attack
on CH3Cl.” The Journal of chemical physics 140.5 (2014): 054109. Copyright 2014, AIP Publishing
LLC.
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in bulk water is still not entirely clear[98, 99, 100, 101, 102] combined with the common
treatments of hydrogen atoms in molecular simulation, frequently using them as point
charges with no non-bonded non-electrostatic interactions or as ‘fudge factors’ to these
interactions of other atoms, this set of systems did not appear to be an ideal choice
for a launching-off point for the model and future parameterizations of it. After some
consideration, the system of the attack of the chloride anion on methylchloride was
thought to be sound. This reaction has been extensively studied both computationally
and experimentally studied, involves a significant amount of charge transfer over the
coarse of the reaction, involves only three different elements, and the reagents of the
reaction had experimentally known solvation free energies. While this reaction did not
fulfill the criteria of being particularly biologically motivated, once a reasonable set of
parameters for the reaction were obtained then they could be used in similar reactions
to acquire parameters for other elements.
Once the chloride/methylchloride symmetric reaction was chosen, models were as-
sessed to determine whether an existing semiempirical Hamiltonian could accurately
model this reaction. While some did reasonably reproduce the solution phase barrier
none were able to capture both the gas phase and solution phase barriers simultaneously,
as discussed and shown later in this chapter. This result was not surprising as most
QM/MM simulations in the literature today do not involve reactive chlorine, rather
chloride anions are mainly used in the MM region for their bulk properties. With the
need for an accurate QM method to handle reactive chlorine, it was decided that a
specific reaction parameterization of the AM1 Hamiltonian was needed. The remainder
of this chapter will detail the development and performance of this new model.
2.1 General Background
Ab initio and density functional quantum chemical calculations are powerful tools
which can be used for highly accurate predictions of gas phase geometries and reac-
tion energetics.[103, 104, 105] However, when systems are in a condensed phase en-
vironment extensive conformational sampling is required and the computational cost
of these quantum mechanical (QM) calculations can pose a practical bottleneck. One
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strategy to overcome this limitation and obtain QM level accuracy in molecular dynam-
ics simulations at a reduced computational cost is to use a hybrid quantum mechani-
cal/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) potential [106, 107, 108, 109] where the system is
divided into two different regions; a small active site region containing any chemically
active atoms with their immediate neighbors to be modeled with QM techniques and
then the rest of the system is modeled with classical molecular mechanics (MM). Even
within a QM/MM framework, however, when interrogating reaction pathways of large
biological systems, where QM regions can be one hundred atoms or more and the total
system size can be on the order of hundreds of thousands of atoms, traditional QM
techniques may still be prohibitive. As a result, the last decade has seen a resurgence
of interest in the development of fast, approximate “semiempirical Hamiltonian” quan-
tum models for use in QM/MM simulations. Specifically parameterized semiempirical
models have shown themselves to be invaluable at exploring different classes of highly
specialized reactions. [110, 111, 112, 113]
This chapter will outline a procedure for creating an Specific Reaction Parame-
terization (SRP) quantum model for chlorine within the Austin Model 1 (AM1)[114]
Hamiltonian for the symmetric bimolecular nucleophilic reaction (SN2) of a chlorine
anion attacking methyl chloride in both the gas phase and in solution. Simple SN2
reactions, such as the focus reaction of this study, are some of the most fundamental
reactions in organic chemistry and have provided keen insights into gas phase reactivity
and aqueous, solvation properties, reaction energetics and kinetics over the past several
decades. [115, 116, 117, 118, 119] It is well known that SN2 reactions, when in the gas
phase, have an double-well potential energy surface with a single transition state (TS),
as seen in Figure 2.1, bracketed on either side by low wells generated from the forma-
tion of a more energetically stable Ion-Dipole Complex (IDC). Then, when the reaction
is moved into solution, the reaction profile is likely to be dominated by an enhanced
central barrier. This change in the general shape of the reaction energy surface is due
to destabilization of the TS and the IDC. Relative to the reactants/products, both of
these complexes have an increased solvent-excluded space because they are generally
much more diffuse than either of the separated reagents. As a result, solvation strongly
favors the reactant state over the TS and IDC, leading to a pronounced single barrier
and less prominent IDC stabilization. The solvation stabilization of ionic species and
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another, possibly dipolar, molecule at infinite separation is much greater than for the
TS. Although the TS bears a charge, the solvation cavity it creates is considerably larger
than those made from either of the reactants. Also, if the reaction is symmetric, the TS
will not have a net dipole moment. Similarly, solvation destabilizes the IDC relative to
the reactants, although to a smaller extent than the TS, causing a drastic reduction of
the depth of the corresponding minima in the free energy profile.
The study of chloromethane and other small halogenated hydrocarbons are not
only of central interest to understanding a wide range of fundamental chemistry, but
are of health and environmental interest in themselves.[120, 121, 122, 123, 124] Hav-
ing been so extensively studied, by both experimental [125, 126, 127, 128, 129] and
computational[130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138] means, lends this class of
reactions to be an outstanding starting position for benchmarking and refining new
computational methods and techniques. In particular, the chloride/methyl chloride
reaction is a strong candidate as a prototype reaction as it has be quite extensively
studied in order to understand the exact nature of the transition state in the gas and
condensed phases.[139, 140, 141, 142] Furthermore, by starting out with a small system
which has inherently less degrees of freedom in interaction and parameter space, one
can refine parameters more easily and then proceed to build on the system from that
strong foundation.
Very recently, a similar set of reactions has been the focus of semiempirical model
development and application in QM/MM simulations by Liang et al.[143] This work
performed critical examinations of the SN2 reactions of chloride and fluoride attack-
ing methanol and develops a new AM1 parameterization using the internal reaction
coordinates of each respective gas phase reaction to include reaction energetics and
force-matching to MP2 reference data. This strategy has been demonstrated to be a
successful one in subsequent QM/MM applications. In the present chapter, we examine
a different reaction and utilize a different approach in parameterization strategy that
includes sets of constrained geometry optimizations at different stages along the reaction
coordinate, as well as properties of the isolated reactant species, and demonstrate that
it is robust and transferable in application to QM/MM simulations in solution. Results
of the simulations provide insight into the origins of solvation effects on the reaction.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the effects of solvation upon the po-
tential energy of a symmetric SN2 reaction. Specifically, the attack of a chloride
anion on methylchloride is shown. Moving from the gas phase into solution frequently
significantly reduces the energy associated with the presence of an ion-dipole complex
(IDC) and generally increases the attack barrier as charge is concentrated into a larger
intermediate system in the transition state (TS). The nucleophilic attack distance (dN ),
the leaving group distance (dL) for the IDC and the halide distance in the TS (dH) are
labeled.
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2.2 Computational Methodologies
The bimolecular identity reaction of a chloride anion attacking methyl chloride via an
SN2 mechanism both in the gas and solution phases are examined for the purposes of
creating a SRP semiempirical Hamiltonian. This chapter explores the use of a stepwise
approach to the parameterization and testing of new models to study chemical reac-
tions in solution. The first step is to perform benchmark gas phase quantum chemical
calculations to obtain a target reaction profile, as well as key molecular properties of
the reactants and products including geometries, electron affinities, dipole moments. All
values are validated the data against available literature values where possible. The sec-
ond step is to use the most accurate high-level QM results, in conjunction with known
experimental values where appropriate, from the methods tested as a training set to
parametrize an accurate semiempirical Hamiltonian model that is orders of magnitude
faster than any of the benchmark-level models allowing it to be utilized in molecular
dynamics simulations. The parametrization will only focus on recapitulating the gas
phase quantum chemical data, with no other modulation of the parameters to better
performance in solution. In the third step, the new semiempirical model will be tested
in QM/MM simulations using standard molecular force field van der Waals parameters
to capture free energy profiles for the target reaction. Results will be scrutinized against
experimental and other semiempirical data to determine the accuracy of the SRP Hamil-
tonian for solution phase reactions. The following subsections detail the computational
methods used for each of these steps.
2.2.1 Benchmark Quantum Chemical Calculation Protocol
In order to establish a baseline onto which the SRP Hamiltonian will be optimized a
number of different quantum models were tested as to determine which would best re-
produce experimental gas phase reaction data. The models chosen for this task were
Hartree Fock (HF) and the Second-order Møller-Plesset (MP2)[144] methods. Addition-
ally these ab initio methods were compared along side a series of density-functionals
including BH&HLYP,[145] B3LYP,[146] ωB97x-D[147] and M06-2X.[148] Each of the
tested QM methods perform differently depending largely on their general formulations,
therefore it is important to test each to determine which best captures the physics of
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the reaction of interest.
HF has several known issues with chemical bonding[149] however it does provide the
exact exchange while being computationally less demanding than several other ab initio
and hybrid density functional methods. MP2 is the only perturbative method chosen
for our bench-marking calculations; being fairly widely used and having been shown
to be highly accurate, even when given small to moderately sized basis sets, for small
molecules and their reactions, however computational cost can become an issue if system
size becomes too large. [150] Several different hybrid density functionals were examined;
BH&HLYP, B3LYP, ωB97x-D and M06-2X, each has different strengths, related to each
of their formulations and treatment of the exact (HF) exchange. BH&HLYP uses equal
parts of the Kohn-Sham exchange energy and of Becke’s[145] correction to the local spin
density approximation (LSDA) while the B3LYP functional contains each of these, with
different weightings, while also having three other fit mixing parameters relating to the
exchange or correlation energies. M06-2X weights the exact HF exchange more highly
than either of the two functionals at 54% in conjunction with several other empirical
functions. The ωB97x-D is a long-range corrected (LC) hybrid density functional, which
uses 100% of the HF exchange to describe distant electron-electron interactions and then
uses parametrized functionals and general gradient approximations (GGA) for shorter,
close-range, interactions. To enhance short-range behavior, both the ωB97x-D and M06-
2X functionals also use Grimme’s[151] DFT dispersion correction with weighting factors
of 1.0 and 0.06 respectively. Finally, the M06-2X functional also includes meta-GGA
character to further differentiate itself from the other functionals in this test set.
As for why each of these functionals were chosen initially; B3LYP was an obvious
choice to test for a model function, as a majority of density functional computational
studies today use this method due to its generally good performance and low compu-
tational cost. The BH&HLYP was included because other similar studies noted that
this functional performs quite well for capturing energy barriers for small reactions,
however it has also been noted that BH&HLYP does not correctly predict reaction
thermodynamics.[134] The ωB97x-D functional has shown superior performance for
measuring both bonded and non-bonded interactions in the LC hybrid class of func-
tionals and finally M06-2X is the recommended functional of the M06 suite for main
group chemistry, which has been shown to accurately predict thermochemistry, kinetics
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and non-covalent interactions for non-multi-reference systems.
To calculate gas phase reaction energies, first the stationary points of the reaction
were determined; including the IDC and the TS. The TS was verified as a first order
saddle point through normal mode analysis which reported a single negative eigenvalue
in the Hessian, whose mode amplitude and motion were along the predicted reaction
pathway. Furthermore, intrinsic reaction coordinate profiles were calculated by follow-
ing the steepest gradients down from the TS to ensure that the TS correctly connected
the reactant and product minima. Reactants and products minima were calculated at
‘infinite separation’ and then added to calculate their respective energy basins. All gas
phase quantum benchmark calculations performed were carried out using the Gaus-
sian09 software suite[152] in conjunction with the GaussView tool.[153] Each of the
tested high-level quantum methods were geometry optimized and their energies eval-
uated at the 6-311++g(3df,2p) level of theory with tight optimization and tight SCF
convergence criteria while using an ultrafine integration grid. This work was carried
out using hardware and software provided by the University of Minnesota Supercom-
puting Institute and the supercomputing facilities at Rutgers, the State University of
New Jersey.
After selecting a quantum method to act as the model for the new semiempirical
Hamiltonian, it is used to create gas phase reaction profiles. To create the reaction
profiles, constrained optimizations were performed where, departing from the TS, the
nucleophile was incrementally pulled away from the carbon which it was attacking until
well passed the minima of the IDC. Two constraints are used: one distance constraint
between the attacking nucleophile and the carbon center of SN2 inversion, and another
maintaining the attack angle between the nucleophile, the carbon center and the leaving
group at 180◦. These two constraints are adequate for this study because the reaction
examined in this paper is symmetric; the nucleophile and the leaving group are iden-
tical. If this was not the case, it would be important to examine the departure of the
leaving group with additional points and constraints during and after the transition
state. Additionally, calculations were made of each individual reagent in order to prop-
erly calculate the energy of the reactants and products at ‘infinite separation.’ With
the listed constraints imposed, geometries of several different points of reaction coordi-
nate progress were optimized using the selected functional at the 6-31+g(d,p) level of
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theory. Energies were then recalculated at the 6-311++g(3df,2p) level at the previously
optimized geometry, each performed using an ultrafine integration grid and tight conver-
gence criteria. After the reaction profile was created, it was verified to be representative
of the reaction through cross examination with the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)
profile.
Where possible, results in the gas phase are compared with computational bench-
mark results from the W1’ method by Parthiban et al. [134] The W1’ method is a vari-
ation on the Weizmann-1 (W1) procedure to improve performance on second-row com-
pounds, using a combination of high basis set level B3LYP, CCSD and CCSD(T) calcu-
lations to extrapolate to infinite basis set limits and accurately account for an-harmonic
zero-point energy, relativistic effects and other computationally challenging energetics.
Typically, this procedure yields results that are accurate within 0.25 kcal/mol for ther-
mochemical data.[154, 155]
2.2.2 Parameterization of the SRP AM1 Hamiltonian
Once the high-level reference gas phase reaction profile was obtained, it was used to
generate an objective function for the parameterization of the new AM1 Hamiltonian.
A weighted chi-squared function was used, taking into account energetics and molecular
geometries of each of the points in the reaction profile outlined in the previous section.
Including many points along the reaction coordinate allows the new model to capture
subtle features over the course of the reaction, such as curvature of the adiabatic energy
surface. Identical constraints as those in the benchmark quantum calculations were also
imposed on the optimization procedure for regeneration of the gas phase reaction profile.
Extra weight was given to the important minima and saddle points in the chi squared
function, as recapitulating the reaction barrier was thought of as the most important
characteristic to obtain. Reagents and other similar molecules were also included into
the objective function. Important physical observables, such as the dipole moments of
relevant reagents and electron affinities of select particles where also taken into account.
The parameterization scheme used involved a multi-step optimization in which the ob-
jective function weights were modulated in order to quickly converge the parameters of
the new Hamiltonian. Initially, geometric quantities were given higher weights relative
to recapitulating energetics because small changes to bond lengths and angles result
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in drastic shifts in potential energy which could cause instabilities in the parameter
optimization . Once these initial parameters are converged, meaning that the param-
eters for the geometric quantities are relaxed, the objective function weights are then
adjusted such that the energetic terms contribute in a more significant degree to the chi
squared function. Then parameters were re-optimized and more finely tuned in order to
capture reaction energetics. Full details of the merit function and optimization protocol
used to derive the new parameters, including each molecular species and their starting
geometries, the molecular refinement procedure including all constraints, all properties
and their reference values and chi squared weight can be found as a documented input
file which was used to run the calculation in the Appendix B. Optimization departed
from the original AM1 parameters for chlorine and was accomplished using a direction
set method[156] in conjunction with the MNDO97[157] software package.
2.2.3 Protocol used for Molecular Simulation
After a new Hamiltonian was parametrized, molecular dynamics simulations were car-
ried out using AMBER12.[158] Potential of Mean Force (PMF) simulations were per-
formed using both the TIP3P[159] and TIP4P-Ew[160] water models according to the
following protocol: 1.) Generate structure and solvent box using the leap series of pro-
grams. Structures were generated using ANTECHAMBER from optimized TS Gaussian
output files and force field modification files for the parameters of methyl chloride and
the chloride anion were generated. Lennard-Jones parameters for all chlorine atoms
were selected from the Joung and Cheatham work[161] for each of their respective sol-
vents because the authors felt that, over the coarse of the reaction, the chlorine atoms
maintain a strong chloride-like charge-state and character. All Lennard-Jones parame-
ters used can be seen in Table 2.1. Using Leap, the solute was given an 15 A˚ solvent
buffer radius in a cubic cell for periodic simulations.
TIP3P TIP4P-Ew
Element Rmin,ii/2 ǫii Rmin,ii/2 ǫii
OW 1.7683 0.1520 1.775931 0.16275
HW 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
C 1.9080 0.0860 1.9080 0.0860
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H 1.4870 0.0157 1.4870 0.0157
Cl/Cl− 2.5130 0.0355910 2.760 0.0116615
Table 2.1: Lennard-Jones parameters used in TIP3P and TIP4P-Ew explicit
water QM/MM simulations. Parameters for the chlorine and chloride atoms are
taken from the work of Joung et al.[161]. Rmin,ij and ǫij , values are in A˚ and kcal/mol
respectively.
2.) Equilibration of the solvent box was performed for 250 ps using an NPT ensemble
with the solute harmonically restrained with a 500 kcal/mol/A˚2 force constant. The
purpose of this step is to relax the solvent box around the initial state and allow the
solvent box density to stabilize. 3.) Several different umbrella windows along the
reaction coordinate are created. The system is then allowed to equilibrate at each
umbrella windows. This step of equilibration was performed for 150 ps in an NPT
ensemble. 4.) Finally production was ran for 150 ps in an NVT ensemble. Production
trajectories were then analyzed using MBAR[75] in conjunction with a kernel density
estimator in order to calculate the solution reaction profile.
2.3 Results and Discussion
The goal of this chapter is to create a SRP AM1 Hamiltonian for chlorine for the attack
of chloride on methyl chloride. Parameterization was carried out by only relying on
gas phase data for refinement of that Hamiltonian and then the parameterization was
tested in solution as to its performance in capturing experimental after augmentation
of all parameters was complete. The results of individual states used to obtained op-
timized SRP parameters and details, such as the weights of the chi-squared function
used in parameter optimization can be found in Appendix B. The performance of the
SRP Hamiltonian are examined in the following subsections, in both the gas phase and
in solution. All reaction barrier and geometric data is compared to selected existing
semiempirical Hamiltonians and literature experimental data where applicable.
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2.3.1 Performance and Evaluation of Various QM ab initio, Density
Functional and Semiempirical Methods
A variety of different mid-to-high level quantum mechanical methods were tested in
order to determine a standard on which the new semiempirical Hamiltonian could be
parametrized. The ideal test functional would achieve chemical accuracy for the reaction
of interest while reducing the computational cost of parametrization as much as possible.
Results comparing the complexation energy (the energy difference between the IDC and
the free reagents) and the central attack barrier (the difference between the TS and
the IDC) are shown in Table 2.2. The values shown compare each functional to the
experimentally observed value, as well as the high-level W1’ reference.
Transition State Ion Dipole Comp.
Method dH Barrier dN dL Energy
Expt. – 13.66[162, 163] – – -10.53[164]
W1’ 2.355a (0.01) 1.846a 3.191a (-0.05)
HF 2.381 (2.60) 1.818 3.350 (1.49)
MP2 2.287 (2.22) 1.806 3.151 (-0.30)
B3LYP 2.354 (-4.57) 1.844 3.180 (0.71)
BH&HLYP 2.562 (-0.71) 1.816 3.194 (0.59)
ωB97x-D 2.324 (-0.58) 1.817 3.186 (0.04)
M06-2X 2.300 (0.06) 1.817 3.101 (-1.16)
AM1 2.154 (-4.61) 1.785 2.872 (1.97)
MNDO 2.148 (-3.15) 1.830 3.346 (3.25)
MNDO/d 2.173 (5.93) 1.805 3.516 (4.45)
PM3 2.189 (-4.00) 1.806 2.843 (1.65)
MeCl SRP 2.300 (0.04) 1.819 3.088 (-1.12)
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Table 2.2: Gas phase quantum chemical calculations results, including en-
ergetics and geometries for the attack of chloride/methylchloride symmet-
ric SN2 reaction. Gas phase stationary point calculations were performed at the
6-311+g(3df,2p) level of theory with a variety of quantum metods describing the at-
tack of chloride anion on methyl chloride. Adiabatic energy results are presented as
differences from experiment. Included with the methods tested in this study is the W1’
functional as a high-level benchmark for readers. All energies and energy differences
are reported in kcal/mol. Bond distances are also given for the TS and IDC. All dis-
tances are reported in A˚. Distances marked by, a, had their geometeries calculated at
the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ+(X) level of theory.
Cl− Cl2 MeCl CCl4
EA BL C-Cl BL Dipole C-Cl BL
Expt. 83.31[165] 1.988[166] 1.776[167] 1.870[168] 1.769[169]
HF 55.35 1.974 1.781 2.119 1.760
MP2 82.89 1.985 1.773 2.080 1.762
B3LYP 84.90 2.010 1.795 1.950 1.780
BH&HLYP 79.32 1.983 1.777 1.991 1.761
ωB97x-D 84.88 1.986 1.781 1.943 1.768
M06-2X 84.15 1.984 1.779 1.931 1.764
AM1 37.65 1.918 1.741 1.513 1.760
PM3 51.20 2.035 1.764 1.377 1.747
MNDO 83.71 1.996 1.795 1.973 1.782
MNDO/d 83.40 1.984 1.779 1.859 1.786
MeCl SRP 83.65 1.988 1.771 1.817 1.795
Table 2.3: Selected physical properties for a variety of related chlorine-
containing compounds used in to evaluate different quantum chemical meth-
ods. Each of the properties shown are used as part of the objective function for in the
parameterization of the SRP Hamiltonian. EA is the electron affinity and BL is the
bond length. All energies are reported in kcal/mol, dipole moments are reported in
Debye and all distances are reported in A˚.
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Looking at the energetics of the chloride/methyl chloride reaction, the experimen-
tally known central reaction barrier of 13.66 kcal/mol [162, 163] is best reproduced by
the high-level benchmark W1’ model chemistry, which underestimated the barrier by
0.01 kcal/mol. As previously stated, due to the computational cost of this method, it
is not an ideal choice to use in the parametrization scheme despite its high accuracy.
The next most accurate tested method was the M06-2X functional, which had similarly
accurate performance of over estimating the barrier by 0.06 kcal/mol. The binding
energy of the IDC is most accurately reproduced by the ωB97x-D functional and W1’
method with deviations from the experimental value of 0.04 and 0.05 kcal/mol, respec-
tively. All of the tested high-level quantum methods have similar calculated geometries
for the various reagents and reaction complexes. A majority of the quantum methods
estimated dH to be approximately 2.3 A˚, with the largest deviation from the set being
BH&HLYP which estimated that bond length to be about 0.2 A˚ larger than the other
functionals. Likewise, all high-level QM methods performed similarly when evaluating
dN and dL, with the largest outlier being the HF calculation of dL, indicating that the
distance should be about 0.15 A˚ longer than the other functionals. The HF dL distance
discrepancy is possibly related to it significantly lower electron affinity for chlorine, as
also seen in Table 2.3, thus requiring longer distances in the IDC because electronic
transfer will happen more readily at closer distances than the other methods.
As for physical properties and geometries for related compounds; M06-2X repro-
duced the experimental electron affinity for a chlorine atom as well as the dipole mo-
ment of methyl chloride the best among the quantum methods that were surveyed.
These results would indicate that the M06-2X most accurately describes the electronic
nature of chlorine and chlorine containing molecules, as it is the only density functional
which takes into account the second derivative of the electronic density, from the set
tested. As a whole, geometries for the relevant small molecules were similarly well repro-
duced by all functionals with the exception of B3LYP which consistently overestimated
carbon-to-chlorine bond lengths by approximately 0.05 A˚.
When evaluating QM methods to act as the model function for the parameterization
of the SRP semiempirical Hamiltonian, it is important to consider how accurate the
the chosen method would perform in capturing overall reaction energies as well as how
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computationally demanding the method is to perform the needed calculations. The best
overall performance in capturing geometries and energies for the entire data set would
fall upon ωB97x-D, being able to calculate both the central barrier and IDC energies
with sub kcal/mol accuracies and being able to closely recapitulate known geometries
for the related molecules. However, the authors felt that the central barrier of the
reaction was the most important aspect of the potential energy surface to correctly
calculate, especially due to reasons discussed earlier. When in solution, which is the
intended medium for which this Hamiltonian is designed, the reagents of a reaction
are greatly stabilized by their interactions with the surrounding water while the IDC
(if one exists) is destabilized relative to the reagents, all of which is controlled by the
molecules’ charge distribution and the atoms’ Lennard-Jones terms. In this regard, the
complexation energy is less important to recapitulate in the gas phase as it becomes
mostly insignificant when compared to the reaction barrier in solution. As such, the
M06-2X functional was chosen. This functional is able to accurately capture the reaction
barrier, the key feature the SRP Hamiltonian is targeted to produce, while being more
tractable than the W1’ functional.
After selection, constrained scans of the chloride attack on methyl chloride, as defined
by the distance and angle between them, were performed at a mixed basis set level in
order to map out the reduced adiabatic energy surface of the reaction. These scans can
be seen in Figure 2.2.
2.3.2 Performance of the Specific Reaction Parameterization AM1
Hamiltonian
The newly parametrized SRP Hamiltonian is shown to reproduce a higher level QM
gas phase profile. Several aspects of the reaction were taken into account including
the geometry and energetics of the reaction along several different points, but also sev-
eral important properties of relevant compounds. For general comparison of gas phase
performance of different semiempirical Hamiltonians for this reaction, gas phase opti-
mization of each the AM1, MNDO, MNDO/d, and PM3 Hamiltonians were performed
with an identical protocol as used in the SRP optimization, with constraints on the angle
of attack and the distance between the attaching chloride ion and the methyl chloride
carbon. Results of this test can be seen in Figure 2.2. Similarly to the higher level
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quantum data, differences from experimental reaction barriers and physical properties
were collected and can be seen in Table 2.3.
To accurately capture the reaction barrier in solution, and in order for the results
to be physically meaningful, the gas phase profile must be accurately reproduced. To
this end a series of standard semiempirical Hamiltonians were tested in order to deter-
mine if a special parametrization was needed for the chloride/methyl chloride reaction
and, of the Hamiltonians tested, none of them performed adequately in capturing the
reaction barrier in the gas phase. All of the semiempirical Hamiltonians tested severely
underestimated the reaction barrier besides the MNDO/d functional which over esti-
mated the barrier by 5.93 kcal/mol. It should also be noted that all of the semiempirical
Hamiltonians under estimate the energy for forming the IDC, however it is interesting
that the slope of the energy surface for the approach of the chloride ion into the IDC is
consistently underestimated for all of the semiempirical Hamiltonians, indicating that
while in the gas phase each semiempirical Hamiltonian predicts that the chloride ion will
interact with the methyl chloride at a much longer range than the higher-level M06-2X
functional would indicate. This trend is most notable the MNDO-type Hamiltonians.
When looking at the physical properties of the semiempirical Hamiltonians, the AM1
and PM3 Hamiltonians both underestimate the dipole moment of methyl chloride and
correspondingly the carbon to chloride distance in the IDC and the TS are too short as
compared to the M06-2X model functional.
Due to the lack of accuracy in existing semiempirical models for capturing the gas
phase and solution phase barriers for the chloride/methylchloride, a new parametrization
of the AM1 Hamiltonian was made, the final of which can be found in Table 2.4. As
seen in Table 2.2 and in Figure 2.2, the specifically parametrized chlorine Hamiltonian
can readily reproduce the stationary point values quite accurately (within less than
one tenth of a kcal/mol), and general curvature, of the reaction profile. A comparison
of the Intrinsic Reaction Coordinate (IRC) profiles between the newly parameterized
Hamiltonian and the high-level M06-2X reference can be found in Figure 2.3. for the
IRC calculation, the SRP Hamiltonian in general is slightly lower in energy than the
M06-2X reference along the reaction pathway but then widens and reaches the same
energy extrema, resulting in a marginally narrower IRC profile. The IRC itself is also
more narrow than the gas phase reaction profile, in general, but the transition state
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Figure 2.2: Comparative gas phase reaction profiles for the attack of the chlo-
ride anion on methylchloride for both high-level and semiempirical quantum
methods, including the new SRP Hamiltonian. Results for both a range of differ-
ent high-level quantum mechanical techniques (top) and with a variety of semiempirical
Hamiltonians (bottom) as compared to the experimentally known barrier. From the
high-level data, M06-2X reproduces the barrier most accurately. The newly parameter-
ized semiempirical Hamiltonian (SRP) closely mimics the higher level data (shown as
the dashed line) and captures the experimental barrier.
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Parameter Elmnt Value
USS Cl -123.7250428683
UPP Cl -77.4465820238
BETAS Cl -22.0636103143
BETAP Cl -15.0606629218
HSP Cl 2.3232148995
GSS Cl 25.4542629717
GPP Cl 10.9136964876
GSP Cl 13.2195152507
GP2 Cl 9.9406477970
ZS Cl 3.6491091946
ZP Cl 2.0509924622
ALP Cl 2.8891075086
GNN Cl 1.0000000000
FN11 Cl 0.0896900889
FN21 Cl 3.9710619231
FN31 Cl 1.3583210593
FN12 Cl 0.0494738744
FN22 Cl 3.9499284925
FN32 Cl 2.1151236026
FN13 Cl 0.0058588832
FN23 Cl 2.3173905973
FN24 Cl 1.7521185936
FN34 Cl 5.1796862803
FN33 Cl 5.1189314112
FN14 Cl -0.0121500094
Table 2.4: Final optimized parameters for chlorine in the new SRP Hamil-
tonian. Values of the optimized Hamiltonian for the chloride/methylchloride reaction,
for use with an AM1 semiempirical Hamiltonian for use in QM/MM simulations.
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and energy basins are well reproduced. Additionally, normal mode analysis of the
transition state were calculatedwas performed for both the M06-2X reference as the
SRP Hamiltonian for comparision. Results can be found in Table 2.5. Each report one
imaginary mode (negative eigenvalue) and the frequencies reported are comparable in
value. Finally, as noted in 2.3, several of the higher-level properties such as carbon to
chlorine bond lengths and the methyl chloride dipole moment are reproduced.
mode M06-2X SRP
1 -454.50 -484.65
2 213.96 202.18
3 214.30 202.21
4 229.96 219.83
5 984.48 964.33
6 985.23 964.38
7 1093.59 1167.04
8 1410.66 1327.53
9 1412.45 1327.55
10 3205.93 3171.69
11 3400.75 3179.53
12 3403.36 3179.64
Table 2.5: Vibrational frequencies for the transition state of chlo-
ride/methylchloride symmetric reaction as obtained via normal mode anal-
ysis for both the reference M06-2X and SRP AM1 methods. Frequency values
for each mode from the normal mode analysis of the TS of reaction of methylchloride
with a chloride anion for both the M06-2X reference, at the 6-311++G(3df,2p) level,
and the newly parameterized SRP Hamiltonian are shown. The results from each are
similar, indicating that the energy landscape between the two models are comparable.
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Figure 2.3: The Intrisic Reaction Coordinate canculation and gas phase pro-
files of the attack of the chloride anion on methylchloride for the new SRP
model and a higher-level M06-2X reference. Comparison between M06-2X/6-
311++(3df,2p) and the semiempirical AM1 SRP Hamiltonian. Differences between the
models, for both the reaction profile and the IRC calculation are minimal and reach the
same energy basins.
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In order to capture the reaction profile in solution, PMF simulations were performed
in solution for each semiempirical Hamiltonian tested in the gas phase. Results of these
simulations can be seen in Figure 2.4. The profiles are compared to the experimental
reaction barrier. The parametrized semiempirical Hamiltonian performed the best out
of the selected Hamiltonians for both the TIP3P and TIP4P-Ew water simulations.
Errors on reported values are on the order of ±0.1 kcal/mol in the free energy barriers.
TIP3P TIP4P-Ew
Hamiltonian <dH> ∆ G(ξ)
‡ <dH> ∆ G(ξ)
‡
Expt. Value – 26.5 – 26.5
AM1 2.170 (-2.6) 2.169 (-2.8)
MNDO 2.170 (-0.9) 2.170 (-1.0)
MNDO/d 2.182 (5.9) 2.181 (5.9)
PM3 2.198 (-3.2) 2.199 (-3.6)
MeCl SRP 2.345 (0.0) 2.346 (0.1)
Table 2.6: Solution phase QM/MM simulation data for the chlo-
ride/methylchloride reaction for various semiempirical methods in both
TIP3P and TIP4P-Ew water. The carbon to chloride distance (dH) and the attack
barrier (∆ G(ξ)‡) for each are shown. Reaction barriers are reported as differences from
experimentally[170] known values. Distances are reported in A˚ and energy barriers are
reported in kcal/mol.
The SRP Hamiltonian best captures the experimentally observed solution phase
reaction barrier of 26.5 kcal/mol[170] from the set of semiempirical Hamiltonians tested,
and did so within statistical error of the simulation. Numerical data from the PMF
simulations can be found in Table 2.6. The standard Hamiltonian results follow much in
the same trend as was seen in the gas phase adiabatic profile calculations, however while
in the gas phase PM3 more accurately reproduces the experimental barrier than AM1
while in solution phase the opposite was the case. Given that the ‘size’ of the particles
involved in the reaction are set using static Lennard-Jones parameters, the differences
between the solvation effect of each Hamiltonian can mostly be attributed to their
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Figure 2.4: QM/MM free energy profiles for the symmetric reaction of the
attack of chloride anion on methylchloride of several semiempirical Hamilto-
nians in both TIP3P and TIP4P-Ew. TIP3P (top) and TIP4P-Ew (bottom) water
are presented. Simulations were performed in AMBER and the free energy profiles were
calculated using umbrella sampling in conjunction with MBAR utilizing a kernel density
estimator.
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Figure 2.5: The radial distribution functions of chlorine atoms in the reac-
tant and transition states of the chloride/methylchloride reaction QM/MM
simulations in both TIP3P and TIP4P-Ew water. Shown are the RDF of the
chlorine/chloride atoms involved in the SN2 reaction between chloride and methyl chlo-
ride and the oxygen of the surrounding waters. RDF plots are generated from retained
simulations in both TIP3P (top) and TIP4P-Ew (bottom) water, comparing the solvent
structure at the transition state to that of the separate reagents. Functions are gener-
ated by integrating the direct count of the species of interest and then smoothed using
binned splines. Numerical results from these simulations can be found in Table 2.7.
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electronic nature. Therefore, it is believed that because the PM3 Hamiltonian drastically
underestimated the dipole moment of methyl chloride, it would in turn destabilize the
methyl chloride’s solvation which would lead to more energetically unfavorable reactants
and a shorter central barrier height. Similarly, the MNDO semiempirical Hamiltonian
performed admirably in solution despite drastically underestimating the barrier in the
gas phase, this change could be due to the over predicted dipole moment of methyl
chloride. As the reagents of the reactant would be more stabilized due to stronger
interactions with the surrounding water, the reaction would appear to have an enhanced
central barrier.
Bond lengths in solution for the TS, dH , mimic the same trend as those seen in the
gas phase, with the SRP Hamiltonian having a much larger bond length than the other
standard Hamiltonians. When moved into solution, all of the semiempirical Hamil-
tonians experienced a minor elongation of dH . This behavior is expected because of
increased interactions with the surrounding water would favor geometric relaxation of
the dH bond, insomuch as the competing solvent destabilization energy would allow
the complex to expand. None of the semiempirical Hamiltonians showed any strong
solution-type dependence in either dH or the barrier height. Working in an NDDO
basis frame work, with non-polarizable chlorine atoms surrounded by non-polarizable
waters, relegates the direct interaction between the Hamiltonian and the solvent to be
largely electrostatic without any type of electronic response. Given that the Lennard-
Jones parameters used were specifically designed to account for changes in the solvent
it is not surprising that there is no strong dependence for changes in the solvent.
TIP3P TIP4P-Ew
TS Cl− TS Cl−
rmax 3.28±0.03 3.18±0.02 3.26±0.02 3.20±0.02
rmin 3.73±0.02 3.84±0.03 3.75±0.03 3.73±0.01
Ncrd 3.95±0.08 6.93±0.01 4.05±0.18 6.52±0.01
r∗max – 3.05-3.25±0.2 – 3.05-3.25±0.2
N∗crd – 6.0-6.5±0.5 – 6.0-6.5±0.5
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Table 2.7: Data of the first solvation shell around the chloride anion and the
TS chlorine atom in the chloride/methylchloride reaction as modeled by the
SRP Hamiltonian in TIP3P and TIP4P-Ew. rmax and rmin are the positions
of the maximum and the minimum of the RDF between chloride and the oxygen of
water, respectively. Ncrd is the calculated coordinated number of waters in the first
solvation shell (between the beginning of the RDF and and rmin). r
∗
max and N
∗
crd are
the experimentally known values, taken from the work of Zhang et al.[171]
The radial distribution function (RDF), using the SRP Hamiltonian are, for the
chlorine to oxygen of water (OW) are also included for both the TIP3P and TIP4P-Ew
simulations. Differences between the two different water models are nominal, however
the differences in the number of coordinated water between the chloride anion, around
the each chlorine in the TS and methyl chloride are drastic (as seen in Table 2.7).
The calculated coordination number for the chloride anion is 6.93±0.01 and 6.52±0.01
for TIP3P and TIP4P-Ew respectively, which compared favorably to the experimental
number range of 6.0 to 6.5±0.5,[171] and appears to have fairly well organized second
and possibly third solvation shells. As the system moves through the transition state
the coordination number for the chlorine drops to 3.95±0.08 and 4.05±0.18, as the local
charge of the chlorine changes from negative 1.0 to approximately negative 0.7 charge
units and the chloride attacks the methyl chloride. The results for methyl chloride
are not too meaningful, despite the fact that one would expect the interactions of the
chlorine atom to be lessened as the local charge of that atom decreases, because the
methyl group attached to the chlorine atom disrupts the RDF in non-trivial ways. As
such, the first and second solvation shells around the chlorine atom appear to overlap.
2.3.3 Critical assessment of the Specific Reaction Parameterization
AM1 Hamiltonian
The new AM1 SRP Hamiltonian performs quite admirably in capturing experimentally
known observables in both the gas and solution phases. Nonetheless, one must be crit-
ical in evaluating the limitations of the procedure described herein, and acknowledge
that the very close agreement with experiment might arise due to a somewhat fortuitous
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cancellation of errors. Notably, the solvent models used in this study are not explicitly
polarizable, and the van der Waals radii used for the chloride ion were derived to ac-
curately reproduce the solvation free energy of a non-polarizable MM chloride ion for
use with each specific water model used.[161] However, due to the minimal basis set
used in the QM model employed here, the QM chloride ion when in isolation is also not
polarizable due to the lack of available virtual orbitals.
While the model performed well within the current framework, one should expect
that as the reaction proceeds through the reaction coordinate that the electronic den-
sity around the chlorine atoms to shift in accordance to their bonding environment.
These changes should be reflected in the repulsive exchange and correlation dispersion
potentials, requiring the van der Waals radii to adjust. [172, 173] The static Lennard-
Jones parameters used in this study were developed to obtain solvation free energy of
a chloride ion in non-polarizable water, as is the case for the QM/MM system, and do
not consider the solvation free energy of methyl chloride. It is therefore likely to be in
error. However in the case of this study, the explicit coupling of polarization and ex-
change effects might not be necessary in order to obtain an accurate reaction barrier in
solution. Thus, recognizing these limitations of the model used in the present work, one
must concede that the very close agreement with the experimental barrier in solution is
likely a result of the fortuitous cancellation of errors.
2.4 Conclusions
Accurately predicting reaction barriers in the condensed phase is of pinnacle importance
in the fields of computational chemistry and biology. In order to be able to achieve this
feat, precise models must be made in a reliable and robust fashion. In this work,
such an approach has been applied for the development of SRP quantum model for
chloride ion attack to methyl chloride based on gas-phase reaction profiles that are
transferable to QM/MM simulations in solution. The new model reproduces many
important observables, while being orders of magnitudes faster than conventional high-
level QM methods. In the gas phase, reference experimental geometries and dipole
moments are recapitulated, as well as the experimental reaction barrier. QM/MM
simulations in solution demonstrate that the new model provides excellent agreement
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with the experimentally observed free energy barrier estimated from kinetic experiments.
The overall free profiles show little dependence on the form of the water model (TIP3P
versus TIP4P-Ew), although there is some differences in the predicted solvent structure
along the reaction coordinate. While these results are quite encouraging, one must also
be forthcoming with respect to the limitations of the model, and in particular, the use
of van der Waals radii that are fixed along the reaction coordinate. Overall, the results
of this work provide an accurate SRP model for an important prototype SN2 reaction
in chemistry that can be used in the gas phase to build potential energy surfaces or in
QM/MM simulations in solution to build free energy profiles. Analysis of the simulation
results provide a detailed characterization of the solvent structure along the reaction
coordinate, and insight into the nature of solvation effects on the reaction.
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Chapter 3
Charge-dependent Many-body
Exchange and Dispersion
Interactions for use in Hybrid
QM/MM Simulations
With the specific reaction parameterization of the AM1 semiempirical Hamiltonian out-
lined in Chapter 2, which provides an accurate quantum model for both the gas phase
and solution reaction of the attack of a chloride anion on methylchloride, the param-
eterization of QXD, a charge-dependent exchange-repulsion and dispersion model for
QM/MM simulations, could be completed. This chapter will detail the derivation, pa-
rameterization and integration of the QXD model into an existing molecular dynamics
software package, AMBER[158, 174]. In order to parameterize this model a specialized
technique called thermodynamic integration (TI) will be used extensively. For a general
background on this technique, please refer to Section 1.3.2.
2 This chapter compiles material with permission sumbitted for publication in The Journal of chem-
ical physics from the manuscript Kuechler, Erich R., Timothy J. Giese and Darrin M. York. ”Charge-
dependent many-body exhchange and dispersion interactions in combined QM/MM simulations” The
Journal of chemical physics submitted, revised. Copyright 2015, AIP Publishing LLC.
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3.1 General Background
Combined quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) simulations are pow-
erful tools in the study of chemical reactions taking place while embedded within large
biological scaffolds and/or in condensed phase environments. These hybrid methods
are typically orders of magnitudes more efficient than fully quantum mechanical ap-
proaches, although recent advances in the development of reactive quantum mechanical
force fields have greatly narrowed this gap. [175, 176, 177, 178] QM/MM methods have
been successfully applied in the study of enzymes,[179, 180, 181] catalytic RNAs,[182,
183, 184] ligand binding,[185, 186, 187] acid dissociation constants[188, 189, 49] and
small molecule reactions occurring in solution.[190, 191, 192, 193]
Combined QM/MM approaches leverage the strengths associated with of both QM
methods and MM simulations by allowing a typically small, localized reactive region
requiring explicit treatment of electronic degrees of freedom to be modeled within a
typically very large, complex condensed phase environment. The overall reliability of
QM/MM simulations depends critically on both the accuracy of the chosen QM and MM
models as well as the treatment of the QM/MM interaction. Considerations such as the
size of the reactive region and the specific chemistry occurring within it must be con-
sidered when choosing the QM method. The accuracy of MM force field model depends
simultaneously on its functional form and the empirical parameters used to describe
the underlying potential. The MM model is typically chosen as to best represent key
features of the environment surrounding the QM region. The most advanced force field
treatments include accurate descriptions of electrostatic interactions and have explicit
consideration of many-body polarization. While such potentials are very promising,
these force fields are typically less computationally efficient than their traditional coun-
terparts and, in many cases, have parameters which either have a somewhat limited
chemical scope or have not been as fully matured through critical assessment to the
level of those employed by the more simple force fields. Because of these reasons, the
vast majority of QM/MM simulations currently utilize conventional, point-charge force
fields in the study of condensed phase reactions.
The QM and MM regions interact with each other through a QM/MM boundary.
Most generally, both bonded and non-bonded interactions are treated over this division.
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Bonded interactions are required when the QM/MM boundary falls between two or more
covalently bound atoms. A variety of specialized methods; including link atoms,[44, 194]
pseudoatoms,[43, 195] and generalized orbital methods;[196, 197] have been developed
to model this interaction. Non-bonded interactions can be further subdivided into
electrostatic and non-electrostatic terms.
The QM/MM non-bonded electrostatic interactions can be treated using different
embedding techniques that can be broadly separated into three categories: mechanical,
electrostatic or polarized embedding.[26] Electrostatic embedding enters the electro-
static potential due to fixed, static MM point charges directly into the QM Hamiltonian
as an external potential to polarize the QM density that results from a self-consistent
field (SCF) procedure. This scheme generally provides greater accuracy than mechanical
embedding,[198] where static point charges are assigned to QM atoms and electrostatics
are treated classically as Coulomb interactions between point charges. If the MM force
field is itself an explicitly polarizable model then a polarized embedding[199, 200] scheme
can be adopted, where MM polarizable charges/multipoles are allowed to respond to
the QM charge density in some way.
The QM/MM non-electrostatic non-bonded interactions include short-ranged ex-
change repulsion and mid/long-ranged dispersion interactions. Conventional QM/MM
methods handle this term using the Lennard-Jones (LJ) model, [201, 202, 203] which
is also the most commonly employed non-electrostatic non-bonded model used by MM
force fields. However, unlike the electrostatic QM/MM interactions in electrostatic and
polarized embedding methods, the LJ model for non-electrostatic non-bonded QM/MM
interactions is not explicitly coupled to the quantum mechanical wave function, meaning
these interactions cannot adjust to changes in the chemical environment. In order to
account for this issue, atoms in different chemical environments are assigned different
LJ interactions, and much like many MM force fields adopt the concept of an atom type
- a prescription in which parameters for an atom are inherited based on specific local
electronic and chemical bonding environment. Within this framework, each atom type
is given a unique set of fixed LJ parameters.[106] Given that traditional MM force fields
do not allow for the formation or destruction of chemical bonds this strategy provides
a practical mechanism for modeling these interactions, provided that the scope of LJ
parameters in the force field is wide enough to model a diverse range of intermolecular
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interactions. However, in the case of QM/MM simulations, the bonding environment
can and in fact often does change. As such, adhering to the notion of assigning fixed
atom types to reactive QM atoms is impractical and unsound. In careful QM/MM
studies, LJ parameters for QM atoms are developed to produce an overall reasonable,
balanced reaction profile that strives to eliminate artifacts due to having atoms whose
assigned atom types might misrepresent changes in the chemical identity of those atoms
over the course of the modeled chemical reaction. However, in doing so the accuracy
of the solvation properties of individual states along the reaction pathway is sacrificed.
Frequently, it is not possible to select a single LJ parameterization which can simulta-
neously reproduce quantitative reaction barrier data while obtaining accurate solvation
free energies for the reactant and product states.
One partial solution to this issue is to use so-called adaptive QM/MM methods,[204,
205, 206] where the QM and MM representations of molecules turn on/off as they
enter/leave a larger “reactive zone”. In principle QM models account for changes in
exchange repulsion and dispersion interactions as a function of the electronic structure.
By using these methods and by pushing the QM/MM boundary further away from
the reaction zone, the problems associated with static LJ potentials could be greatly
reduced. While this approach is conceptually appealing, and has been demonstrated
to be successful if carefully applied, it is also more computationally demanding than
traditional methods and will only have clear benefits if the QM model used is superior
to the MM force field at representing solvation properties. For instance, the application
of approximate semiempirical, Hartree-Fock or small basis set density-functional QM
models have been shown to often be inferior to a carefully parameterized MM water
model for describing the physical properties of liquid water.
Alternatively, one could replace the conventional, static LJ QM/MM interaction
with one which is explicitly coupled to the QM electronic structure. Recent studies
have pioneered this type of approach by directly linking the extent of charge delo-
calization to the electronic structure of the system, effectively allowing the charge of
more negative species to appear more diffuse.[207, 208] This work introduces a new
model that explicitly couples atomic charge with many-body exchange and dispersion
interactions. The QXD (Charge-dependent eXchange and Dispersion) model allows the
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seamless modulation of non-electrostatic, non-bonded interactions in a chemically intu-
itive and meaningful way with changes in local atomic charge. As atoms become more
negatively charged, they become larger and softer with regard to their interactions with
surrounding MM atoms. In this way, the model is able to better represent the QM/MM
interaction non-locally along the reaction coordinate.
In the present work, we examine a well-studied benchmark reaction of the chloride
ion attack on methylchloride using a specific reaction parameterization semiempirical
QM model[209] in a solution of non-polarizable MM water while treating electrostatic
QM/MM interactions via electrostatic embedding. This combination of QM and MM
models was made based which methods where most widely used in combined QM/MM
studies of biological reactions; a target application area for which the hope is that the
methods introduced here will have future impact. The remainder of the chapter will be
broken into four main parts: 1) a background theory section in which the QXD model
is developed, 2) a computational methods section which outlines details as to how the
QXD model was parameterized and integrated into a QM/MM framework, and 3) a
results and discussion section which presents, compares and discusses simulation results
for solvation free energy calculations and reaction free energy profiles involving chloride
ion attack to methylchloride, and 4) a section which summarizes the main conclusions
of the work and places its importance into a broader context.
3.2 Computational Methods
This section describes computational and theoretical details involved in the implemen-
tation, parameterization, and validation of the QXD model for interaction energies,
molecular dynamics simulations, and free energy simulations. First, a brief outline of
the framework used in traditional QM/MM simulations is provided, and how the QXD
model will be interaction will be used to replace the LJ potential in the QM/MM inter-
action energy term. Then a series of analytic expressions will be provided which allow
the QXD potential to interact with traditional force fields, providing a mechanism for
the integration of the QXD model into nearly any existing QM/MM program. Third,
protocols and calculation details for comparing LJ and QXD QM/MM interactions to
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high-level quantum data using gas-phase scans are provided, followed by the molecu-
lar dynamics (MD) simulation protocols to calculate the solvation free energies used in
the parameterization of the QXD model are discussed. Finally, the MD protocol for
free energy profile simulations used to validate the QXD QM/MM interaction model is
described.
The QXD model replaces the traditional LJ treatment of non-classical interactions
in the QM/MM Hamiltonian for QM atoms. It allows QM atoms to effectively ‘change
size’ in accordance to fluctuations in local charge, as determined by the single-particle
density matrix. QXD does this task through a series of equations which closely follow
previous work of Giese et al.[172] However, unlike the initial work where the energy was
added as a post-SCF correction term, present here is a variational formulation that is
integrated with the SCF procedure which provides simple expressions for the gradients
needed to obtain forces when used in molecular dynamics calculations.
Solvation free energies of chlorine containing compounds and a prototype reaction
of a chloride anion attacking methylchloride will be examined to validate the QXD
QM/MM interaction model. This reaction has been extensively studied[115, 116, 117,
210, 211] and is generally well understood, lending credence as a system for benchmark-
ing new computational models. For all QM/MM calculations reported here, the Specific
Reaction Parameterization (SRP) AM1 Hamiltonian for Cl− attack on CH3Cl discussed
in Chapter 2 was employed in both the gas phase and in solution.[209] Additionally, the
LJ parameters used for all non-QXD atoms in QM/MM simulations and calculations
can be found in Table 3.1.
3.2.1 The QXD QM/MM Interaction Potential
During traditional QM/MM simulations the total potential energy, E, can be written
as
E = EQM(R,P) + EMM(R,q) + EQM/MM(R,P,q) (3.1)
where R is an array of atomic positions, q is a set of MM charges, and P is an atomic
orbital (AO) representation of the QM total density matrix. This term is defined as
P = Pα +Pβ (3.2)
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Element Rmin,c εc
Solvent
O 1.775931 0.16275
H 0.0000 0.0000
Solute
C 1.9080 0.0860
H 1.4870 0.0157
LJCl− : Cl 2.7600 0.0116615
LJCH3Cl: Cl 1.4489 0.4578662
Table 3.1: Lennard-Jones parameters used for non-QXD atoms in molecu-
lar dynamics simulations Parameters used to determine the non-electrostatic, non-
bonded interactions in conventional QM/MM and other molecular dynamics simula-
tions. The LJCl− chlorine parameters are taken from the work of Joung et al.[161] and
are specufically tailored to be used with a TIP4P-Ew solvent, while the LJCH3Cl were
independently parameterized to capture the solvation free energy of methylchloride.
Other parameters are from the ff99 AMBER force field.[212] Rmin,c and εc, values are
in A˚ and kcal/mol respectively.
where Pσ is the spin-resolved density matrix
P σµν =
∑
σ,i
nσi C
σ
µiC
σ
νi (3.3)
and nσ and Cσ are the spin-resolved orbital occupation numbers and molecular orbital
(MO) coefficients, respectively, and where µ and ν index atomic orbital basis functions.
EQM(R,P) is the QM region’s ab initio self-energy, EMM(R,q) is the MM energy, and
EQM/MM(R,P,q) is the interaction energy of the QM region with the MM region.
For a given set of atomic positions and MM charges, the total energy is minimized
with respect to changes in the QM region’s MO coefficients under the constraint that
the MOs remain orthonormal. When the energy is extremized under these constraints,
the following stationary condition (the Roothaan-Hall equation) is satisfied:
Fσ ·Cσ = S ·Cσ ·Eσ (3.4)
where Sµν =
∫
χµ(r)χν(r)d
3r is the AO overlap matrix, and F σµν is the spin-resolved
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Fock (or Kohn-Sham) matrix
F σµν =
∂EQM
∂P σµν
∣∣∣∣
R,q
+
∂EQM/MM
∂P σµν
∣∣∣∣
R,q
=F σ,0µν +
∂EQM/MM
∂P σµν
∣∣∣∣
R,q
(3.5)
F σ,0µν is QMmethod’s Fock matrix in the absence of the MM atoms, and ∂EQM/MM/∂P
σ
µν |R,q
is an effective external electronic chemical potential that causes the QM density to re-
spond to the MM environment. The self-consistent field procedure is as follows:
1. Given a set of trial MOs, compute the density matrix.
2. From the density matrix, compute the energy and Fock matrix.
3. If the change in the energy is small, and Equation 3.4 is satisfied, then exit.
4. Construct a new set of trial MOs and go to step 1. Typically, a new guess is made
by solving Equation 3.4 for Cσ.
In conventional QM/MM implementations, EQM/MM is expressed in terms of non-
bonded electrostatic interactions and LJ potentials:
EQM/MM(R,P,q) =E
el
QM/MM(R,P,q)
+ EbondQM/MM(R,P)
+ EnbQM/MM(R)
(3.6)
where EelQM/MM is the electrostatic interaction, E
bond
QM/MM is the bonded interaction and
EnbQM/MM is the non-bonded interaction term. As discussed in the Background Informa-
tion section, EbondQM/MM can be entirely avoided if the QM/MM boundary does not cross
any covalent bonds. The present work will be examining systems which are entirely
subsumed by the QM region and no bonds intersect the boundary, so this term will
be ignored to avoid unnecessary complication. Furthermore, if the LJ interaction is
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assumed to represent the non-classical QM/MM interactions, the total QM/MM inter-
action can be expressed as
EQM/MM(R,P,q) =−
∑
µν
c∈MM
Pµνqc(µν|c)
+
∑
a∈QM
c∈MM
ELJ,ac(Rac)
(3.7)
where
(µν|c) ≡
∫
χµ(r)χν(r)
|r−Rc| d
3r (3.8)
and ELJ,ac is the LJ potential[201, 213, 214]
ELJ,ac(Rac) = εac
[(
Rmin,ac
Rac
)12
− 2
(
Rmin,ac
Rac
)6]
(3.9)
The LJ expression can be separated into two distinct, but coupled parts. The first
representing the exchange-repulsion and the latter models the attractive, dispersion
interactions. The dispersion term has quantitatively accurate behavior as the R−6ac form
is the leading term of the multipole expansion that arises from the correlation interaction
of electrons on two different centers. However the R−12ac repulsive term is simply a matter
of computational ease; being efficient to calculate after the dispersion interaction has
been determined. A more correct representation of the repulsive behavior of atoms
would be modeled through a potential with exponential character,[215, 216] which has
been adopted by more sophisticated models.[217]
Furthermore, it is well known that polarization[218, 219], exchange-repulsion and
correlation-dispersion interactions[220, 216] are fundamentally quantum mechanical in
nature. Modeling these interactions through a static LJ potential completely negates
any meaningful response the exchange-repulsion and dispersion could have to these
interactions. In fact, if one were to try to capture these subtle changes within a LJ-like
formalism, fundamental physical trends would be violated. For instance, as electrons
are added onto an atomic center, the magnitude of the correlation-dispersion should
increase and the atom should become softer. Atomic hardness is well known to be
related to the steepness of the steepness of the exchange-repulsion between atoms,[221],
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and as atoms become softer this repulsive potential should become less steep. However,
given the formulation of the LJ potential, it is impossible to capture both of these
phenomena simultaneously. As correlation-dispersion increases, as seen by an increase
in the εac LJ parameter, the repulsive wall of the LJ interaction becomes more steep –
indicating that the atoms being modeled are in fact becoming harder. Examples of this
can be seen in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: The effect of changing εac on the Lennard Jones interaction po-
tential. The LJ potential is used in modern chemical simulations to approximate
exchange-repulsion and dispersion effects in MM force fields and in QM/MM simula-
tions. It is controlled through two different pair-wise parameters Rmin,ac and εac (seen
in the upper right) which in themselves are controlled through atom types. The lower
three curves show the effect of decreasing the magnetude of the εac parameter on the
LJ potential at a constant value of Rmin,ac.
To address these concerns, this chapter introduces the QXD QM/MM interaction
model. This model replaces QM/MM LJ interactions with a charge-dependent new
functional form. The following will detail the equations and implementation of this
model.
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The systems considered in this chapter do not contain any instances where the
QM/MM boundary crosses a covalent bond, so any specialized treatment of this type
of interaction will be ignored. Any formalisms presented here can be safely extended
to contain these interactions, however they were avoided in this case to mitigate any
unnecessary complications. Continuing with these considerations in mind, we may write
the QXD total energy as:
E = EQM(R,P) + EMM(R,q) + EQXD(R,P,q) (3.10)
where
EQXD(R,P,q) =−
∑
µν
c∈MM
Pµνqc(µν|c)
+
∑
a∈QM
c∈MM
EXD,ac(Rac;Qa)
(3.11)
where Qa ≡ Qa(P) is the Mulliken charge of QM atom a
Qa(P) = Za −
∑
µν
PµνSµνW
(a)
µν (3.12)
W (a)µν =


1 if µν ∈ a
1
2 if µ ∈ a, ν /∈ a or ν ∈ a, µ /∈ a
0 otherwise
(3.13)
and Za is the nuclear charge of atom a.
The charge-dependent QXD van der Waals energy consists of exchange-repulsion
and dispersion components
EXD,ac(Rac;Qa) =EX,ac(Rac;Qa)
+ ED,ac(Rac;Qa)
(3.14)
EX,ac treats the exchange-repulsion as being proportional to the overlap of atomic
densities, which Equation 3.18 models as the overlap of Slater functions S(r; ζ) =
(ζ3/8π)e−ζr. The approximate relationship between exchange-repulsion and atomic
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overlap was recognized 40 years ago[215] and then further developed into an anisotropic
repulsion model by Wheatley.[216] Recently, similar formalisms have gained popularity
in the GEM force field.[222] The model used in the present manuscript is based on pre-
vious work by Giese[172], which replaces the rigorous treatment of the electron density
with an empirical model that can be tuned for high-accuracy while providing a means
for incorporating charge-dependence. Specifically, the charge dependence is introduced
via the Slater exponents:
ζa ≡ζa(Qa) = ζ0,ae−ζq,aQa (3.15)
The charge dependence in this expression is handled by the ζq,a whose derivative yields a
negative function. There are a few physical constraints on the form of ζa(Qa); the value
of this function should never be zero as the overlap between this could cause the overlap
between atoms would be independent to changes in distance, the functional form of this
function should be monotonic as there are no local extrema in atomic size in relation
to atomic size, the function must be a positive and have a negative derivative because
anions are larger and more diffuse than cations.
ED,ac is a damped[223] R
−6 dispersion model, whose C6 dispersion coefficient is pro-
portional to the atomic dipole polarizability, α, and an “effective number of electrons”,
Neff. Charge dependence is introduced by making α and Neff a function of atomic
charge:[224, 225]
Neff,a ≡ Neff,a(Qa) = Neff,0,a −Qa (3.16)
αa ≡ αa(Qa) = α0,ae−αq,aQa (3.17)
The QXD model depends on the empirical parameters: sa, ζ0,a, ζq,a, Neff,0,a, α0,a, αq,a.
The values of Neff,0,a, which depend on atomic number, were developed by Pellenq
and Nicholson[224] and are used directly without modification; that is, Neff,0,a is not
treated as a parameter to be optimized. The expressions for EX,ac and ED,ac are briefly
summarized as follows: The repulsive and attractive terms can be expanded and written
as
EX,ac(Rac;Qa) = sascζac(∆ac −∆ca) (3.18)
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and
ED,ac(Rac;Qa) = −S6,acC6,ac
R6ac
(3.19)
where
∆ac =
ζce
−ζaRac
Rac
[4ζa +Rac(ζ
2
a − ζ2c )] (3.20)
and
ζac =
1
8π
ζ3aζ
3
c
(ζ2a − ζ2c )3
. (3.21)
In the limit ζc → ζa, Equation 3.18 reduces to
EX,ac(Rac;Qa) = sasc
e−ζaRacζ3a
192π
(3 + 3Racζa +R
2
acζ
2
a). (3.22)
The charge-dependent dispersion term is
C6,ac =
3
2
ηaηc
ηa + ηc
αaαc (3.23)
where
ηa =
√
Neff,a
αa
. (3.24)
To get the total dispersion interaction energy in the QXD model the previous term is
multiplied by a charge-dependent switching function
S6,ac = 1− e−bacRac
6∑
k=0
(bacRac)
k
k!
(3.25)
which is directly related to the repulsive potential, Equation 3.18 through
bac =(∆ac −∆ca)−1 d
dRac
(∆ca −∆ac). (3.26)
It should be noted that all of these equations can be reduced down into expressions
which consist of old single-bodied parameters, meaning that these values only depend
on the atom for which they are assigned and are not influenced by the local chemical
or bonding environment in ways similar to those in the LJ potential.
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These equations then influence the QM calculation by entering into the Fock matrix
as a correction, which for the QXD QM/MM model (Equation 3.11) is
∂EQXD
∂P σµν
∣∣∣∣
R,q
=
∑
a
∂EQXD
∂Qa
∣∣∣∣
R,q
∂Qa
∂P σµν
∣∣∣∣
R,q
−
∑
c∈MM
qc(µν|c)
(3.27)
where
∂Qa
∂P σµν
∣∣∣∣
R,q
= −SµνW (a)µν (3.28)
and ∂EQXD/∂Qa|R,q is obtained from elementary chain-rule derivatives of Equations 3.14-
3.26, which are detailed in Appendix C.
More modern charge-fitting procedures could be used to more accurately represent
local atomic charge, such as ESP fitting. However, early tests indicated that differences
in between these models and Mulliken charges largely did not affect the end results as
absolute deviations were largely canceled out and subsumed into the charge-dependent
parameters; rather the general trend of the local charges was vastly more important,
which is followed by a Mulliken charge scheme.[226] These findings combined with the
ease of including the QXD model while using Mulliken charges into the Fock matrix, the
wide-spread use of Mulliken charge partitioning in QM/MM simulations (and incorpo-
ration into QM/MM software packages) and comparably lower computational burden
for calculating local charge as a simulation progresses lead to the adoption of this simple
charge model was over other more complex methodologies.
Upon reaching SCF convergence, the atomic gradients of atom a are
∂E
∂Xa
∣∣∣∣
P
=
dEMM
dXa
+
∂EQM
∂Xa
∣∣∣∣
P
+
∂EQXD
∂Xa
∣∣∣∣
P,q
−
∑
µν
Qµν
dSµν
dXa
(3.29)
where
Qµν =
∑
σ
∑
k
nσkE
σ
kkC
σ
µkC
σ
νk (3.30)
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3.2.2 Interfacing the QXD Interaction with Traditional Force Fields
The first step in implementing the QXD correction is to interface it with existing
QM/MM frameworks. The QXD model would be inconvenient to use if special pa-
rameters would have to be redeveloped for all MM atom types. Fortunately, it was
discovered that the LJ parameters used in current MM force fields can be suitably
“mapped” into QXD parameters through a series of approximate expressions.
The prescription for mapping the MM atom LJ parameters to QXD parameters
begins by removing their charge-dependence within the QXD model ζq,c = 0 and αq,c =
0. The approximate relations between the remaining adjustable parameters in the QXD
model to the εc ≡ √εcc and Rmin,c ≡ (1/2)Rmin,cc LJ parameters are:
sc = Aε
B
c R
C
min,c (3.31)
ζ0,c = Dε
E
c R
F
min,c (3.32)
α0,c = Gc
(
εcR
6
min,c
)2/3
. (3.33)
Parameters A-F do not depend on atom-type, nor atomic number, and can be used
universally (the numerical values are listed in atomic units): A = 9.4423, B = 0.4111,
C = 2.8208, D = 3.7893, E = −0.0192, F = −0.7249. The Gc parameter depends on
atomic number, as to keep the mapping expressions consistent with the Pellenq and
Nicholson values of Neff,0,c used within the dispersion potential.[224] Values for Gc have
been parameterized for elements H, C, N, O, and Cl by fitting the QXD van der Waals
interaction energies to reproduce the LJ energy for a large number of atom-type pairs.
The numerical values of these parameters are (listed in atomic units): GH = 32.7324,
GC = 19.0422, GN = 18.2066, GO = 17.5986, and GCl = 15.1066. A detailed compar-
ison of the mapped QXD interactions with respect to the LJ potential is presented in
Sec. 3.3.1.
Initially, when trying to create a method of relating QXD potentials to LJ poten-
tials, charge-static QXD parameters were optimized to try to best reproduce the LJ
via minimizing a chi-squared function utilizing a direction set optimization scheme with
16 equidistant points along the particle-particle separation distance with a chi-squared
weight proportional to their Boltzmann weight probability. Additionally, extra points
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were included at the location where the LJ potential was equal to 1.0kBT, the con-
tact distance (σac), the energy at the minimum of the potential (εac) and the distance
of the minimum of the potential (Rmin,ac) to increase their importance in the fitting
procedure. To better fit these selected points and to maintain consistency with the
charge-dependent dispersion expressions of Pellenq and Nicholson,[224] an additional
parameter was introduced into the optimization fitting procedure. Values of sc and ζ0,c
were obtained for a grid of LJ parameter pairs, with Rmin,ac and εac being systematically
changed within the ranges of 0.5A˚ to 3.75A˚ and 0.05 kcal/mol to 0.75 kcal/mol, respec-
tively. It was then noted that the resulting values of the charge-static QXD parameters
could be decomposed back into their LJ origins by fitting exponential equations. Shown
in Figure 3.2, the LJ Rmin,ac is plotted against the value of the optimized ζ0,c and at
different values of εac (the different lines). An exponential was fit to these curves, then
the LJ εac was plotted against the coefficients of the previously obtained expressions.
Similar protocols for sc were followed and yielded comparable results.
Figure 3.2: Example plot from early tests for generating the LJ to charge-
static QXD parameter expressions.
Once these relationships were established, an direction set optimization protocol for
the value of the exponential factors and coefficients of these expressions. A wider range
of of Rmin,ac and εac was examined for each element, in conjunction with the Gc factor.
The total optimization protocol was evaluated to best reproduce the LJ interaction
energy of different elements with ranges of LJ parameters as to have a generalized,
but accurate method of converting LJ parameters into charge-static QXD parameters
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on-the-fly during a simulation.
Therefore, the QXD parameters of the MM atoms are obtained directly from their
LJ parameters using the prescription described above, whereas the QXD parameters of
the QM atoms are parameterized for the specific QM Hamiltonian used. The description
of the QM atom QXD parameters are shown in Table 3.3 and discussed in Sec. 3.3.3.
3.2.3 High-level Quantum Chemical Calculation Protocol
Gas-phase adiabatic scans of a water probe of various molecules of interest were car-
ried out via constrained optimization to demonstrate the viability and flexibility of
the QXD interaction model, while also achieving a base line departure point for solu-
tion phase parameters. In these scans the quantum-level water is constrained to the
TIP4P-Ew[160] geometry. The electronic degrees of freedom and the geometry of the
molecule of interest were allowed to relax. The water probe is oriented with the hy-
drogen atoms facing the particle of interest the and the axis of the scan bifurcating
the hydrogen-oxygen-hydrogen angle. High-level calculations were performed with the
Gaussian09 software suite[152] in conjunction with the GaussView tool.[153] using the
M06-2X functional[148] at the mixed 6-31+g(d,p)//6-311++g(3df,2p) level using an ul-
trafine integration grid for both the geometry and energy evaluations, with tight SCF
and optimization criteria. Gas phase QXD scans were performed in the AMBER12 soft-
ware package[158] with the water probe represented by an MM TIP4P-Ew model and an
infinite non-bonded cutoff was employed. QXD parameters were optimized via steepest
descent optimization in conjunction with a direction set minimization routine, utilizing
a Boltzman weighted chi-squared protocol with additional weighting for reproducing
the zero and minimum of the interaction energy.
3.2.4 Solution Phase Simulation Methods
Solution phase Thermodynamic Integration (TI) simulations were performed with the
AMBER12 software package[158] in TIP4P-Ew[160] to parameterize the QXD model for
condensed phase simulations. All simulations use periodic boundary conditions (PBCs)
with a particle mesh Ewald treatment for long-range electrostatics, the QM/MM long-
range interaction switch fix, tight density convergence, and an SCF convergence criteria
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set to 1.0x10−10. A tighter density and SCF convergence criteria were desirable due to
the importance of accurately modeling the electronic density as it now imapcted the
QXD interaction and, in turn, affect the surrounding MM environment through the
exhange corrilation and disperion interactions.
Parameters are refined through the use of dual-topology, single coordinate TI[83,
227, 84, 228] simulations to accurately calculate solvation free energies using the ther-
modynamic cycle shown in Figure 3.3. TI mixes Hamiltonians of two different potential
states (V0 and V1) to calculate the free energy between those states by moving the
system along an artificial, alchemical pathway.
∆G = G(λ = 1)−G(λ = 0) =
∫ 1
0
〈∂V/∂λ〉λdλ (3.34)
where
V(λ) = (1− λ)kV0 + [1− (1− λ)k]V1 (3.35)
Simulation protocol was tested for accuracy, examining box size and long-range electro-
static effects. The protocol was adjusted accordingly to eliminate any systematic errors.
Following the thermodynamic cycle in Fig 3.3, contributions from each leg can be ana-
lyzed separately for their contributions to the total solvation energy. Of particular note;
the gas phase legs of the cycle involving adjusting non-bonded terms can be ignored as,
by design, the contribution to the overall solvation free energy is zero. The gas phase
MM to QM leg, designated as ∆G6, is required to correct for differences in arbitrary ze-
ros of the QM and MM representations. Parameterization of QXD is hastened through
intelligent division the cycle and by minimizing the free energy differences experienced
in each individual step. To this end, trial LJ parameters were created for each species
to approximate their solvation free energy accurately, allowing for the ∆G4 step to be
repeatedly run to test small adjustments of QXD parameters without needing additional
simulations of other areas in the thermodynamic cycle. Each leg of the thermodynamic
cycle is divided into eleven evenly spaced windows form λ = 0.0 to λ = 1.0 with a linear
coupling scheme (k = 1) with the exclusion of the calculation of ∆G1. In this trans-
formation a softcore potential scheme[229] is used to avoid the “end-point catastrophe”
when disappearing a LJ sphere in solution. The endpoint windows in these legs are
moved to λ = 0.05 and λ = 0.95. Data was processed using a smoothing Akima spline
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(and in softcore cases, also extrapolated to the endpoint values of 0.0 and 1.0) to the
free energy ∂V/∂λ plots and then those splines were integrated with respect to λ to
calculate the free energy contribution from each change. NPT equilibration of the the
system was run for 250ps to allow for solvent and box size relaxation. Afterwards, each
λ window was NPT equibrated for an additional 250ps. Finally, NVE production was
ran for 250ps, analyzed and used in parameterization of the QXD model.
Figure 3.3: Detailed thermodynamic cycle use in the calculation of the solva-
tion free energies of small chlorine-containing compounds for the parameter-
ization of the QXD model. Shown is the cycle used for calculating the solvation free
energies for the parameterization of the charge-dependent QM/MM interaction model,
QXD. Cycle legs shown in black are simulated using alchemical perturbation (where
needed) and the leg in red is the target free energy. For cycles not using QXD, those
legs are ignored.
Parameters for the QXD model, due to the length of simulation and detailed anal-
ysis required, were adjusted by hand in order to obtain the best results. Parameters
for the chloride anion, methylchloride, and carbon tetrachloride were initially primed
based off of high-level, gas phase QM calculations whose interactions were then fit with
LJ parameters which then provided charge-static QXD parameters via the relationship
between QXD and LJ parameters developed herein. To accompany these rudimentary
initial guesses, a wide swath of parameter space was probed in a systematic and incre-
mentally fashion. Then, upon reaching a region in which a minima of parameter space
was believed to reside, several hundred similar parameter sets were tested within the
local region in order to determine an optimized set. This procedure was repeated for
each different region for which the initial scan indicated the possibility of meaningful
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results. This procedure was hastened after obtaining a parameterization of QXD which
produced the solvation free energy for a given particle, allowing the interaction curve
generated by those parameters with an MM water probe to act as a screening agent for
other possible parameterization candidates. Trial parameter sets could be refined using
an automated, direction set minimization to the previously obtained interaction curve
before simulation. While automation of the entire procedure would be desirable, it is
not be computationally tractable. Each step in the optimization procedure requires at
least one TI simulation and extensive data analysis. Additionally, the expressions in
the QXD model are non-linear, non-independent equations whose parameters do not
necessarily have well-behaved gradients with respect to the desired thermodynamic ob-
servables, which could lead many automation procedures astray and does not lend itself
to some of the more modern optimization techniques.
Then, after initial parameterization, the attack of a chloride ion on methylchloride
will be examined as an example reaction where there is a large amount of charge transfer
along the reaction coordinate (RxC).[230] General simulation protocol is identical to the
QM legs of the thermodynamic cycle which were outline in the previous section. Initial
NPT simulations for solvent and box size equilibration were ran for 250ps followed
by another 150ps of NPT equilibration at each different RxC window. Finally, 150ps
of NVE production was ran and used for analysis. The RxC is defined as a linear
combination of orthogonal degrees of freedom, R1-R2, where R1 and R2 are defined as
the distance between the attacking/leaving chloride and the carbon atoms. Umbrella
windows were evenly spaced every 0.2A˚ between RxC values of -3.5A˚ and 3.5A˚ with force
constants ranging from 60 kcal/mol/A˚ and 24 kcal/mol/A˚ depending on location in the
RxC. Additional windows between -0.8A˚ and 0.8A˚ with force constants ranging between
200kcal/mol/A˚ and 184 kcal/mol/A˚ were used to ensure adequate sampling about the
transition state of the reaction. Simulation results were analyzed using vFEP[79, 78] to
obtain the solution phase free energy profile.
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3.3 Results and Discussion
In this section the main results this chapter are discussed. First, the performance of
the interface between QXD and traditional QM/MM models will be reviewed and dis-
cussed. Next, comparisons will be drawn between the QXD model and the LJ model in
their ability to reproduce high-level gas phase interaction curves. Third, the parameter-
ization of QXD for reproducing experimental solvation free energies of various chlorine
containing species will be assessed. Fourth, free energy profile results of the previous
parameterization for the the attack of chloride on methylchloride will be examined.
Lastly, an overall perspective of the QXD model and its future directions are discussed.
3.3.1 Performance of the Lennard-Jones to QXD Interface Relations
Integration of QXD into conventional QM/MM frameworks is key to facilitate wide-
spread use of the model. Toward this end, a empirical model outlined through Eqs. 3.31-
3.33 was developed that, as seen in Figure 3.4, is capable of transforming traditional
LJ parameters into charge-static terms which operate within a QXD framework. This
way, one can avoid having to generate MM QXD parameters for any number of sol-
vents/counter ions/etc which already posess finely tuned LJ parameters. The mapping
equations accurately reproduce potentials for any LJ pair with atom Rmin,c and εc
between 0.5-3.5 A˚ and 0.001-0.9 kcal/mol, respectively, with a charge-static QXD po-
tential. All of the parameters in these expressions are independent of the local electronic
environment atoms, avoiding the shortcomings that limit current atom typing models.
Differences between the mapped QXD and the LJ interaction curves were tested with
thermodynamic integration simulations and found to be negligible with respect to sta-
tistical uncertainties typically on the order of 0.1 kcal/mol or less. With this empirical
mapping, quantum mechanical atoms that have fully charge-dependent QXD param-
eters can interact with MM atoms that have static (fixed-charge) QXD parameters
derived from their LJ parameters.
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Figure 3.4: Lennard-Jones interactions compared with corresponding mapped
parameter QXD interactions. Shown are various atom-atom (X-O; X=O,P,S,C)
interactions for both traditional Lennard-Jones and QXD models, with QXD charge-
independent parameters generated from the interfacing equations which allow for on-
the-fly conversion of LJ interactions into a form which can be used with the new QXD
charge-dependent interaction model.
3.3.2 Robustness of the QXD Model as Compared to High-Level Gas
Phase Interactions
High-level adiabatic QM scans were created to demonstrate the flexibility of the QXD
model in reproducing interactions of systems through various charge-states. Initially,
two different sets of LJ parameters were optimized to reproduce the high-level scans of
the chloride anion and of the methylchloride molecule, respectively. Then, a signle set
of charge-dependent QXD parameters was optimized to best reproduce all three of the
reference potentials shown. Potentials from these optimizations and the resulting scans
are shown in Figure 3.5.
The charge-dependent QXD model stands as a marked improvement when compared
to the conventional LJ model in its ability to capture the high-level gas-phase data.
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The two different LJ 12-6 potentials each reasonably model the interaction for which
they were parameterized to reproduce, however each fails to simultaneously capture
the other interactions within a single parameterization. When trying to recapitulate
the Cl− interaction, the LJ potential drastically under-stabilizes the neutral chlorinated
species. Likewise, when the LJ potential is parameterized to model the methylchloride
interaction the neutral particles (CH3Cl and CCl4) interaction curves reasonably well,
however the parameterization significantly over-stabilizes the chloride anion. Without
the ability to respond to changes in local electronic environment, the LJ potential lacks
the flexibility to represent atoms over a wide range of charge states. The QXD model,
on the other hand, is able to accurately capture all of the high-level quantum data with
the small exception that there is a slight deviation in the Cl−/water interaction curve.
The discrepancy between QXD and the high-level reference data at the minimum
of the interaction curve is likely due to the limited electronic degrees of freedom in the
semiempirical and MM models. Despite the high-level water having its geometry fixed
to that of the TIP4P-Ew water model, differences between the reference and the QXD
scans arise because the electronic density about the atoms of the high-level reference
are still allowed to fully polarize. The QM/MM simulations do not allow the electronic
density about the chloride anion (and, clearly, around the MMwater) to relax as freely as
the high-level reference and thus the quantum scans gain additional stabilization beyond
what the QXD model can compensate for. Nonetheless, the QXD model demonstrates
greater flexibility and robustness in capturing interactions at varied local charge state
than the traditional LJ model and represents a significant improvement over the LJ
potential in recapitulating high-level quantum data.
3.3.3 Thermodynamic Integration and Solvation Free Energy Data
QM/MM solvation free energies were calculated through the use of TI and were used in
the parameterization of chlorine QXD atoms for solution phase simulations. Parameters
for carbon and hydrogen atoms were provided from the mapping equations with addi-
tional charge dependence assigned to these atoms to prevent artificial charge transfer
between atoms. Chlorine parameters were adjusted to best reproduce the experimental
solvation free energy data; the resulting parameters can be found in Table 3.3.
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∆G, Solvation Free Energy
Compoud Experimental[231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236] LJCl− LJCH3Cl QXD
Cl− Anion -89.1 -89.21 -125.67 -89.64
CH3Cl -1.02 to 0.31 5.64 0.34 0.53
CH2Cl2 -1.90 to -0.65 8.11 0.14 -1.37
CHCl3 -1.78 to -0.38 11.43 0.62 0.33
CCl4 -0.64 to 1.10 14.66 2.37 1.20
CCl3CHCl2 -2.32 to -0.24 17.63 1.51 0.28
CCl3CCl3 -1.57 to -0.93 33.84 4.53 2.94
Table 3.2: Comparitive solvation data for two parameterizations of the tradi-
tional Lennard-Jones potentials and a single parameterization of the QXD
model. Calculated QM/MM solvation free energies for a series different chlorine-
containing compounds, using two parameterizations of the traditional Lennard-Jones
model, one made to produce the chloride solvation free energy and the other to cap-
ture the CH3Cl solvation free energy, and the a single parameterization of the QXD
density-dependent interaction model. Free energies provided are in kcal/mol.
The QXD model for non-bonded QM/MM interactions shows promise in accu-
rately capturing experimentally known solvation free energies over a series of chlorine-
containing compounds and represents a marked improvement over the results obtained
when employing a traditional LJ model. While individual sets of parameters in either
model could be generated to reproduce the solvation free energy for a single given species,
the QXD model is able to accurately replicate experimental solvation free energies of
several different species in a variety of local electronic states, while the LJ potential is
incapable of this task. For comparison, data from QXD and two sets of LJ parameters
can be found in Table 3.2. The LJ parameter sets used where chosen to represent two
different chlorine ‘atom types’: one set that accurately reproduces the solvation free
energy of a chloride anion, LJCl− , and another set that captures the methylchloride
solvation free energy, LJCH3Cl.
The LJCl− set of parameters accurately reproduces the chloride anion solvation free
energy, at -89.21 kcal/mol, however for all other species it consistently undersolvates
the charge neutral species. This is especially notable on molecules containing several
chlorine atoms, such as hexachloroethane which is undersolvated by nearly 35 kcal/mol.
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This behavior is expected for this parameterization as a strong repulsive potential is re-
quired to overcome the extremely favorable charge/partial-charge interactions that the
chloride ion would experience in solution. As the traditional LJ model cannot respond
to changes in the local electronic density, the ‘size’ of the chlorine atoms represented
in the non-ionic species are the same as those for the chloride anion. From a physi-
cal standpoint, given that the local atomic charge around a chlorine atom in a neutral
species is considerably less than that of a chloride anion with full -1 charge, the interac-
tions should reflect the smaller, harder character and have a steeper repulsive wall and
closer contact distance. Thus, the LJCl− parameter set cause the chlorine atoms in the
molecular compounds to interact as if they were too large and soft, reducing the ability
of water to effectively solvate.
The LJCH3Cl set of parameters captures the solvation free energy of methylchlo-
ride, reproducing the upper experimental range at 0.34 kcal/mol. Also, because the
methylchloride is electronically more similar to several other molecules in the test set
than the chloride anion, the LJCH3Cl parameterization generally out performs the LJCl−
set as a whole. However, it still fails dramatically is several cases. Most predominately,
the chloride anion is oversolvated by approximately 35 kcal/mol. Furthermore, while the
methylchloride has the appropriate amount of solvation, the hexachloroethane molecule
remains undersolvated by approximately 5.5 kcal/mol. Similar arguments could be made
as in the previous paragraph as to why these results are not unexpected. The static
nature of the LJ potential means that if the atom being modeled is in a different local
electronic environment, then new parameters must be generated to accurately model
the non-bonded interactions.
The QXD model, however, is able to capture the solvation free energies for nearly all
species with errors of approximately 1.0 kcal/mol or less. The QXD model provides a
much more accurate representation of the non-bonded interactions, reproducing solva-
tion free energies for both the chloride anion, at -89.64 kcal/mol, and the methylchloride
molecule, at 0.53 kcal/mol. Error can be seen in the hexachloroethane molecule, un-
dersolvating the species by about 4 kcal/mol, however this number is still in better
agreement with experiment than either of the individual LJ models. QXD overcomes
the limitations of the LJ model by allowing the non-bonded interaction to adjust to
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changes in the local electronic density and to behave in a more physically realistic man-
ner. As seen in Table 3.2, more accurate solvation results can be achieved when using the
QXD model within a single parameterization than with the tradition LJ potential. The
accuracy gained through QXD model does have a cost; requiring the evaluation of addi-
tional, comparatively complex expressions for the exchange-correlation and dispersion
interactions during the QM SCF procedure has been noted to increase the computa-
tional burden of this evaluation by approximately a factor of two in simulations similar
to those presented in this work as compared to simulations utilize traditional LJ in-
teractions for the current, non-optimized implementation of the model. The ability of
the QXD model to adjust to different electronic environments may ultimately allow the
need for atom types to be eliminated in QM/MM calculations, which will have particu-
lar impact in studies of chemical reactions where local charge changes along the reaction
coordinate. It is believed that the errors in the QXD solvation data likely arise from the
nature of the standard QM/MM model, specifically from the fact that the surrounding
TIP4P-Ew water does not polarize appropriately to the solute and, so a lesser but still
significant extent, the lack of electronic degrees of freedom within the QM Hamiltonian
itself. Further discussion on this topic can be found in Section 3.3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Comparative X-H2O gas phase LJ and QXD interactions. Gas
phase QM/MM adiabatic energy curves (solid lines) of chlorine containing compounds
(X=Cl−,CH3Cl and CCl4) interacting with a water probe are compared to a high-level
quantum benchmark (dashed lines). Water geometry was fixed to emulate a TIP4P-Ew
water. Shown are the results from interactions with LJ parameters optimized to repro-
duce the Cl− reference energy (top), LJ parameters optimized to reproduce the CCl4
reference energy (middle), and QXD with full charge dependent interactions (bottom).
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3.3.4 Free Energy Profile Simulation Results
Free energy profile simulations were performed in order to test the effects of the QXD
model on the attack barrier of a chloride anion reacting with methylchloride. In previous
studies,[209] the traditional LJ model was shown to accurately capture this reaction
barrier while using the LJCl− parameters set. The QXD parameter set used for these
simulations is the set used to recapitulate experimental solvation free energies outlined
in the previous section. Results of these simulations, and comparisons to the standard
LJ model with both the LJCl− and LJCH3Cl parameter sets, can be seen in Figure 3.6.
Type si ζi(0) ζq,i αi(0) αq,i Neff,i
Cl/Cl− 11.300 1.970 -0.225 26.31 0.30045 5.551
C 21.308 2.487 -0.215 8.553 0.00000 2.657
H 5.2423 3.078 -0.205 1.746 0.00000 0.824
Table 3.3: Optimized QXD QM/MM interaction parameters for chlorine con-
taining compounds. Shown are the parameters used to accurately predict the solva-
tion free energy for the series of chlorine containing compounds with the QXD charge-
dependent QM/MM interaction model. Parameters for chlorine were optimized by hand
and Parameters for hydrogen and oxygen were obtained by the mapping equations and
slight modulation to the charge dependent parameters to avoid non-physical charge
relocation during reaction simulations.
The QXD model predicts the attack barrier for the reaction of a chloride anion on
methylchloride to be 25.4 kcal/mol, roughly 1 kcal/mol less than the experimentally
estimated value of 26.5 kcal/mol. The LJCl− and LJCH3Cl parameter sets bracket the
QXD reaction barrier: the LJCl− set, which as discussed above produces the worst
solvation free energies for neutral chlorine-containing compounds, matches very closely
the experimental Cl− attack barrier, whereas the LJCH3Cl set underestimates the barrier
by about 3 kcal/mol. The reason for the somewhat fortuitous agreement of the LJCl−
parameter set with the experimentally estimated barrier is discussed in more detail in
Section 3.3.5.
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Figure 3.6: Comparative LJ and QXD free energy profiles for the attack of
chloride on methylchloride. Free energy profiles were run to examine the effects
of the different parameter sets for the traditional LJ potential and the QXD charge-
dependent potential had on the attack barrier of the symmetric reaction of Cl− with
methylchloride. The simulated free energy barriers for the LJCl− , LJCH3Cl, and QXD
(26.5, 23.5 and 25.4 kcal/mol) parameterizations are compared to the experimental
value (26.5 kcal/mol estimated from the rate constant).
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3.3.5 Critical Assessment of the QXD Model and Discussion of Errors
While the results of the current study are encouraging, it is nonetheless important to
point out limitations that remain within the scope of the current work. The QXD
model, as represented in this manuscript, is hindered by the application of a standard
QM/MM protocol. Errors arise from 1.) the lack of explicit many-body response of
the MM solvent and 2) the lack of flexibility inherent in the minimal valence basis set
used in the semiempirical quantum model. Both of these shortcomings factor directly
into the parameterization of the models presented here, and thus warrant discussion in
order to properly interpret results.
Without the appropriate many-body response of the MM solvent, differently charged
species will experience electrostatic interactions with the same set of MM charges on
the water molecules. Similarly, the minimal valence basis set used in the semiempirical
quantum model manifests limitations mainly as a systematic underestimation of the
electronic polarization response that becomes worse as anionic charge increases. [172]
In the extreme cases, such as that of a Cl− anion in isolation, the orbitals are fully
occupied, leaving no virtual orbitals available for polarization. Each of these effects
require compensating adjustment of the non-electrostatic non-bonded parameters (i.e.,
LJ or QXD) to overcome their shortcomings in an effort to reproduce experimental
solvation free energies.
There is a large body of literature [237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242] that specifically
examines the importance of polarization and quantum many-body effects for modeling
a solvated chloride anion. While the degree to which polarization plays a roll in correctly
predicting the solvation free energy and long-range solvent structure of the chloride anion
is still debated, it is clear that some amount of polarization (in both the solute and the
solvent) is required if both of these observables are to be accurately be represented.
The mismatch of the polarization effect on Cl− and CH3Cl at different stages along the
reaction coordinate is more difficult to correct within the scope of the current work.
For instance, in the previous section, Section 3.3.4, the QXD model predicts the attack
barrier for the reaction of a chloride anion on methylchloride to be 25.4 kcal/mol, roughly
a kcal/mol under the the experimentally observed value of 26.5 kcal/mol. The LJCl−
parameter set, on the other hand, agrees with experiment to within the statistical error
of the calculation which, in retrospect, may not be all that surprising because the LJ
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terms are consistent with the solvation free energy of a non-polarizable MM Cl− anion,
and due to the minimal valence basis set, the QM Cl− anion also lacks polarization. The
lower barrier of the LJCH3Cl parameter set, which models the Cl atoms as being smaller,
reflects the preferential stabilization of the transition state where both Cl atoms carry
a significant charge (approximately 0.89 e in the simulation, see Appendix D).
However, even with this knowledge, the authors chose to pursue a route in which a
non-polarizable force field and a minimal valence semiempirical Hamiltonian were used
in the study for a number of reasons. First, the authors wanted to demonstrate, in
as direct a manner as possible, the importance that the non-bonded non-electrostatic
interactions have on QM/MM simulations without convoluting the overall picture with
the inclusion of more complex, albeit more physically meaningful, MM models. Addi-
tionally, the authors wanted to show the impact of the inclusion of such a correction
on conventional QM/MM simulations and that QXD could yield improved results even
without the inclusion of other, more rigorous models. Clearly however, the parame-
terization of this interaction is intrinsically linked to not only the QM method and the
manner in which atomic charge is partitioned among atoms but also the treatment of the
MM surroundings. If aspects of the QM/MM framework are changed, small alterations
in the parameter set may be required in order to obtain the best results.
A physically meaningful QXD parameterization may not be achievable at this time,
due to limitations within the current QM/MM framework. If QXD were to be applied
to a system where the QM region were to have all of the flexibility required to accu-
rately account for atomic/molecular polarization response (studies suggest something
on the order of B3LYP 6/311++g(3df,3pd))[242] in conjunction with a polarizable MM
region then such a real, physically meaningful parameters could be derived. However,
with current computational limitations such simulations are intractable for use in pa-
rameterization and much less so in long-time simulation of nearly any system. If such a
parameterization were to be attempted, or even completed, the resulting model would
exist primarily for academic interest as the application of the model would be extremely
narrow; limited in scope due to the highly demanding computational rigor demanded
by the calculation and the particular, rather uncommon, QM/MM protocol used.
Future work has promise to overcome both of the limitations described herein. Re-
cently, methods have been recently introduced [172, 243] that use “chemical potential
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equalization” [244] to overcome the problem of poor modeling of electronic response
properties with approximate QM models without increasing the size of the minimal va-
lence basis set (and thus remaining highly efficient). Further, the ongoing development
of quantum mechanical force fields (QMFFs) poses a possible solution to seamlessly
allow mutual polarization and other many-body quantum effects to be modeled for very
large systems with practical efficiency. [245, 177, 178]
3.4 Conclusion
Herein we develop a charge-dependent QXD model for exchange and dispersion interac-
tions in QM/MM simulations that is demonstrated to accurately capture the reaction
barrier of the attack of a chloride anion on methylchloride (within approximately 1
kcal/mol) while simultaneously predicting experimental solvation free energies for a
series of chlorine-containing compounds. This represents a feat which conventional LJ
models fail to accomplish. Additionally, QXD has demonstrated superior flexibility over
LJ models by being able to accurately recapitulate high-level gas-phase intermolecular
interactions.
As it currently stands, the QXD QM/MM interaction model offers an attractive
alternative to traditional LJ interactions for chemical reactions or other processes where
changes in local atomic charge occur. An advantage of the QXD model is that is
surmounts the problem of pre-assigning non-bonded parameters based on ‘atom types’
corresponding to a particular chemical environment. The QXD model may therefore
be useful in simulations of pKa and pKa shifts, allowing for the correct response in
the non-classical terms of key residues in large biopolymers as they pass catalytic steps
in a reaction pathway. Furthermore, the QXD methodology could be applied to next-
generation quantum mechanical force fields, which still do not explicitly couple the
non-bond, non-electrostatic interactions directly to the underlying electronic structure.
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Chapter 4
VRSCOSMO: Charge-dependent
Implicit Solvent Model
Implemented with DFTB3/3OB
4.1 General Background
Computational study of biological reactions is of great interest to the scientific com-
munity seeking to gain molecular-level insight into reaction mechanisms. These studies
encompass a wide range of archetypes including, but not limited to: reactions happening
within protein environments,[188, 246, 247] model phosphoryl transfer reactions,[248,
249, 250] and studies of RNA catalysis;[182, 183, 184, 251] all of which are readily
applicable to the deign of new drugs and therapeutic treatments.[77, 252, 253] Biolog-
ical reactions almost exclusively take place in solution, having profound ramifications
on the energetic pathways of the reaction mechanism.[191, 192, 209] This phenomena
is especially apparent when studying highly-charged systems, such as RNA-like model
systems[190, 193] as shown in Figure 4.1.
3 This chapter compiles material with permission sumbitted for publication in The Journal of
chemical physics from the manuscript Kuechler, Erich R., Timothy J. Giese and Darrin M. York.
”VRSCOSMO: a smooth charge-dependent implicit solvent model implemented with DFTB3/3OB”
The Journal of chemical physics submitted. Copyright 2015, AIP Publishing LLC.
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An attractive method for reducing the computational burden of modeling the con-
densed phase environment is to employ an implicit solvent model.[254, 255, 256, 257]
Several different implicit models; Poisson-Boltzmann (PB),[58] Minnesota solvation
(SMx),[59, 60, 61] conductor-like screening (COSMO),[62, 63, 64, 258, 259] general
Borne (GB),[65, 66] and polarizable continuum (PCM)[67, 68, 69] models; levy this ad-
vantage by removing explicit solvent from the system and then represent the condensed
phase environment in some average way to alleviate the computational bottle-neck of
sampling explicit solvent degrees of freedom. After which, if explicit solvent is desired,
hybrid quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) simulations[106, 26, 260]
can be run using informed biasing potentials and reaction coordinates with the insight
gained from the implicit solvent calculation.
Figure 4.1: Comparative gas and solution phase reaction energy surfaces for
two model RNA-like reactions. Solvation has a profound effect on the topology
of potential energy surfaces, pathways and barriers for chemical reactions of charged
systems. Special note should be made that the color scale between the gas and solu-
tion surfaces are different. All distances and energies are reported in A˚ and kcal/mol
respectively.
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Even when using an implicit solvation model the cost of high-level quantum me-
chanical (QM) techniques can still be computationally prohibitive, especially when the
system size is large. Therefore, it can be worthwhile to consider approximate QM
methods for use with implicit solvation models. Recent advancements have greatly in-
creased the accuracy and transferability of these methods, such as those in the density
functional tight-binding (DFTB) models.[261, 262] DFTB models have shown them-
selves to be comparable to other semiempirical methods, such as AM1[114, 263] and
PM3,[264, 265] in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency[266, 267] and special
interest has been garnered with the development of a a DFTB model parameterization
that has been specially tuned for chemistry involving sulfur and phosphorus atoms;[268]
opening avenues for the study of RNA and RNA model compounds.
RNA-like reactions are highly-charged in nature and employing an implicit solva-
tion model whose solvation cavity is defined by atom-typed radii, which remain static
during optimization and change discontinuously as a function of local charge state, will
result in a poorly modeled reaction energy surface. As such, the present chapter de-
velops a charge-dependent model. Following the pioneering work of Hou et al. which
introduced charge-dependent radii into a nonlinear PB model (SCC-DFTBPR)[269] as
well as others,[270, 271, 272] an implementation of the smooth conductor-like screening
model (SCOSMO) implicit solvation model has been developed for use with the biolog-
ically focused parameterization of DFTB3/3OB-OPhyd.[273, 274, 268] This variable-
radii SCOSMO model (VRSCOSMO) allows the solvation cavity of atomic species to
change in accordance to the local atomic charge while leveraging the analytically smooth
gradients afforded by the SCOSMO framework. Parameterizations of both SCOSMO
and VRSCOSMO are developed independently to reproduce a set of absolute solva-
tion energies and are compared Hou’s charge-dependent PB model (Ref. 269). The
VRSCOSMO model is then used to construct two-dimensional, relaxed potential en-
ergy surfaces of biologically motivated reactions and the results of these calculations
compared to available experimental data. Given the specific interest of quickly iden-
tifying potentially important energetic pathways for RNA catalysis this new model,
which has been designed for this specific derivation of DFTB, has impact on the greater
biochemical community.
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4.2 Computational Methods
This chapter uses the semiempirical DFTB3/3OB Hamiltonian [274] supplemented with
a specific reaction parameterization, OPhyd,[268] which modulates the O and P param-
eters for improving performance on phosphate hydrolysis reactions. The DFTB3/3OB-
OPhyd parameters nor the functional form for the solute-solute self-interaction energy
have been altered in the current work. Therefore, for further discussion of technical de-
tails of the DFTB3 model the reader is referred to Ref. 274, 268, 273. It can be stated
that standard gas-phase DFTB3 calculations depend on the nuclear positions and the
atomic orbital density matrix
Egas ≡ EDFTB3(R,P) (4.1)
where R is a vector of atomic positions,
P = Pα +Pβ , (4.2)
P σµν =
∑
i
nσi C
σ
µiC
σ
νi, (4.3)
nσ and Cσ are spin-resolved orbital occupation numbers and molecular orbital coeffi-
cients, respectively, in the atomic orbital basis of µ and ν.
4.2.1 The SCOSMO Implicit Solvation Model
The SCOSMO model[275, 276] treats the solvent environment as if it were a block of
conducting metal whose dielectric constant is chosen to mimic solvent on a macroscopic
scale. Then, a cavity with a dielectric constant of unity, ǫ0 = 1, is carved out of the metal
and the solute is placed within it. Given the discontinuous nature between the cavity
and the bulk solvent dielectric constants at the cavity’s boundary, the electrostatic
response of the metal occurs solely at the cavity surface. The cavity is constructed
from a union of solute spheres whose radii, Rrad,a, are parameters of the model. The
electrostatic response on the cavity’s surface is modeled through discretized Gaussian
functions,
gt(r−Rt; ζt) = (ζt/π)3/2e−ζt|r−Rt|2 (4.4)
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such that the solvent’s charge density response at the surface is
σ(r) ≈
∑
t
stgt(r−Rt; ζt), (4.5)
where s is the vector of solvent response coefficients, st, that remain to be determined.
In this notation, t indexes a discretized point on the surface and
Rt = Ra +Rrad,aRˆq,t (4.6)
is the location of that point. In other words, each point t is tethered to one atom
t ∈ a separated by Rrad,a in the direction Rˆq,t, where Rˆq,t is a Lebedev quadrature
point associated with the Lebedev quadrature weight wq,t and the number of discretized
points on a sphere is Nq,a.[277, 278]
The solvation of free energy of a compound can be modeled as an adiabatic energy
of that compound in the presence of SCOSMO implicit
Eaq ≡ Egas(R,P) + Es(s,q), (4.7)
where
Es(s,q) =
1
2f(ǫ)
sT ·A · s+∑
a,t∈a
γwq,tptR
2
rad,a + s
T ·B · q
(4.8)
and
f(ǫ) =
ǫ− 1
ǫ
(4.9)
is the scaled deviation of the dielectric medium of the implicit solvent from an ideal con-
ductor. Throughout this work, the dielectric ǫ = 78.4 (unitless) is used for water. The
scaled self-interaction of the polarized surface charges of residing upon the cavitation
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barrier, A, takes the form
Att′ =
∫ ∫
gt(r−Rt; ζt)gt′(r′ −Rt′ ; ζt′)
|r− r′| d
3rd3r′
×

p
−1
t , if t = t
′
1, otherwise
(4.10)
The switching function pt smoothly transitions between 0 and 1, preventing surface
elements from interacting with other surface elements which have been partially or fully
removed by the intersection of the cavitation sphere from another particle,
pt∈a =
∏
b 6=a
Son(R
2
bt, R
2
in,b, R
2
out,b). (4.11)
When pt = 0 dimensionality of the arrays can be decreased safely without causing
discontinuous changes in the energy or gradients. In this case, Rin,a and Rout,a are the
limits of the switching region, whose explicit definitions can be found in Appendix F
and the switching function, Son, takes the form
Son(x, xlo, xhi) =


0 if x < xlo
1 if x > xhi
1− 10u3 − 15u4 + 6u5 otherwise
u ≡ (xhi − x)/(xhi − xlo)
(4.12)
Continuing, γ is the ‘surface tension’ of the cavity which accounts for the free energy cost
associated with the formation of the cavity. This term is treated as a parameter for op-
timization in the current protocols. B is the interaction between the previously defined
surface charges and the solute charge distribution, q. Traditionally, when interacting
with a point-charge distribution, this term would be represented as
Bta =
erf(
√
ζtRat)
Rat
(4.13)
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where
ζt∈a =
1
wq,t
(
ζ(Nq,a)
Rrad,a
)2
. (4.14)
Values of ζ(Nq,a) constants are tabulated in Ref. 279 and are completely determined
upon defining the discretization level of each atom, Nq,a. Special note should be taken
that in the present work the interaction of the electrostatic potential with the surface
response elements has been modified. The standard monopole representation is replaced
with an auxiliary set of atomic multipole moments, constructed from the underlying
DFTB3 density matrix. Further details will be discussed in the next section, Sec 4.2.2.
The response coefficients, st, are determined by minimizing
δ
{
Es(s,q)− λ
(∑
t
st + f(ǫ)Q
)}
= 0 (4.15)
where
Q =
∑
a
qa (4.16)
is the total solute charge, λ is the Lagrange multiplier used to enforce the constraint
∫
σ(r)d3r = −f(ǫ)Q (4.17)
and qa is the atomic charge of atom a. Following this constraint, one finds
s = f(ǫ)
(
λA−1 · v −A−1 ·B · q) (4.18)
and
λ =
vT ·A−1 ·B · q−Q
vT ·A−1 · v (4.19)
where vt = 1 ∀t.
The SCOSMO model variationally enters the solution for the molecular orbital co-
efficients through the Fock matrix
F σµν =
∂Eaq
∂P σµν
∣∣∣∣
R
=
∂Egas
∂P σµν
∣∣∣∣
R
+
∑
a
∂Es
∂qa
∣∣∣∣
R,s
∂qa
∂Pµν
∣∣∣∣
R
(4.20)
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Upon reaching self-consistent convergence, the molecular orbitals satisfy the generalized
eigenvalue equation
Fσ ·Cσ = S ·Cσ ·Eσ (4.21)
where S is the atomic orbital overlap matrix
Sµν =
∫
χµ(r)χν(r)d
3r (4.22)
and the Cartesian gradient Xa of atom a becomes
dEaq
dXa
=
∂Egas
∂Xa
∣∣∣∣
P
−
∑
µν
Qµν
dSµν
dXa
+
∂Es
∂Xa
∣∣∣∣
s,q
+
∑
b
∂Es
∂qb
∣∣∣∣
R,s
∂qb
∂Xa
∣∣∣∣
P
(4.23)
where
Qµν =
∑
σ∈(α,β)
∑
i
nσi E
σ
iiC
σ
µiC
σ
νi (4.24)
and Eσii is a spin-resolved molecular orbital eigenvalue.
4.2.2 Correction to the Solute Charge Density Interaction
The functional form of the DFTB3/3OB energy happens to use Mulliken charges to
interact the solute atoms with the other solute, atoms[274] however, previous work has
found that the interaction of DFTB3 molecules with an “external environment” can
be improved by choosing a second charge representation.[245] This approach has been
adopted in the present work. In essence, a second set of atomic charges and higher-
order atomic multipoles are chosen to interact with the surrounding implicit solute
environment while leaving the DFTB3 solute-solute interactions unchanged from their
original form. The solute charge density can be approximated by a sum of atomic point
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multipoles
q(r) =
∑
a
Zaδ(r−Ra)−
∑
µν
Pµνχµ(r)χν(r)
≈
∑
a,lm∈a
qa,lm
Clm(∇a)
(2l − 1)!!δ(r−Ra)
(4.25)
where Za is the nuclear core charge of atom a, qa,lm is a multipole moment, Ra is vector
of atomic positions, ∇a is the Cartesian gradient operator acting on the coordinates of
a, and Clm(∇) is a spherical tensor gradient operator which is constructed by replacing
the Cartesian coordinate arguments of the real-valued regular solid harmonic with their
corresponding derivative operators. In this notation,
χµ(r) ≡ χµ(r)Ylµmµ(Ω), (4.26)
where Ylm(Ω) is a real-valued spherical harmonic. Following Refs. 245 and 178, the
atomic charges are a biased Mulliken partitioning of the density matrix and the higher-
order multipole moments are constructed from the one-center blocks of the density
matrix:
qa,lm =


Za − baa2 −
∑
b 6=a fab(bab)bab if l = 0∑
µν∈a PµνM
(l)
µν
√
4pi
2l+1× if l > 0∫
Ylm(Ω)Ylµmµ(Ω)Ylνmν (Ω)dΩ
(4.27)
where bab is a Mulliken bond order,
bab = 2
∑
µ∈a
ν∈b
PµνSµν , (4.28)
Sµν is the atomic orbital overlap matrix [Eq. (4.22)] and fab is a “charge bias.” This
bias is constructed such that at fab = 1/2 a Mulliken charge decomposition is produced,
but it is generalized to switch from f sab to f
d
ab as the Mulliken bond order changes from
single bond character, bsab, to double bond character, b
d
ab,
fab(bab) = f
s
ab + Son(bab, b
s
ab, b
d
ab)(f
d
ab − f sab). (4.29)
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Son(x, xlo, xhi) is described in Eq. (E.2) and M
(l)
µν are the one-center radial integrals
M (l)µν =
∫ ∞
0
χµ(r)χν(r)r
2+ldr (4.30)
which are treated as parameters to empirically improve molecular electrostatic poten-
tials. The parameters of this model; f sab,f
d
ab,b
s
ab,b
d
ab, andM
(l)
µν ; are listed in the supporting
information of Ref. 178, and are not modified in this work. The effects of the inclusion
of this correction can be seen in Figure 4.2 for butanoic acid, showing how the use of
multipoles can improve the description of sp3 oxygen lone pairs. Previous work has
noted improvements to the description of sp2 carbon bonds, and sp3 sulfur and sp2
nitrogen lone pairs.
The inclusion of this correction into the SCOSMO framework only modifies one term
in the formalism, the interaction of the surface response elements with the solute charge
distribution, Eq. (4.13). It would now take the form
Bta =
Clama(∇a)
(2la − 1)!!
×
∫ ∫
gt(r−Rt; ζt)δ(r′ −Ra)
|r− r′| d
3rd3r′
=
Clama(Rat)
(2la − 1)!!
(
d
dR2at
)la erf(√ζtRat)
Rat
.
(4.31)
Additionally, care must be taken when evaluating the Fock matrix derivatives, Eq. (4.20)-
(4.23); that is, to make them with respect to qa,lm instead of qa.
4.2.3 The VRSCOSMO Implicit Solvation Model
The VRSCOSMO model modifies the SCOSMO framework by incorporating charge-
dependent behavior into the definition of the solvation radii
Rrad,a(qa,00) =Rrad,a + α(qa,00 − q(0)a )
+
1
2
β(qa,00 − q(0)a )2
(4.32)
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between electrostatic surface differences generated
using DFTB3/3OB with and without the multipole correction with respect
to and B3LYP reference. Standard DFTB3/3OB monopole representation (left) and
DFTB3/3OB using an auxiliary set of atomic multipoles (right) evaluated on the solvent
accessible surface of butanoic acid. Blue and red indicate that the semiempirical model
requires more negative charge and more positive charge relative to B3LYP/6-311++G**
reference, respectively. Colors are bounded with a range ±0.003 au. The multipole
correction causes the electrostatics to appear more B3LYP-like, without significantly
impacting computational efficiency.
where Rrad,a, α, β, and q
(0)
a are parameters. With this charge, the surface response
Gaussian positions Rt and exponents ζt [Eq. (4.14)] also become charge-dependent.
Upon replacing Rrad,a with Rrad,a(qa,00), the derivatives appearing in Eq. (4.20)-(4.23)
require additional chain-rules; that is,
∂Es
∂qa,lm
∣∣∣∣
R,s
=
∂Es
∂qa,lm
∣∣∣∣
R,s,ζ,Rt
+ δl0δm0
∑
t∈a
∂Es
∂ζt
∣∣∣∣
R,s,Rt
dζt
dRrad,a
dRrad,a
∂qa,00
+ δl0δm0
∑
t∈a
∂Es
∂Xt
∣∣∣∣
R,s,ζ
dXt
dRrad,a
dRrad,a
∂qa,00
.
(4.33)
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4.2.4 Parameterization Protocol for the VRSCOSMO Solvation Model
Parameters for the SCOSMO and VRSCOSMO models, both utilizing the multipole
correction, were optimized for elements H, C, N, O, and P to reproduce the absolute
solvation free energy of a subset of the SM6 database[59] consisting of 169 molecules
(139 neutral, 16 anionic, 14 cationic). A table listing these molecules can be found in
Appendix F. The absolute solvation free energy is approximated by the difference in
the adiabatic electronic energy of the molecule in the implicit solvent and gas phase
environments upon geometry optimization in its respective state.
∆Gsolv ≡ Eaq(Raq,Paq)− Egas(Rgas,Pgas) (4.34)
The parameterizations of the SCOSMO and VRSCOSMO models were treated inde-
pendently. Parameters obtained for both models are not constrained to have the same
values. Parameter optimization was performed by direction set chi-squared minimiza-
tion and geometry optimization was performed using the DL-Find software package.[280]
Initial parameterization steps where performed with the optimized gas phase geometry,
as simultaneous optimization of solvation model parameters and molecular geometry
can be computationally prohibitive. However, after initial parameterization, geometries
and parameters were allowed to relax interchangeably until convergence was reached. In
the final step of optimization, both geometries and parameters were relaxed simultane-
ously in the neighborhood of the previously obtained values. The optimized parameters
are listed in Table 4.1. The training set mean signed error (MSE), mean unsigned er-
ror (MUE) and root mean squared error (RMSE) for the SCOSMO and VRSCOSMO
models are listed in Table 4.2 and model performance, as compared to experiment, is
shown in Figure 4.3.
After parameter optimization, the SCOSMO and VRSCOSMO models were eval-
uated on a separate test set of molecules, consisting of a total of 65 molecules (34
neutral, 17 anionic, 14 cationic) taken from Ref. 269. A table listing these molecules
can be found in Appendix G. These molecules were used in the parameterization of
the SCC-DFTBPR implicit solvation model developed by Hou et al., which utilized
a charge-dependent non-linear PB model implemented with an earlier variant of the
DFTB3 semiempirical method.[281, 282] Comparisons of SCOSMO, VRSCOSMO and
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this reference model’s performance is tabulated in Table 4.3. Similarly, performance of
these models as compared to experimental values can be found in Figure 4.4.
4.2.5 Phosphoryl Transfer Reaction Protocol used with VRSCOSMO
Using the parameters obtained from absolute solvation free energy optimization, the
VRSCOSMOmodel was used to examine various biologically motivated reactions. Specif-
ically, a series of reactions that serve as informative models for reactive RNA sys-
tems. The cleavage of the phosphodiester bond in these hydrolysis/transfer reactions
can be seen in many catalytic motifs: in the protein RNase A[283, 284] and in the
hairpin,[285, 251] hammerhead,[286, 287, 288] glmS,[289, 290] hepatitis delta virus[291,
292] ribozymes. An understanding of the fundamental chemical pathway in these reac-
tions can glean further insight into these complex biochemical processes.
Two-dimensional reaction energy surfaces were generated, with reaction coordinates
defined as the distance between the attacking and leaving group oxygen to phosphorus
center, respectively. Distances were constrained to the value of each reaction coordinate
and the system was allowed to relax using the DL-Find geometry optimization software
suite.[280] After which, energy landscapes were constructed using two-dimensional spline
interpolation. Stationary point calculations were performed with no restraints to obtain
reaction barriers and product state calculations were completed at infinite separation.
Two different types of phosphoryl reactions were modeled: the phosphate hydroly-
sis reaction of trimethylphosphate (TMP) and a series of phosphoryl transesterification
transfer reactions corresponding to the self-attack of the O2’ oxygen on the phosphate
center in methyloxyribose (MOR) with seven different leaving groups [HO−, CH3O
−,
CH3CH2O
−, CH3CH2CH2O
−, (CH3)2CHO
−, CH3COO
− and PhO−]. The TMP PES
is shown in Figure 4.5 and the MOR PESs are shown in Figure 4.7. Table 4.4 com-
pares the modeled free energy barriers of the MOR reactions to previously calculated
and experimental values and Figure 4.6 displays geometric information for the MOR
transition states.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
This section is divided into two distinct parts; the first discusses the parameterization
and performance of the VRSCOSMO model in reference frame of accurate calculation of
the solvation free energy data and the second discusses the performance of DFTB3/3OB
in conjunction with the VRSCOSMO solvation model using the multipole long range
electrostatic correction in capturing the reaction barriers of methyloxyribose transes-
terification and hydrolysis reactions by analyzing calculated reaction surfaces and com-
paring them to previously calculated and experimental data.
4.3.1 VRSCOSMO Parameterization and Modeled Solvation Free En-
ergy Performance
Initial tests performed during the preparation of this manuscript found that the stan-
dard monopole representation of the DFTB3/3OB electrostatic potential encountered
difficulties in distinguishing different functional groups. Large, systematic errors be-
tween in the absolute solvation free energy for molecules containing oxygen atoms with
different numbers of lone pairs, such as when comparing alcohol and acid functional
groups. Additionally, conjugated rings were frequently found to produce an electro-
static potential where at the ring center the potential too positive when compared to
a B3LYP reference. The implicit solvent model response is caused by the electrostatic
potential of the solute, therefore, an auxiliary set atomic multipole moments from the
DFTB3 density matrix was constructed using the prescription developed in Ref. 245.
The inclusion of these multipole moments lead to the alleviation or complete elimina-
tion of these systematic errors, thus informing the decision to abandon parameterization
efforts using the conventional DFTB3 monopole approximation.
Overall, the VRSCOSMO model performs well for a vast majority of the molecules
in the training set, shown in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.3. The SCOSMO non-charge-
dependent and VRSCOSMO charge-dependent parameterizations show similar perfor-
mance for neutral molecules, having MUEs of approximately 1 kcal/mol. However, the
VRSCOSMO model presents MUE 2-3 kcal/mol lower for the charged species. For both
models, the largest errors occur in cationic molecules containing oxygen atoms whose
sum of net bond orders is 3. That is, molecules containing an “additionally protonated”
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Element R0 q0 α β
C 3.75 -0.0339 -0.2493 -0.000
H 2.20 0.0954 -0.0502 -0.1794
O 3.19 -0.7056 0.0179 -0.4350
N 3.17 -0.2450 0.0128 -0.000
P 5.30 -0.2000 – –
Table 4.1: Optimized parameters for the VRSCOSMO implicit solvation
model for use with DFTB3/3OB with the OPhyd specific reaction param-
eterization and multipole long-range electrostatic correction. Optimized pa-
rameters used in the calculation of modeled solvation free energy and the phosphoryl
transfer reaction data reproted here. Radii are reported in Bohr and charge are in −e.
alcohol compounds or molecules containing a protonated oxygen which also contains
a double bond. These compounds are systematically undersolvated by approximately
10 kcal/mol, which is likely due to the over-simplification of proton chemical bonding
in the absence of explicit solvent. Better estimations of solvation free energies could
likely be obtained if explicit water molecules were included as part of the solute. Due to
this logic, these types of compounds were assigned a smaller weight during chi-squared
minimization as to not bias the parameterization into over-correcting these errors. For
comparison purposes, additional solvation free energy data for the more stable cations,
bereft of these compounds, has been added to Tables 4.2 and 4.3 labeled with an asterisk.
After parameter optimization the SCOSMO and VRSCOSMO models were eval-
uated against a separate test set of molecules. Absolute solvation data from these
calculations can be seen in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.4. These results are also compared to
those generated by Hou et al.[269], whom developed a similar charge-dependent nonlin-
ear PB model, SCC-DFTBPR. The molecules within this test set were used as part of
the SCC-DFTBPR training set and do not appear within this manuscript’s training set.
Again, the largest errors occur for the cationic compounds containing unusual oxygen
protonation states. As expected, the SCC-DFTBPR model performs better for these
unusual cases; a significant number of these compounds appeared in the SCC-DFTBPR
training set thus the parameterization is better conditioned for these cases. However if
these compounds where removed, the MSE and MUE of the test set for VRSCOSMO
would be 0.3 kcal/mol and 1.6 kcal/mol, respectively while the SCC-DFTBPR model
would report MSEs and MUEs of 0.1 kcal/mol and 2.1 kcal/mol, respectively. Both
VRSCOSMO and SCC-DFTBPR perform significantly better than the SCOSMO pa-
rameterization.
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VRSCOSMO SCOSMO
Type MSE MUE RMSE MSE MUE RMSE
neutral -0.0 1.4 1.9 0.4 1.2 1.7
anion 0.8 2.5 3.0 3.9 5.6 6.3
cation 1.4 2.8 4.3 0.7 4.6 5.7
cation∗ -0.1 1.5 1.9 -1.0 3.5 3.9
total 0.2 1.6 2.4 0.8 2.0 3.0
Table 4.2: Modeled solvation free energies with VRSCOSMO and SCOSMO
using DFTB3/3OB for the training set. A breakdown of the compounds is shown
here between neutral, anionic and cationic species. The additionally protonated oxygen
compounds (those resulting in oxygens with three bonds) are systemtically erronious
by approximately 10 kcal/mol for these models and are excluded from the data in
the cation∗ row for comparision purposes and is not included into the the ‘total’ error
analysis. Modeled solvation free energy errors are reported in kcal/mol.
VRSCOSMO SCOSMO SCC-DFTBPR[269]
Type MSE MUE MSE MUE MSE MUE
neutral 0.4 0.9 0.6 1.0 0.2 1.6
anion 0.2 3.2 5.6 6.6 0.7 3.1
cation 3.5 4.6 3.2 6.1 1.1 3.4
cation∗ 0.0 1.6 -0.2 3.9 -1.4 1.8
total 1.1 2.3 2.4 3.6 0.5 2.4
Table 4.3: Modeled solvation free energies with VRSCOSMO and SCOSMO
using DFTB3/3OB for the test set. A breakdown of the compounds is shown here
between neutral, anionic and cationic species. Similar for the training set data , the
cation∗ is shown for comparion and is not included into the the ‘total’ error analysis.
However, if these compounds where removed the MSE and MUE for VRSCOSMO for
this set would be 0.3 kcal/mol and 1.6 kcal/mol, respectively. Modeled solvation free
energy errors are reported in kcal/mol.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison between modeled and reference solvation free ener-
gies for the training set for the SCOSMO and VRSCOSMO implicit solva-
tion models with DFTB3/3OB for the training set. Both the SCOSMO and
VRSCOSMO modeled solvation free energies are ploted against the reference solvation
free energies for comparison, with differentiation for charged and neutral species. Cal-
culations were performed using the DFTB3/3OB Hamiltonian[268] with a multipole
long-range electrostatic correction [177]. All values are reported in kcal/mol.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between modeled and reference solvation free energies
for the training set for the SCOSMO model , VRSCOSMO model and a
literacture reference for the test set. All three (Hou, SCOSMO and VRSCOSMO)
modeled solvation free energies are ploted against the reference solvation free energies
for comparison, with differentiation for charged and neutral species. It should be noted
that Hou’s model[269] were performed with the SCC-DFTB Hamiltonian[293] while
the SCOSMO and VRSCOSMO calculations are performed with the DFTB3/3OB[268]
Hamiltonian. All values are reported in kcal/mol.
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4.3.2 VRSCOSMO Performance Capturing Phosphoryl Transfer Re-
action Pathways
Figure 4.5: Reaction surface for the hydrolysis reactions of trimethylphos-
phate using VRSCOSMO with DFTB3/3OB. The reaction surface for TMP
hydrolysis with the DFTB3/3OB Hamiltonian while under the influence of the
VRSCOSMO charge-dependent solvation model with long-range electrostatic correc-
tions. Reaction shows an early transition state, as noted by the relatively short leaving
group bond distance (the y-axis) as the reaction proceeds through the reaction coor-
dinate at the transition state. The reaction barrier obtained from the surface, and
stationary point calculations, is consistent with previous studies and experiment at
23.19 kcal/mol. Distances and energies are reported in A˚ and kcal/mol, respectively.
Two different types of phosphoryl reactions were used to test the phosphate hy-
drolysis applicability of the DFTB3+VRSCOSMO framework to RNA-like systems, a
phosphate hydrolysis reactions and a series phosphoryl transesterification transfer reac-
tions with different leaving groups. These reactions have a large amount of local charge
transfer, totaling a net 2e charge, which makes them ideal candidates for use with a
charge-dependent model with an aim of accurately modeling biological reactions. These
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Calculated Experiment
Model/Ref. VRSCOSMO PCM[294] Expt. I[295] Expt. II[296]
HO− 24.90 – – –
CH3O
− 28.10 24.43 27.09 –
CH3CH2O
− 26.60 25.84 28.55 23.37
CH3CH2CH2O
− 27.38 24.26 – –
(CH3)2CHO
− 28.87 25.96 30.76 26.02
CH3COO
− 8.19 11.91 – –
PhO− 22.72 14.76 22.62 –
Table 4.4: Modeled and experimental reaction barriers for the self-attack of
MOR with different leaving groups. Barriers are reported in kcal/mol. These
methyloxyribose transesterification reactions serve as model systems for RNA cleavage
reactions and have a large amount of localized charge which is transfered from atom to
atom over the coarse of the reaction. PCM calculations are performed with the UFF
radii at the M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,2p)//6-311++G(d,p) level of theory[294]. Expt.
I is work completed by Brown on 2-hyroxypropyl phosphate[295] and Expt. II was
completed by Kosonen by examining various esters of uridine 3-phosphate
reactions in particular serve as analogs for a key step in the self-cleavage of the RNA
backbone seen in many ribozymes.
A two-dimensional reaction energy surface for hydrolysis of TMP can be seen in
Figure 4.5. The energy barrier is found to be 23.19 kcal/mol which is in good agree-
ment with the experimentally known value of 24.6 kcal/mol.[297] The model predicts
that the transition state for this reaction appears to be quite “early” in the reaction
coordinate, having formed be the P–O attacking bond well before the cleavage of the
leaving group bond. This observation is consistent with previous computational studies
of this system.[269] Given that the Hamiltonian used in this calculation is specifically
parameterized to accurately model gas-phase phosphate hydrolysis reactions, this re-
sult indicates that the VRSCOSMO parameterization is not grossly misrepresenting
the solvent environment.
Similarly, DFTB3+VRSCOSMO reaction surfaces for the phosphoryl transesterifi-
cation reactions of MOR with different leaving groups can be found in Figure 4.7. A
summary of the reaction barriers as compared to previously calculated ab initio bar-
riers using the PCM with UFF radii and experimentally known barriers can be found
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in Table 4.4. Additionally, Figure 4.6 details various transition state geometries for
the modeled reactions as well as listing non-rate-limiting reaction barriers for those
reactions where two separate transition states were observed. VRSCOSMO attack bar-
riers compare favorably to those calculated with the M06-2X/6-311++G(3df,2p)//M06-
2X/6-311++G(d,p) PCM model[294] as well as to the known experiments. It should
be noted, however, that the experiments presented here examine reactions with sightly
different chemical structures than those which have been computed in this manuscript.
Specifically, Expt. I[295] performed experiments with 2-hyroxypropyl phosphate while
Expt. II[296] examined various esters of uridine 3’-phosphate. However, despite these
structural differences, it is thought that the reaction barriers should not be significantly
different and general trends of the data should remain fairly consistent.
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Figure 4.6: Example of the model phosphoryl transesterification system listed
with the different leaving groups studied and transition state data. Shown is
the methyloxyribose ring, which undergoes an internal nucleophilic attack to model the
backbone cleavage in RNA. Also shown is the attacking and leaving oxygen bond lengths,
R1 and R2 respectively, as modeled by DFTB3/3OB with the multipole correction while
under the influence of VRSCOSMO for each different leaving group, X-O−. TS 1 and TS
2 refer to the early and late transition states which can be observed for those reactions,
respectively. Experimental pKa values obtained from IUPAC chemical data series No.
23 are provided for the leaving groups as to indicate which reactions may favor early/late
transitions.
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Figure 4.7: Reaction surfaces for the transesterification phosphoryl transfer
reactions studied with VRSCOSMO and DFTB3/3OB with various leav-
ing groups. All surfaces are calculated while under the influence of the VRSCOSMO
charge-dependent solvation model using DFTB3 with corrected long-range electrostat-
ics. he order presented, from left to right and top to bottom is: HO−, CH3O
−,
CH3CH2O
−, CH3CH2CH2O
−, (CH3)2CHO
−, CH3COO
− and PhO−. Energies are re-
ported in kcal/mol and distances are in A˚. The white line on each plot is indicative of
the reaction pathway as determined by nudged elastic band minimization. Special note
should be taken of the difference in scale for the HO− plot.
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4.4 Conclusion
A charge-dependent variant of the SCOSMO implicit solvation model has been pre-
sented. The model, VRSCOSMO, is parameterized using the DFTB3/3OB-OPhyd
semiempirical Hamiltonian in conjunction with an auxiliary set of atomic multipoles to
interact the DFTB3 solute with the implicit solvent model. SCOSMO and VRSCOSMO
modeled solvation energies are provided for both a test and a training set. The two meth-
ods produce similar results for neutral molecules, however, the VRSCOSMO model is
shown to provide an 2-3 kcal/mol improvement in MUE for charged species. Fur-
ther comparisons are made to the SCC-DFTBPR charge-dependent nonlinear PB im-
plicit solvation model[269] for test set molecules, with VRSCOSMO showing similar
accuracy. DFTB3+VRSCOSMO applications are performed on phosphoryl hydroly-
sis and phosphoryl transesterification reactions. Reaction barriers are shown to agree
well with available experimental data and previously performed ab initio calculations.
The VRSCOSMO implicit solvation model serves as a efficient technique for probing
biochemical reaction landscapes to gain understanding in the underlying mechanistic
pathways. Advantages levied by the model include accurately recapitulating neutral
and ionic absolute solvation free energies, producing smooth potential energy surfaces
with cavitation radii that dynamically adjust themselves to changes in the local charge
state of atoms over the coarse of a reaction and possessing the analytically smooth
framework afforded by the SCOSMO formalism.
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Appendix A
List of Abbreviations
AM1 Austin model 1
AMBER Assisted Model Building with En-
ergy Refinement
AO atomic orbital
COSMO conductor-like screening model
DFT density functional theory
DFTB density functional tight-binding
DFTB3 third-order self-consistent density
functional tight-binding
DFTB3/3OB a third-order self-consistent
density functional tight-binding specific reac-
tion aparameterization for biological chemistry
DNA dioxyriboseneucleic acid
DY Darrin York
FEP free energy perturbation
GB general Borne solvation model
GGA general gradient approximations
HF Hartree-Fock
IDC ion-dipole complex
IRC intrinsic reaction coordinate
LC long-range corrected
LJ Lennard-Jones
LSDA local spin density approximation
MBAR multistate Bennett acceptance ratio
estimator
MD molecular dynamics
MM molecular mechanics or molecular me-
chanical
MNDO modified neglect of differential over-
lap
MO molecular orbital
MP2 Second-order Møller-Plesset
MOR methyloxyribose
MSE mean signed error
MSI Minnesota Supercomputing Institute
MUE mean unsigned error
NDDO neglect of diatomic differential overlap
PB Poisson-Boltzmann solvation model
PCM polarizable continuum model
PM3 parameterized model number 3
PMF potential of mean force
QM quantum mechanics or quantum mechan-
ical
QM/MM hybrid quatum mechani-
cal/molecular mechanical
QMFF quantum mechanical force field
QXD charge-dependent exchange and disper-
sion
RDF radial distribution function
RMSE root mean signed error
RNA riboneucleic acid
RxC reaction coordinate
SAS solvent accessible surface
SCC-DFTB second-order self-consistent den-
sity functional tight-binding
SCF self-consistent field
SCOSMO smooth conductor-like screening
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model
SES solvent excluded surface
SN2 bimolecular nucleophilic substitution
SRP specific reaction parameterization
TI thermodynamic integration
TMP trimethylphosphate
TS transition state
vFEP variational free energy profile method
VRSCOSMO variable radii smooth
conductor-like screening model
W1 Weizmann-1
WHAM weighted histogram method
XSEDE Extreme Science and Engineering
Discovery Environment
Appendix B
Parameterization Weights and
MNDO97 Output for the SRP
Parameterization of the AM1
Hamiltonian
Weights are resported as σ values; e.g. 1/w where w is the weight with the exception
when σ = 0 then w = 0.
#experimental geometry
#MOLECULE CL2
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 0.12219 0.00000 0.12219 1.000 0.015 Expt HOF
# 1 0 0 0 0 0.12219 -577536.76813 577536.89033 0.000 0.000 Cl2 Energy
# 2 1 2 0 0 1.93864 1.98800 -0.04936 40000.000 97.452 Expt Cl-Cl Bond
#experimental geometry
#MOLECULE HCL
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -35.57492 -22.06000 -13.51492 1.000 182.653 Expt HOF
# 2 1 2 0 0 1.30915 1.27500 0.03415 40000.000 46.640 Expt H-Cl Bond
# 7 0 0 0 0 1.67403 1.08000 0.59403 400.000 141.148 Expt Dipole
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.22031 -0.40306 0.18276 0.000 0.000 Cl
# 17 2 0 0 0 0.22031 -0.18759 0.40789 0.000 0.000 H
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#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CCL4
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -21.56027 -23.90000 2.33973 1.000 5.474 Expt HOF
# 7 0 0 0 0 0.00386 0.00000 0.00386 400.000 0.006 Expt Dipole
# 2 1 2 0 0 1.79558 1.76700 0.02858 40000.000 32.679 C-Cl Bond
# 2 1 3 0 0 1.79571 1.76700 0.02871 40000.000 32.980 C-Cl Bond
# 2 1 4 0 0 1.79602 1.76700 0.02902 40000.000 33.682 C-Cl Bond
# 2 1 5 0 0 1.79533 1.76700 0.02833 40000.000 32.103 C-Cl Bond
# 3 2 1 3 0 109.45561 109.47120 -0.01559 4.000 0.001 Cl-C-Cl Angle
# 3 2 1 4 0 109.42982 109.47120 -0.04138 4.000 0.007 Cl-C-Cl Angle
# 3 2 1 5 0 109.47901 109.47120 0.00781 4.000 0.000 Cl-C-Cl Angle
# 3 3 1 4 0 109.46681 109.47124 -0.00443 4.000 0.000 Cl-C-Cl Angle
# 3 3 1 5 0 109.49222 109.47124 0.02098 4.000 0.002 Cl-C-Cl Angle
# 3 4 1 5 0 109.50382 109.47124 0.03258 4.000 0.004 Cl-C-Cl Angle
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE MECL
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -16.84287 -19.60000 2.75713 16.000 121.628 Expt HOF
# 1 0 0 0 0 -16.84287 -313817.27717 313800.43429 0.000 0.000 MeCl Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.13223 -0.40306 0.27084 0.000 0.000 C
# 17 5 0 0 0 -0.16270 -0.18759 0.02489 0.000 0.000 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 1.81647 1.93060 -0.11413 0.000 0.000 Dipole
# 7 0 0 0 0 1.81647 1.87000 -0.05353 10000.000 28.656 Expt Dipole
# 2 1 2 0 0 1.11359 1.08421 0.02938 40000.000 34.536 H-C Bond
# 2 1 3 0 0 1.11351 1.08421 0.02930 40000.000 34.347 H-C Bond
# 2 1 4 0 0 1.11342 1.08421 0.02921 40000.000 34.134 H-C Bond
# 2 1 5 0 0 1.77083 1.77852 -0.00768 40000.000 2.360 C-Cl Bond
# 3 2 1 3 0 110.44136 110.51304 -0.07169 4.000 0.021 H-C-H Angle
# 3 2 1 4 0 110.48120 110.51304 -0.03185 4.000 0.004 H-C-H Angle
# 3 2 1 5 0 108.44973 108.40818 0.04156 4.000 0.007 H-C-Cl Angle
# 3 3 1 4 0 110.57514 110.51299 0.06215 4.000 0.015 H-C-H Angle
# 3 3 1 5 0 108.35955 108.40817 -0.04862 4.000 0.009 H-C-Cl Angle
# 3 4 1 5 0 108.45831 108.40817 0.05013 4.000 0.010 H-C-Cl Angle
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE MECL_COMPLEX
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -83.15121 -602651.82426 602568.67305 0.000 0.000 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.05638 -0.32591 0.26953 0.000 0.000 C
# 17 5 0 0 0 -0.30638 -0.35764 0.05126 0.000 0.000 Cl
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# 17 6 0 0 0 -0.99086 -0.94227 -0.04858 0.000 0.000 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 8.99214 8.23910 0.75304 0.000 0.000 Dipole
# 2 1 2 0 0 1.11034 1.08090 0.02943 40000.000 34.656 H-C Bond
# 2 1 3 0 0 1.11010 1.08094 0.02916 40000.000 34.014 H-C Bond
# 2 1 4 0 0 1.11062 1.08094 0.02969 40000.000 35.256 H-C Bond
# 2 1 5 0 0 1.81930 1.81718 0.00212 40000.000 0.180 C-Cl Bond
# 2 1 6 0 0 3.08817 3.10099 -0.01282 10000.000 1.643 C-Cl Bond
# 3 2 1 3 0 111.01516 110.46605 0.54911 0.250 0.075 H-C-H Angle
# 3 2 1 4 0 110.91193 110.46605 0.44588 0.250 0.050 H-C-H Angle
# 3 2 1 5 0 108.14007 108.46079 -0.32072 0.250 0.026 H-C-Cl Angle
# 3 3 1 4 0 111.03893 110.48384 0.55510 0.250 0.077 H-C-H Angle
# 3 3 1 5 0 107.82850 108.44597 -0.61747 0.250 0.095 H-C-Cl Angle
# 3 4 1 5 0 107.75375 108.44597 -0.69222 0.250 0.120 H-C-Cl Angle
# 3 5 1 6 0 179.88685 179.91479 -0.02793 0.250 0.000 Cl-C-Cl Angle
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_TS
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -69.46556 -602638.10526 602568.63970 0.000 0.000 Energy
# 17 4 0 0 0 0.19362 -0.54397 0.73758 0.000 0.000 C
# 17 5 0 0 0 -0.77055 -0.61181 -0.15875 0.000 0.000 Cl
# 17 6 0 0 0 -0.77063 -0.61181 -0.15882 0.000 0.000 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 0.00312 5.09780 -5.09468 0.000 0.000 Dipole
# 2 1 4 0 0 1.09732 1.07050 0.02682 40000.000 28.775 H-C Bond
# 2 2 4 0 0 1.09732 1.07050 0.02682 40000.000 28.773 H-C Bond
# 2 3 4 0 0 1.09739 1.07045 0.02693 40000.000 29.018 H-C Bond
# 2 4 5 0 0 2.29996 2.29996 0.00000 40000.000 0.000 C-Cl Bond
# 2 4 6 0 0 2.29996 2.29996 0.00000 40000.000 0.000 C-Cl Bond
# 3 1 4 2 0 119.94948 120.00174 -0.05226 0.250 0.001 H-C-H Angle
# 3 1 4 3 0 119.91053 119.99912 -0.08859 0.250 0.002 H-C-H Angle
# 3 2 4 3 0 120.13998 119.99912 0.14085 0.250 0.005 H-C-H Angle
# 3 5 4 6 0 179.95434 179.96911 -0.01477 0.250 0.000 Cl-C-Cl Angle
# 22 0 0 0 0 0.41707 0.00000 0.41707 100.000 17.395 CNORM
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_TSX
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -69.46564 -602638.10526 602568.63962 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_1 Energy
# 2 1 2 0 0 2.30034 2.29996 0.00039 40000.000 0.006 C-Cl Bond
# 2 1 3 0 0 2.29996 2.29996 0.00000 40000.000 0.000 C-Cl Bond
# 17 1 0 0 0 0.19362 -0.54397 0.73759 4.000 2.176 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.77094 -0.61181 -0.15913 4.000 0.101 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.77033 -0.61181 -0.15851 4.000 0.101 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 0.00615 0.00190 0.00425 0.000 0.000 Dipole
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# 22 0 0 0 0 0.40364 0.00000 0.40364 100.000 16.293 CNORM
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_01
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -69.46575 -602638.10526 602568.63951 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_1 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 0.19362 -0.54397 0.73760 4.000 2.176 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.77058 -0.61181 -0.15877 4.000 0.101 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.77059 -0.61181 -0.15878 4.000 0.101 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 0.00165 0.00190 -0.00025 0.000 0.000 Dipole
# 22 0 0 0 0 0.57863 0.00000 0.57863 100.000 33.481 CNORM
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_02
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -70.20286 -602638.57099 602568.36814 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_2 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 0.15629 -0.53747 0.69376 4.000 1.925 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.85452 -0.68310 -0.17143 4.000 0.118 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.63484 -0.53841 -0.09643 4.000 0.037 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 2.61836 1.91130 0.70706 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_03
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -71.61165 -602639.78943 602568.17778 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_3 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 0.12472 -0.49518 0.61991 4.000 1.537 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.89033 -0.74215 -0.14818 4.000 0.088 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.56671 -0.49760 -0.06912 4.000 0.019 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 3.80808 3.35730 0.45078 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_04
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -73.19716 -602641.39548 602568.19831 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_4 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 0.09891 -0.45105 0.54995 4.000 1.210 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.91277 -0.78493 -0.12784 4.000 0.065 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.52064 -0.47473 -0.04591 4.000 0.008 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 4.60645 4.29090 0.31555 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_05
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
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#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -74.78603 -602643.08982 602568.30379 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_5 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 0.07478 -0.41549 0.49027 4.000 0.961 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.92947 -0.81688 -0.11260 4.000 0.051 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.48279 -0.45830 -0.02449 4.000 0.002 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 5.25281 4.93850 0.31431 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_06
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -76.29437 -602644.70672 602568.41236 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_6 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 0.05605 -0.38907 0.44512 4.000 0.793 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.94162 -0.84118 -0.10045 4.000 0.040 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.45493 -0.44510 -0.00983 4.000 0.000 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 5.75875 5.41600 0.34275 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_07
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -77.67440 -602646.16487 602568.49047 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_7 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 0.03770 -0.36975 0.40744 4.000 0.664 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.95158 -0.86037 -0.09121 4.000 0.033 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.42938 -0.43351 0.00414 4.000 0.000 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 6.21549 5.80360 0.41189 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_08
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -78.90117 -602647.43740 602568.53623 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_8 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 0.02434 -0.35530 0.37964 4.000 0.577 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.95927 -0.87614 -0.08313 4.000 0.028 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.41049 -0.42312 0.01262 4.000 0.001 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 6.59497 6.13810 0.45687 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_09
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -79.95976 -602648.52286 602568.56311 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_9 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 0.01067 -0.34486 0.35553 4.000 0.506 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.96580 -0.88914 -0.07666 4.000 0.024 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.39235 -0.41364 0.02129 4.000 0.002 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 6.95182 6.43480 0.51702 0.000 0.000 Dipole
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#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_10
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -80.84773 -602649.42466 602568.57693 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_10 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.00153 -0.33748 0.33595 4.000 0.451 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.97121 -0.89993 -0.07128 4.000 0.020 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.37647 -0.40491 0.02844 4.000 0.003 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 7.27740 6.70310 0.57430 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_11
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -81.56932 -602650.15238 602568.58306 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_11 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.01240 -0.33238 0.31998 4.000 0.410 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.97572 -0.90904 -0.06668 4.000 0.018 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.36248 -0.39683 0.03436 4.000 0.005 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 7.57767 6.95170 0.62597 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_12
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -82.13428 -602650.72505 602568.59077 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_12 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.02203 -0.32893 0.30690 4.000 0.377 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.97951 -0.91687 -0.06264 4.000 0.016 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.35016 -0.38933 0.03917 4.000 0.006 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 7.85662 7.18660 0.67002 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_13
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -82.55643 -602651.16023 602568.60379 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_13 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.03063 -0.32680 0.29617 4.000 0.351 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.98270 -0.92357 -0.05913 4.000 0.014 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.33919 -0.38229 0.04310 4.000 0.007 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 8.11850 7.41040 0.70810 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_14
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -82.85209 -602651.47216 602568.62007 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_14 Energy
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# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.03822 -0.32566 0.28744 4.000 0.330 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.98540 -0.92931 -0.05608 4.000 0.013 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.32945 -0.37564 0.04619 4.000 0.009 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 8.36553 7.62500 0.74053 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_15
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -83.03882 -602651.67616 602568.63734 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_15 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.04491 -0.32526 0.28035 4.000 0.314 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.98768 -0.93425 -0.05342 4.000 0.011 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.32080 -0.36937 0.04856 4.000 0.009 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 8.60000 7.83260 0.76740 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_16
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -83.13405 -602651.78843 602568.65438 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_16 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.05047 -0.32552 0.27505 4.000 0.303 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.98961 -0.93849 -0.05112 4.000 0.010 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.31343 -0.36344 0.05001 4.000 0.010 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 8.82202 8.03580 0.78622 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_17
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -83.15476 -602651.82394 602568.66918 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_17 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.05562 -0.32590 0.27028 4.000 0.292 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99125 -0.94220 -0.04905 4.000 0.010 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.30657 -0.35780 0.05124 4.000 0.011 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 9.03663 8.23520 0.80143 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_18
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -83.11583 -602651.79495 602568.67912 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_18 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.06014 -0.32627 0.26613 4.000 0.283 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99264 -0.94544 -0.04720 4.000 0.009 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.30043 -0.35245 0.05201 4.000 0.011 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 9.24332 8.43080 0.81252 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_19
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#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -83.03018 -602651.71130 602568.68113 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_19 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.06412 -0.32688 0.26276 4.000 0.276 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99382 -0.94820 -0.04563 4.000 0.008 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.29493 -0.34734 0.05241 4.000 0.011 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 9.44322 8.62360 0.81962 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_20
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -82.90842 -602651.58235 602568.67393 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_20 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.06764 -0.32756 0.25992 4.000 0.270 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99482 -0.95055 -0.04427 4.000 0.008 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.28995 -0.34243 0.05248 4.000 0.011 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 9.63731 8.81390 0.82341 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_21
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -82.75890 -602651.41876 602568.65986 0.000 0.000 /ClMeCl_21 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.07078 -0.32823 0.25745 4.000 0.265 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99567 -0.95259 -0.04308 4.000 0.007 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.28544 -0.33773 0.05229 4.000 0.011 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 9.82631 9.00300 0.82331 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_22
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -82.58788 -602651.22894 602568.64105 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_22 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.07361 -0.32838 0.25477 4.000 0.260 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99638 -0.95443 -0.04195 4.000 0.007 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.28129 -0.33327 0.05197 4.000 0.011 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 10.01108 9.19050 0.82058 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_23
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -82.39972 -602651.01878 602568.61906 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_23 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.07615 -0.32816 0.25201 4.000 0.254 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99698 -0.95605 -0.04093 4.000 0.007 Cl
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# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.27750 -0.32902 0.05152 4.000 0.011 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 10.19190 9.37630 0.81560 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_24
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -82.19752 -602650.79269 602568.59518 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_24 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.07849 -0.32789 0.24940 4.000 0.249 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99748 -0.95745 -0.04003 4.000 0.006 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.27398 -0.32495 0.05097 4.000 0.010 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 10.36948 9.56070 0.80878 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_25
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -81.98329 -602650.55549 602568.57221 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_25 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.08065 -0.32770 0.24704 4.000 0.244 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99790 -0.95867 -0.03923 4.000 0.006 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.27069 -0.32104 0.05035 4.000 0.010 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 10.54421 9.74450 0.79971 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_26
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -81.75841 -602650.31258 602568.55418 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_26 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.08268 -0.32698 0.24430 4.000 0.239 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99826 -0.95982 -0.03843 4.000 0.006 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.26760 -0.31732 0.04973 4.000 0.010 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 10.71645 9.92780 0.78865 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_27
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -81.52394 -602650.06817 602568.54423 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_27 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.08460 -0.32581 0.24121 4.000 0.233 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99855 -0.96093 -0.03763 4.000 0.006 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.26465 -0.31379 0.04914 4.000 0.010 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 10.88663 10.11030 0.77633 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_28
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
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#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -81.28088 -602649.82419 602568.54331 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_28 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.08641 -0.32406 0.23765 4.000 0.226 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99880 -0.96198 -0.03682 4.000 0.005 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.26187 -0.31046 0.04859 4.000 0.009 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 11.05477 10.29100 0.76377 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_29
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -81.03031 -602649.58097 602568.55066 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_29 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.08811 -0.32245 0.23434 4.000 0.220 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99900 -0.96294 -0.03606 4.000 0.005 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.25923 -0.30724 0.04801 4.000 0.009 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 11.22112 10.47060 0.75052 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_30
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -80.77356 -602649.34070 602568.56714 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_30 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.08969 -0.32118 0.23149 4.000 0.214 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99917 -0.96385 -0.03532 4.000 0.005 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.25675 -0.30412 0.04738 4.000 0.009 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 11.38578 10.65020 0.73558 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_31
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -80.51224 -602649.10582 602568.59358 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_31 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.09116 -0.31999 0.22883 4.000 0.209 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99931 -0.96476 -0.03456 4.000 0.005 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.25441 -0.30113 0.04672 4.000 0.009 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 11.54889 10.83000 0.71889 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_32
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -80.24829 -602648.87872 602568.63043 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_32 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.09253 -0.31818 0.22565 4.000 0.204 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99943 -0.96567 -0.03376 4.000 0.005 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.25221 -0.29835 0.04615 4.000 0.009 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 11.71058 11.00900 0.70158 0.000 0.000 Dipole
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#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_33
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -79.98388 -602648.65834 602568.67446 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_33 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.09380 -0.31577 0.22197 4.000 0.197 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99953 -0.96657 -0.03296 4.000 0.004 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.25014 -0.29578 0.04564 4.000 0.008 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 11.87097 11.18600 0.68497 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_34
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -79.72142 -602648.44380 602568.72238 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_34 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.09496 -0.31327 0.21831 4.000 0.191 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99961 -0.96743 -0.03218 4.000 0.004 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.24820 -0.29333 0.04512 4.000 0.008 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 12.03013 11.36110 0.66903 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_35
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -79.46336 -602648.23452 602568.77116 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_35 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.09602 -0.31151 0.21549 4.000 0.186 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99968 -0.96829 -0.03139 4.000 0.004 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.24640 -0.29084 0.04444 4.000 0.008 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 12.18813 11.53590 0.65223 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_36
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -79.21219 -602648.03196 602568.81977 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_36 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.09698 -0.31041 0.21343 4.000 0.182 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99973 -0.96917 -0.03057 4.000 0.004 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.24473 -0.28835 0.04362 4.000 0.008 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 12.34503 11.71090 0.63413 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_37
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -78.97029 -602647.83718 602568.86689 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_37 Energy
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# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.09784 -0.30963 0.21179 4.000 0.179 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99978 -0.97007 -0.02971 4.000 0.004 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.24317 -0.28591 0.04273 4.000 0.007 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 12.50095 11.88580 0.61515 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_38
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -78.73982 -602647.65044 602568.91062 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_38 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.09862 -0.30871 0.21010 4.000 0.177 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99982 -0.97094 -0.02888 4.000 0.003 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.24173 -0.28364 0.04191 4.000 0.007 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 12.65600 12.05960 0.59640 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_39
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -78.52190 -602647.47028 602568.94838 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_39 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.09937 -0.30741 0.20804 4.000 0.173 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99985 -0.97173 -0.02812 4.000 0.003 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.24049 -0.28159 0.04110 4.000 0.007 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 12.80992 12.23100 0.57892 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_40
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -78.32022 -602647.29489 602568.97467 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_40 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.09996 -0.30601 0.20605 4.000 0.170 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99988 -0.97246 -0.02742 4.000 0.003 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.23911 -0.27970 0.04059 4.000 0.007 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 12.96381 12.40060 0.56321 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_41
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -78.13362 -602647.12389 602568.99028 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_41 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.10054 -0.30526 0.20472 4.000 0.168 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99990 -0.97321 -0.02668 4.000 0.003 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.23792 -0.27777 0.03985 4.000 0.006 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 13.11675 12.57040 0.54635 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_42
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#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -77.96343 -602646.95854 602568.99511 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_42 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.10109 -0.30482 0.20374 4.000 0.166 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99992 -0.97400 -0.02592 4.000 0.003 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.23678 -0.27585 0.03907 4.000 0.006 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 13.26915 12.74030 0.52885 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_43
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -77.80982 -602646.79941 602568.98959 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_43 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.10159 -0.30495 0.20336 4.000 0.165 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99993 -0.97481 -0.02513 4.000 0.003 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.23570 -0.27392 0.03822 4.000 0.006 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 13.42108 12.91020 0.51088 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_44
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -77.67251 -602646.64648 602568.97398 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_44 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.10207 -0.30535 0.20328 4.000 0.165 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99994 -0.97558 -0.02436 4.000 0.002 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.23466 -0.27205 0.03739 4.000 0.006 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 13.57264 13.07930 0.49334 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_45
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -77.55084 -602646.49902 602568.94818 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_45 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.10254 -0.30581 0.20327 4.000 0.165 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99995 -0.97628 -0.02368 4.000 0.002 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.23363 -0.27031 0.03668 4.000 0.005 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 13.72390 13.24670 0.47720 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_46
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -77.44383 -602646.35532 602568.91149 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_46 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.10300 -0.30643 0.20343 4.000 0.166 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99996 -0.97686 -0.02310 4.000 0.002 Cl
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# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.23263 -0.26870 0.03606 4.000 0.005 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 13.87488 13.41200 0.46288 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_47
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -77.35024 -602646.21457 602568.86433 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_47 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.10346 -0.30756 0.20411 4.000 0.167 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99997 -0.97742 -0.02255 4.000 0.002 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.23164 -0.26709 0.03545 4.000 0.005 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 14.02565 13.57680 0.44885 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_48
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -77.26861 -602646.07746 602568.80885 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_48 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.10391 -0.30916 0.20525 4.000 0.169 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99997 -0.97804 -0.02193 4.000 0.002 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.23066 -0.26547 0.03481 4.000 0.005 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 14.17621 13.74260 0.43361 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_49
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -77.19736 -602645.94530 602568.74794 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_49 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.10437 -0.31073 0.20636 4.000 0.170 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99998 -0.97868 -0.02130 4.000 0.002 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.22968 -0.26393 0.03425 4.000 0.005 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 14.32660 13.90860 0.41800 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_50
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -77.13484 -602645.81804 602568.68321 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_50 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.10483 -0.31222 0.20739 4.000 0.172 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99998 -0.97929 -0.02069 4.000 0.002 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.22870 -0.26248 0.03378 4.000 0.005 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 14.47685 14.07400 0.40285 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_51
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
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#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -77.07936 -602645.69530 602568.61595 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_51 Energy
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.10529 -0.31387 0.20857 4.000 0.174 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99999 -0.97988 -0.02010 4.000 0.002 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.22773 -0.26108 0.03335 4.000 0.004 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 14.62696 14.23890 0.38806 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_52
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -76.85121 -602645.13011 602568.27890 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_5252 Energ
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.10768 -0.32489 0.21721 4.000 0.189 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -0.99999 -0.98234 -0.01765 4.000 0.001 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.22285 -0.25440 0.03155 4.000 0.004 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 15.37560 15.05060 0.32500 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_53
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -76.69952 -602644.82802 602568.12851 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_5353 Energ
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.10763 -0.33278 0.22516 4.000 0.203 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -1.00000 -0.98384 -0.01615 4.000 0.001 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.22154 -0.25071 0.02917 4.000 0.003 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 15.81757 15.53530 0.28227 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_54
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -76.51236 -602644.55160 602568.03925 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_5454 Energ
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.11052 -0.33933 0.22880 4.000 0.209 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -1.00000 -0.98514 -0.01486 4.000 0.001 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.21718 -0.24743 0.03025 4.000 0.004 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 16.26949 16.01450 0.25499 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_55
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -76.26415 -602644.29828 602568.03413 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_5555 Energ
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.11187 -0.34595 0.23408 4.000 0.219 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -1.00000 -0.98655 -0.01345 4.000 0.001 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.21449 -0.24409 0.02960 4.000 0.004 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 16.71451 16.49210 0.22241 0.000 0.000 Dipole
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#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_56
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -75.95952 -602644.06453 602568.10501 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_5656 Energ
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.11314 -0.35230 0.23915 4.000 0.229 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -1.00000 -0.98794 -0.01206 4.000 0.001 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.21193 -0.24087 0.02894 4.000 0.003 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 17.15821 16.96740 0.19081 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_57
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -75.61460 -602643.85017 602568.23558 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_5757 Energ
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.11454 -0.35762 0.24307 4.000 0.236 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -1.00000 -0.98923 -0.01077 4.000 0.000 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.20917 -0.23802 0.02886 4.000 0.003 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 17.60195 17.44110 0.16085 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_58
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -75.25550 -602643.65527 602568.39977 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_5858 Energ
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.11554 -0.36099 0.24546 4.000 0.241 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -1.00000 -0.99047 -0.00953 4.000 0.000 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.20702 -0.23527 0.02826 4.000 0.003 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 18.04282 17.91180 0.13102 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_59
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -74.90159 -602643.47536 602568.57377 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_5959 Energ
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.11330 -0.36511 0.25181 4.000 0.254 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -1.00000 -0.99173 -0.00827 4.000 0.000 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.20886 -0.23257 0.02371 4.000 0.002 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 18.46832 18.38310 0.08522 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_60
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -74.60452 -602643.30763 602568.70311 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_6060 Energ
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# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.11708 -0.36785 0.25077 4.000 0.252 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -1.00000 -0.99278 -0.00722 4.000 0.000 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.20341 -0.23010 0.02669 4.000 0.003 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 18.92048 18.85030 0.07018 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLMECL_61
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -74.34715 -602643.15320 602568.80605 0.000 0.000 ClMeCl_6161 Energ
# 17 1 0 0 0 -0.11769 -0.37030 0.25262 4.000 0.255 C
# 17 2 0 0 0 -1.00000 -0.99379 -0.00621 4.000 0.000 Cl
# 17 3 0 0 0 -0.20189 -0.22779 0.02590 4.000 0.003 Cl
# 7 0 0 0 0 19.35759 19.31760 0.03999 0.000 0.000 Dipole
#geometry not relevent
#MOLECULE CLATOM
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 28.99000 -288738.71251 288767.70251 0.000 0.000 ClAtom Energy
#geometry from g03 output
#MOLECULE CLANION
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 1 0 0 0 0 -54.66441 -54.30000 -0.36441 1.000 0.133 Expt HOF
# 1 0 0 0 0 -54.66441 -288822.85783 288768.19342 0.000 0.000 ClAnion Energy
#Dummy Calculation
#MOLECULE DUMMY H2
#COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
#PROPERTY DEFINITION CALCULATED OBSERVED DEVIATION
#ID1 ID4 ID5 ID6 ID7 VALUE VALUE CALC-OBS WEIGHT CHISQ PROPERTY
# 11 69 70 0 0 83.65441 83.40000 0.25441 44.444 2.877 0 EA Cl
# 11 69 1 0 0 57.85781 59.34312 -1.48531 0.000 0.000 BDE Cl2 - DFT
# 11 69 1 0 0 57.85781 58.10000 -0.24219 16.000 0.939 0 BDE Cl2
# 11 6 5 0 0 13.68565 13.71900 -0.03335 400.000 0.445 Rel. E. CMPLX -> TS
# 11 5 70 4 0 -11.64392 -11.68926 0.04533 400.000 0.822 Rel. E. R -> CMPLX
# 11 6 70 4 0 2.04172 2.02974 0.01198 400.000 0.057 Rel. E. R -> TS
# 11 8 9 0 0 0.73711 0.46574 0.27137 100.000 7.364 Rel. E. 02 -> 01 C-Cl: 2.35 A
# 11 8 10 0 0 2.14590 1.68417 0.46173 100.000 21.319 Rel. E. 03 -> 01 C-Cl: 2.40 A
# 11 8 11 0 0 3.73142 3.29022 0.44119 100.000 19.465 Rel. E. 04 -> 01 C-Cl: 2.45 A
# 11 8 12 0 0 5.32028 4.98456 0.33572 100.000 11.270 Rel. E. 05 -> 01 C-Cl: 2.50 A
# 11 8 13 0 0 6.82862 6.60147 0.22715 100.000 5.160 Rel. E. 06 -> 01 C-Cl: 2.55 A
# 11 8 14 0 0 8.20866 8.05961 0.14904 100.000 2.221 Rel. E. 07 -> 01 C-Cl: 2.60 A
# 11 8 15 0 0 9.43542 9.33214 0.10328 100.000 1.067 Rel. E. 08 -> 01 C-Cl: 2.65 A
# 11 8 16 0 0 10.49401 10.41761 0.07640 100.000 0.584 Rel. E. 09 -> 01 C-Cl: 2.70 A
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# 11 8 17 0 0 11.38198 11.31940 0.06258 100.000 0.392 Rel. E. 10 -> 01 C-Cl: 2.75 A
# 11 8 18 0 0 12.10357 12.04713 0.05645 100.000 0.319 Rel. E. 11 -> 01 C-Cl: 2.80 A
# 11 8 19 0 0 12.66853 12.61979 0.04874 100.000 0.238 Rel. E. 12 -> 01 C-Cl: 2.85 A
# 11 8 20 0 0 13.09068 13.05497 0.03572 100.000 0.128 Rel. E. 13 -> 01 C-Cl: 2.90 A
# 11 8 21 0 0 13.38635 13.36690 0.01944 100.000 0.038 Rel. E. 14 -> 01 C-Cl: 2.95 A
# 11 8 22 0 0 13.57307 13.57091 0.00217 100.000 0.000 Rel. E. 15 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.00 A
# 11 8 23 0 0 13.66830 13.68317 -0.01487 100.000 0.022 Rel. E. 16 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.05 A
# 11 8 24 0 0 13.68901 13.71869 -0.02967 100.000 0.088 Rel. E. 17 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.10 A
# 11 8 25 0 0 13.65008 13.68970 -0.03961 100.000 0.157 Rel. E. 18 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.15 A
# 11 8 26 0 0 13.56443 13.60605 -0.04162 100.000 0.173 Rel. E. 19 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.20 A
# 11 8 27 0 0 13.44267 13.47710 -0.03442 100.000 0.118 Rel. E. 20 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.25 A
# 11 8 28 0 0 13.29315 13.31350 -0.02035 25.000 0.010 Rel. E. 21 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.30 A
# 11 8 29 0 0 13.12214 13.12368 -0.00154 25.000 0.000 Rel. E. 22 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.35 A
# 11 8 30 0 0 12.93397 12.91353 0.02044 25.000 0.010 Rel. E. 23 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.40 A
# 11 8 31 0 0 12.73177 12.68744 0.04433 25.000 0.049 Rel. E. 24 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.45 A
# 11 8 32 0 0 12.51754 12.45024 0.06730 25.000 0.113 Rel. E. 25 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.50 A
# 11 8 33 0 0 12.29266 12.20733 0.08533 25.000 0.182 Rel. E. 26 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.55 A
# 11 8 34 0 0 12.05820 11.96291 0.09528 25.000 0.227 Rel. E. 27 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.60 A
# 11 8 35 0 0 11.81514 11.71894 0.09620 25.000 0.231 Rel. E. 28 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.65 A
# 11 8 36 0 0 11.56457 11.47571 0.08885 25.000 0.197 Rel. E. 29 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.70 A
# 11 8 37 0 0 11.30781 11.23544 0.07237 25.000 0.131 Rel. E. 30 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.75 A
# 11 8 38 0 0 11.04649 11.00056 0.04593 25.000 0.053 Rel. E. 31 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.80 A
# 11 8 39 0 0 10.78255 10.77347 0.00908 25.000 0.002 Rel. E. 32 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.85 A
# 11 8 40 0 0 10.51814 10.55309 -0.03495 25.000 0.031 Rel. E. 33 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.90 A
# 11 8 41 0 0 10.25567 10.33854 -0.08287 25.000 0.172 Rel. E. 34 -> 01 C-Cl: 3.95 A
# 11 8 42 0 0 9.99761 10.12927 -0.13166 25.000 0.433 Rel. E. 35 -> 01 C-Cl: 4.00 A
# 11 8 43 0 0 9.74644 9.92671 -0.18026 25.000 0.812 Rel. E. 36 -> 01 C-Cl: 4.05 A
# 11 8 44 0 0 9.50454 9.73193 -0.22739 25.000 1.293 Rel. E. 37 -> 01 C-Cl: 4.10 A
# 11 8 45 0 0 9.27407 9.54518 -0.27111 25.000 1.837 Rel. E. 38 -> 01 C-Cl: 4.15 A
# 11 8 46 0 0 9.05615 9.36502 -0.30887 25.000 2.385 Rel. E. 39 -> 01 C-Cl: 4.20 A
# 11 8 47 0 0 8.85447 9.18963 -0.33516 25.000 2.808 Rel. E. 40 -> 01 C-Cl: 4.25 A
# 11 8 48 0 0 8.66787 9.01864 -0.35077 25.000 3.076 Rel. E. 41 -> 01 C-Cl: 4.30 A
# 11 8 49 0 0 8.49769 8.85329 -0.35560 25.000 3.161 Rel. E. 42 -> 01 C-Cl: 4.35 A
# 11 8 50 0 0 8.34407 8.69415 -0.35008 25.000 3.064 Rel. E. 43 -> 01 C-Cl: 4.40 A
# 11 8 51 0 0 8.20676 8.54123 -0.33447 25.000 2.797 Rel. E. 44 -> 01 C-Cl: 4.45 A
# 11 8 52 0 0 8.08509 8.39376 -0.30867 25.000 2.382 Rel. E. 45 -> 01 C-Cl: 4.50 A
# 11 8 53 0 0 7.97808 8.25006 -0.27198 25.000 1.849 Rel. E. 46 -> 01 C-Cl: 4.55 A
# 11 8 54 0 0 7.88449 8.10931 -0.22482 25.000 1.264 Rel. E. 47 -> 01 C-Cl: 4.60 A
# 11 8 55 0 0 7.80286 7.97220 -0.16934 25.000 0.717 Rel. E. 48 -> 01 C-Cl: 4.65 A
# 11 8 56 0 0 7.73162 7.84005 -0.10843 25.000 0.294 Rel. E. 49 -> 01 C-Cl: 4.70 A
# 11 8 57 0 0 7.66909 7.71279 -0.04370 25.000 0.048 Rel. E. 50 -> 01 C-Cl: 4.75 A
# 11 8 58 0 0 7.61361 7.59005 0.02356 25.000 0.014 Rel. E. 51 -> 01 C-Cl: 4.80 A
# 11 8 59 0 0 7.38546 7.02485 0.36061 25.000 3.251 Rel. E. 52 -> 01 C-Cl: 5.05 A
# 11 8 60 0 0 7.23377 6.72277 0.51100 25.000 6.528 Rel. E. 53 -> 01 C-Cl: 5.20 A
# 11 8 61 0 0 7.04661 6.44635 0.60026 25.000 9.008 Rel. E. 54 -> 01 C-Cl: 5.35 A
# 11 8 62 0 0 6.79840 6.19302 0.60538 25.000 9.162 Rel. E. 55 -> 01 C-Cl: 5.50 A
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# 11 8 63 0 0 6.49377 5.95927 0.53450 25.000 7.142 Rel. E. 56 -> 01 C-Cl: 5.65 A
# 11 8 64 0 0 6.14885 5.74492 0.40393 25.000 4.079 Rel. E. 57 -> 01 C-Cl: 5.80 A
# 11 8 65 0 0 5.78975 5.55001 0.23974 25.000 1.437 Rel. E. 58 -> 01 C-Cl: 5.95 A
# 11 8 66 0 0 5.43584 5.37011 0.06574 25.000 0.108 Rel. E. 59 -> 01 C-Cl: 6.10 A
# 11 8 67 0 0 5.13877 5.20237 -0.06360 25.000 0.101 Rel. E. 60 -> 01 C-Cl: 6.25 A
# 11 8 68 0 0 4.88140 5.04794 -0.16654 25.000 0.693 Rel. E. 61 -> 01 C-Cl: 6.40 A
Appendix C
Detailed Derivatives for the
Expressions in the QXD Model
Repulsive interaction terms
Differentiation of ζij with respect to ρnm
Recall[172]
ζij =
ζi(qi)
3ζj(qj)
3
8π[ζi(qi)2 − ζj(qj)2]3
It should be noted that only qi, the charge of the atom in the QM region depends on
ρnm. This means all terms involving qj can be treated as constants. For ease of writting
let:
ζi(0) = ς (C.1)
and
ζj(qj)
3ς3
8π
= Q
Therefore ζij can be stated as
ζij = Q
e3ζq,iqi
{ς2e2ζq,iqi − ζj(qj)2}3
.
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Differentiating ζij with respect to ρnm
∂ζij
∂ρnm
= Q

3ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
e3ζq,iqi(ς2e2ζq,iqi − ζj(qj)2)3
(ς2e2ζq,iqi − ζj(qj)2)6
−
6ς2ζq,i(
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
)e2ζq,i(ς2e2ζq,iqi − ζj(qj)2)2e3ζq,iqi
(ς2e2ζq,iqi − ζj(qj)2)6


= Q
3ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
e3ζq,iqi(ς2e2ζq,iqi − ζj(qj)2)2{ς2e2ζq,iqi − ζj(qj)2 − 2ς2e2ζq,iqi}
(ς2e2ζq,iqi − ζj(qj)2)6
= Q
3ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
e3ζq,iqi{−ζj(qj)2 − ς2e2ζq,iqi}
(ς2e2ζq,iqi − ζj(qj)2)4
= −Q
3ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
e3ζq,iqi{ζj(qj)2 + ς2e2ζq,iqi}
(ζj(qj)2 − ς2e2ζq,iqi)4
Now, susbstituting the defined terms above back into the expression
∂ζij
∂ρnm
=
(
−ζ
3
j (qj)ς
3
8π
)
3ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
e3ζq,iqi{ζ2j (qj) + ζ2i (qi)}
(ζ2j (qj)− ζ2i (qi))4
Then upon rearrangement
∂ζij
∂ρnm
= −3ζi(qi)3ζj(qj)3ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
ζi(qi)
2 + ζj(qj)
2
8π(ζj(qj)2 − ζi(qi)2)4 (C.2)
Differentiation of ∆ij with respect to ρnm
Recall[172]
∆ij =
ζj(qj)e
−ζi(qi)rij
rij
(
4ζi(qi) + rij [ζi(qi)
2 − ζj(qj)2]
)
.
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Using Eqn. (C.1) and differentiating ∆ij with respect to ρnm one can state
∂∆ij
∂ρnm
= −ζj(qj)ς{e−rijςe
ζq,iqi}{eζq,iqiζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
}[4ςeζq,iqi + rijς2e2ζq,iqi − rijζj(qj)2]
+
ζj(qj){e−rijςe
ζq,iqi}
rij
[4ςζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
eζq,iqi + 2rijς
2ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
eζq,iqi ]
=
ζj(qj)ςe
ζq,iqi
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
ζq,i{e−rijςe
ζq,iqi}
rij
[
−{4ςrijeζq,iqi + ς2r2ije2ζq,iqi − rijζj(qj)2}
−{4 + 2rijςeζq,iqi}
]
=
ζj(qj)ςe
ζq,iqi
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
ζq,i{e−rijςe
ζq,iqi}
rij
[−2rijςeζq,iqi − r2ijς2e2ζq,iqi + r2ijζj(qj)2 + 4]
= −
ζj(qj)ςe
ζq,iqi
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
ζq,i{e−rijςe
ζq,iqi}
rij
[2rijςe
ζq,iqi + r2ij{ς2e2ζq,iqi − ζj(qj)2} − 4]
Substituting back in the definition of ς
∂∆ij
∂ρnm
= −
ζj(qj)ζi(qi)
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
ζq,ie
−ζi(qi)rij
rij
[2rijζi(qi) + r
2
ij{ζi(qi)2 − ζj(qj)2} − 4]
And then upon rearrangement
∂∆ij
∂ρnm
= −ζi(qi)ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)[
2ζj(qj)e
−ζi(qi)rij
rij
(−ζi(qi)rij − 2) + ∆ijrij
]
= ζi(qi)ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)[
2ζj(qj)e
−ζi(qi)rij
rij
(ζi(qi)rij + 2)−∆ijrij
]
(C.3)
Differentiation of ∆ji with respect to ρnm
Recall[172]
∆ji =
ζi(qi)e
−ζj(qj)rij
rij
(
4ζj(qj) + rij [ζj(qj)
2 − ζi(qi)2]
)
.
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Now differentiating ∆ji with respect to ρnm one can state, using the definition stated
in Eqn. (C.1)
∂∆ji
∂ρnm
=
ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
ςeζq,iqie−ζj(qjrji
rji
{4ζj(qj + rjiζj(q2j − rjiς2e2ζq,iqi}
− ςe
ζi,qqie−ζj(qjrji
rji
{2rjiς2ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
e2ζq,iqi}
=
ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
ςeζq,iqi−ζj(qjrji
rji
{4ζj(qj + rjiζj(q2j − rjiς2e2ζq,iqi − 2rjiς2e2ζq,iqi}
=
ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
ςeζq,iqi−ζj(qjrji
rji
{4ζj(qj + rjiζj(q2j − 3rjiς2e2ζq,iqi}
Substituting back in the definition of ς
∂∆ji
∂ρnm
=
ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
ζi(qi)e
−ζj(qj)rji
rji
[4ζj(qj) + rji{ζj(qj)2 − 3ζi(qi)2}]
and upon rearrangement
∂∆ji
∂ρnm
= ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)[
∆ji − 2e−ζj(qj)rjiζi(qi)3
]
. (C.4)
Dispersion Potential Terms
Differentiation of ∆′ij with respect to ρnm
Recall[172]
∆′ij = ζj(qj)
e−ζi(qi)rij
rij
[ζi(qi)
2 − ζj(qj)2]−∆ij
(
1
rij
+ ζi(qi)
)
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Now, differentiating ∆′ij with respect to ρnm:
∂∆′ij
∂ρnm
=
ζj(qj)
rij
[
ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)(
−rijζi(qi)e−ζi(qi)rij (ζi(qi)2 − ζj(qj)2) + 2e−ζi(qi)rijζi(qi)2
)]
−
(
d∆ij
[
1
rij
+ ζi(qi)
]
+∆ij
[
ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
ζi(qi)
])
=
ζi(qi)ζj(qj)ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
e−ζi(qi)rij
rij
[
2ζi(qi) + rij
(
ζj(qj)
2 − ζi(qi)2
)]
− d∆ij
[
1
rij
+ ζi(qi)
]
−∆ijζi(qi)ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
=
d∆ij + 4ζi(qi)ζj(qj)ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
e−ζi(qi)rij
rij
(
ζi(qi)− 1
rij
)
− d∆ij
[
1
rij
+ ζi(qi)
]
=
4ζi(qi)ζj(qj)ζq,i(dqi)e
−ζi(qi)rij
rij
(
ζi(qi)− 1
rij
)
− ζi(qi)
(
d∆ij +∆ijζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
))
(C.5)
where d∆ij would represent
(
∂∆ij
∂ρnm
)
. To find the derivation of this term please refer to
earlier derivations.
Differentiation of ∆′ji with respect to ρnm
Recall[172]
∆′ji = ζi(qj)
e−ζj(qj)rij
rij
[ζj(qj)
2 − ζi(qi)2]−∆ji
(
1
rij
+ ζj(qj)
)
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Now, differentiating ∆′ij with respect to ρnm:
∂∆′ji
∂ρnm
=
e−ζj(qj)rji
rji
[
ζi(qi)ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
(ζj(qj)
2 − ζi(qi)2)− ζi(qi)
{
2ζ1(qi)
2ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)}]
− d∆ji
[
1
rji
+ ζj(qj)
]
=
ζi(qi)ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
e−ζj(qj)rji
rji
[
ζj(qj)
2 − 3ζi(qi)2
]− d∆ji
[
1
rji
+ ζj(qj)
]
=
d∆ji − 4ζi(qi)ζj(qj)ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
r−1ji e
−ζj(qj)rji
rji
− d∆ji
[
1
rji
+ ζj(qj)
]
=
−4ζi(qi)ζj(qj)ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
r−1ji e
−ζj(qj)rji
rji
− d∆jiζj(qj)
= − ζj
rji

4ζi(qi)ζj(qj)ζq,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
e−ζj(qj)rji
rji
+ rjid∆ji

 (C.6)
where d∆ji would represent
(
∂∆ji
∂ρnm
)
. To find the derivation of this term please refer to
Appendix I, subsection C.
Differentiation of α1,i(qi) with respect to ρnm
Recall[172]
α1,i(qi) = α1,i(0)e
−3Biqi
Now, differentiating α1,i(qi) with respect to ρnm:
dα1,i =
dα1,i(qi)
dqi
= −3α1,i(0)Bi(dqi)e−3Biqi
= −3Bi(dqi)α1,i(qi) (C.7)
Differentiation of η1,i(qi) with respect to ρnm
Recall[172]
η1,i(qi) =
√
Neff,i(qi)
α1,i(qi)
(C.8)
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where the Neff,i(qi) term is a scaled function with the form
Neff,i(qi) =
{
Nval,i(qi)Neff,i(0)/Nval,i(0) if Nval,i(qi) > 0
0 if Nval,i(qi) ≤ 0
(C.9)
where Nval,i(qi) is defined as
Nval,i(qi) = Nval,i(0)− qi (C.10)
where Neff,i(0) and Nval,i(0) are constants.
Now, differentiating η1,i(qi) with respect to ρnm, we define:
∂η1,i
∂ρnm
=
dη1,i(qi)
dqi
=
dNeff,i(qi)
2
√
Neff (qi)α1,i(qi)
− dα1,i(qi)
√
Neff,i(qi)
2
√
α1,i(qi)3
(C.11)
where dNeff,i is the partial of Neff,i with respect to ρnm. Continuing with the derivation
using Eqn. (C.9):
∂Neff,i(qi)
∂ρnm
=
Neff,i(0)
Nval,i(0)
dNval,i(qi) (C.12)
where a similar notition is used for the partial of Nval,i with respect to ρnm. Using Eqn.
(C.10),
∂Nval,i(qi)
∂ρnm
= −
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
(C.13)
Combining Eqn. (C.12) and Eqn. (C.13)
∂Neff,i(qi)
∂ρnm
= −Neff,i(0)
Nval,i(0)
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
(C.14)
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Plugging Eqn. (C.7) and Eqn. (C.14) into Eqn. (C.11)
∂η1,i(qi)
∂ρnm
=
−Neff,i(0)Nval,i(0)
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
2
√
Neff,i(qi)α1,i(qi)
−
−3α1,i(0)Bi
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
e−3Biqi
√
Neff,i(qi)
2
√
α1,i(qi)3
= −
Neff,i(0)
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
2Nval,i(0)
√
Neff,i(qi)α1,i(qi)
− −3Bi(dqi)α1,i(qi)
√
Neff,i(qi)
2
√
α1,i(qi)3
= −
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
2
√
Neff,i(qi)
α1,i(qi)
(
Neff,i(0)
Nval,i(0)Neff,i(qi)
− 3Bi
)
=
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
2
√
Neff,i(qi)
α1,i(qi)
(
3Bi − 1
Nval,i(qi)
)
=
η1,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
2
(
3Bi − 1
Nval,i(qi)
)
(C.15)
Differentiation of η2,i(qi) with respect to ρnm
Recall[172]
η2,i =
(√
9Neff,i(qi)α1,i(qi)
α2,i(qi)
)1/2
Now we must consider α2,i(qi). There will be two derivations; the first with α2,i(qi)
demending on ρnm and the next with α2,i(qi) as a constant. During all of the following
derivations “dX” will represent
(
∂X
∂ρnm
)
.
With α2,i(qi) demending on ρnm
∂η2,i
∂ρnm
=
(
1
2
)(√
9Neff,i(qi)α1,i(qi)
α2,i(qi)
)−1/2
∗
[
d
(√
9Neff,i(qi)α1,i(qi)
)
α2,i(qi)
α2,i(qi)2
+
(dα2,i(qi))
√
9Neff,i(qi)α1,i(qi)
α2,i(qi)2
]
(C.16)
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Taking a closer look
∂
(√
9Neff,i(qi)α1,i(qi)
)
∂ρnm
=
(
9
2
)
(9Neff,i(qi)α1,i(qi))
−1/2
∗ ((dNeff,i(qi))α1,i(qi) + (dα1,i(qi))Neff,i(qi))(C.17)
Now substituing in Eqn. (C.17) into Eqn. (C.16)
∂η2,i
∂ρnm
=
(
9
4
)(
α2,i(qi)
1/2
(9Neff,i(qi)α1,i(qi))1/4
)
∗
(
α2,i(qi)
3dNeff,i(qi)α1,i(qi) + dα1,i(qi)Neff,i(qi)
(9Neff,i(qi)α1,i(qi))1/2
(C.18)
−dα2,i(qi)α2,i(qi)2(9Neff,i(qi)α1,i(qi))1/2
)
=
(
9
4
)(
α2,i(qi)
1/2
(9Neff,i(qi)α1,i(qi))1/4
)(
α2,i(qi)
3(9Neff,i(qi)α1,i(qi))
1/2
)
∗
(
dNeff,i(qi)α1,i(qi) + dα1,i(qi)Neff,i(qi)
9Neff,i(qi)α1,i(qi)
− dα2,i(qi)
α2,i(qi)
)
=
(
α2,i(qi)
4
4
)
(η2,i(qi))
(
dNeff,i(qi)
Neff,i(qi)
+
dα1,i(qi)
α1,i(qi)
− 9dα2,i(qi)
α2,i(qi)
)
Then using Eqn. (C.7) and Eqn. (C.12)
∂η2,i
∂ρnm
= −

α2,i(qi)4η2,i(qi)
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
4

( 1
Nval,i(qi)
+ 3Bi + 9
κi
α2,i(qi)
)
(C.19)
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If it is assumed that α2,i is a constant then, using the same notation as before,
∂η2,i
∂qi
=
(
3
α2,i
) 1
2 1
2
(√
Neff,i(qi)α1,i(qi)
)−1
2
∗
[
1
2
Neff,i(qi)
−1
2 α1,i(qi)
1
2 (dNeff,i(qi)) +
1
2
Neff,i(qi)
1
2α1,i(qi)
−1
2 (dα1,i(qi))
]
=
(
3
16α2,i
√
Neff,i(qi)α1,i(qi)
)1/2 [(
α1,i(qi)(dNeff,i(qi))
2
Neff,i(qi)
) 1
2
+
(
Neff,i(qi)(dα1,i(qi))
2
α1,i(qi)
) 1
2
]
=
(
3
√
Neff,iα1,i
16α2,i
)1/2 [
(dNeff,i(qi))
Neff,i(qi)
+
(dα1,i(qi))
α1,i(qi)
]
= −(dqi)
4
(√
9Neff,i(qi)α1,i(qi)
α2,i
) 1
2 [ 1
Nval,i(qi)
+ 3Bi
]
= −
η2,i
(
∂qi
∂ρnm
)
4
[
1
Nval,i(qi)
+ 3Bi
]
(C.20)
Appendix D
Charge Table for
Chloride/Methylchloride
Reaction
Tansition State CH3Cl
Avg. Charge Std. Dev. Avg. Charge Std. Dev.
M06-2X gas -0.6118 – -0.1866 –
SRP gas -0.7700 – -0.1659 –
LJCl− -0.8153 0.0451 -0.2089 0.0469
LJCH3Cl -0.8940 0.0447 -0.2465 0.0519
QXD -0.7905 0.0694 -0.2104 0.0479
Table D.1: Charges of the chlorine atoms in the methylchloride/chloride reac-
tion pathway. The value of the Mulliken charges of the chlorine atoms in the transition
state and the methylchloride molecule are shown for gas phase M06-2X and SRP AM1
Hamiltonian methods, as well as in the solution phase for the SRP Hamiltonian with
the LJCl− and LJCH3Cl Lennard-Jones parameterizations and the QXD method.
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Appendix E
Detailed Definition of the
SCOSMO Switching Layer
Figure E.1: The intersection of two SCOSMO cavitation spheres. Surface re-
sponse elements within the switching layer are smoothly turned off as two cavities
intersect.
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As stated in Chapter 4 a switching function, pt, smoothly transitions between 0
and 1, preventing surface elements from interacting with other surface elements which
have been partially or fully removed by the intersection of two or more particles. The
intersection of the cavitation spheres is shown in Figure E.1. The switching function
takes the form,
pt∈a =
∏
b 6=a
Son(R
2
bt, R
2
in,b, R
2
out,b). (E.1)
where Son, takes the form
Son(x, xlo, xhi) =


0 if x < xlo
1 if x > xhi
1− 10u3 − 15u4 + 6u5 otherwise
u ≡ (xhi − x)/(xhi − xlo)
(E.2)
The bounds of the switching function are defined as
Rin,a = (1− oh)Rrad,a (E.3)
and
Rout,a = (1 + (1− o)h)Rrad,a (E.4)
where
o =
1
2
+
1
h
−
√
1
h2
− 1
28
. (E.5)
For the present work the value of h is set to 0.15. In essence, h and o are scaling factors
set by the user to modulate the ‘thickness’ of the switching layer around Rrad,a
Appendix F
Comprehensive Table of
VRSCOSMO Training Set
Solvation Free Energies
Training Set
Compound [Charge] Ref Val VRS Diff SCMO Diff
1-Butene[0] 1.38 0.74 -0.63 0.80 -0.57
1-Butyne[0] -0.16 -0.58 -0.42 -0.03 0.12
1-Hexene[0] 1.68 1.30 -0.37 1.26 -0.41
1-Hexyne[0] 0.29 0.04 -0.25 0.44 0.15
1-Pentyne[0] 0.01 -0.29 -0.30 0.18 0.17
2,2,4-Trimethylpentane[0] 2.85 2.65 -0.19 2.12 -0.72
2,4-Dimethylpentane[0] 2.88 2.43 -0.44 1.92 -0.95
2-Methylpentane[0] 2.52 2.20 -0.31 1.76 -0.75
2-Methylpropane[0] 2.32 1.59 -0.72 1.33 -0.98
Butenyne[0] 0.04 -0.75 -0.79 -0.11 -0.15
Cyclopentane[0] 1.20 1.64 0.44 1.34 0.14
Cyclopropane[0] 0.75 0.39 -0.35 0.62 -0.12
Ethane[0] 1.83 1.05 -0.77 0.88 -0.94
Ethyne[0] -0.01 -1.42 -1.41 -0.58 -0.57
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Training Set
Compound [Charge] Ref Val VRS Diff SCMO Diff
Methylcyclohexane[0] 1.71 2.32 0.61 1.75 0.04
Propene[0] 1.27 0.36 -0.90 0.55 -0.71
Toluene[0] -0.89 -0.15 0.73 0.30 1.19
cis-1,2-Dimethylcyclohexane[0] 1.58 2.46 0.88 1.89 0.31
e-2-Pentene[0] 1.34 1.02 -0.31 1.06 -0.27
m-Xylene[0] -0.84 0.10 0.94 0.49 1.33
n-Butane[0] 2.08 1.64 -0.43 1.33 -0.74
n-Hexane[0] 2.49 2.23 -0.25 1.80 -0.68
n-Octane[0] 2.89 2.78 -0.11 2.16 -0.72
n-Propane[0] 1.96 1.35 -0.60 1.12 -0.83
o-Xylene[0] -0.90 0.03 0.93 0.41 1.31
s-trans-1,3-Butadiene[0] 0.61 0.03 -0.57 0.39 -0.21
1,2-Ethanediol[0] -9.30 -9.21 0.08 -8.46 0.83
1,4-Dioxane[0] -5.05 -6.17 -1.12 -4.77 0.28
1-Butanol[0] -4.72 -4.40 0.31 -4.48 0.23
1-Heptanol[0] -4.24 -3.54 0.69 -3.63 0.60
1-Hexanol[0] -4.36 -3.68 0.67 -3.95 0.40
1-Octanol[0] -4.09 -3.10 0.98 -3.54 0.54
1-Pentanol[0] -4.47 -3.97 0.49 -4.21 0.25
2-Heptanone[0] -3.04 -2.96 0.07 -2.29 0.74
2-Hexanone[0] -3.29 -3.35 -0.06 -2.59 0.70
2-MethoxyEthanol[0] -6.77 -7.24 -0.47 -6.80 -0.03
2-Octanone[0] -2.88 -2.80 0.07 -2.27 0.60
2-Pentanone[0] -3.53 -3.61 -0.08 -3.04 0.48
2-Propanol[0] -4.76 -4.74 0.01 -4.92 -0.16
2-Propen-1-ol[0] -5.08 -5.66 -0.58 -5.13 -0.05
4-Heptanone[0] -2.93 -2.81 0.11 -2.30 0.62
ButylEthanoate[0] -2.55 -4.21 -1.66 -3.38 -0.83
Cyclopentanol[0] -5.49 -4.15 1.33 -4.48 1.00
DibutylKetone[0] -2.67 -2.19 0.47 -1.86 0.80
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Training Set
Compound [Charge] Ref Val VRS Diff SCMO Diff
DiethylEther[0] -1.76 -2.16 -0.40 -1.71 0.04
DimethylKetone[0] -3.85 -4.44 -0.59 -3.46 0.38
Ethanal[0] -3.50 -3.79 -0.29 -2.62 0.87
EthylEthanoate[0] -3.10 -4.98 -1.88 -3.83 -0.73
EthylMethanoate[0] -2.65 -4.82 -2.17 -3.27 -0.62
EthylPhenylEther[0] -2.22 -1.72 0.49 -1.00 1.21
HydrogenPeroxide[0] -8.58 -8.32 0.25 -8.00 0.57
IsopropylEther[0] -0.53 -1.66 -1.13 -1.41 -0.88
MethoxyBenzene[0] -2.45 -2.15 0.29 -1.27 1.17
MethylBenzoate[0] -3.91 -8.58 -4.67 -6.43 -2.52
MethylButanoate[0] -2.83 -4.53 -1.70 -3.39 -0.56
MethylEthanoate[0] -3.32 -5.41 -2.09 -4.13 -0.81
MethylHexanoate[0] -2.49 -4.01 -1.52 -3.02 -0.53
MethylIsopropylEther[0] -2.01 -2.15 -0.14 -1.93 0.07
MethylMethanoate[0] -2.78 -5.34 -2.56 -3.45 -0.67
MethylOctanoate[0] -2.04 -3.27 -1.23 -2.58 -0.54
MethylPentanoate[0] -2.57 -4.25 -1.68 -3.15 -0.58
MethylPeroxide[0] -5.28 -3.93 1.34 -2.71 2.56
MethylPhenylKetone[0] -4.58 -4.02 0.55 -2.88 1.69
MethylPropanoate[0] -2.93 -4.95 -2.02 -3.65 -0.72
MethylPropylEther[0] -1.66 -2.01 -0.35 -1.67 -0.01
Octanal[0] -2.29 -1.82 0.46 -1.19 1.09
PentanoicAcid[0] -6.16 -6.56 -0.40 -6.16 -0.00
PentylEthanoate[0] -2.45 -3.94 -1.49 -3.11 -0.66
Phenylmethanal[0] -4.02 -3.55 0.46 -2.24 1.77
Propanal[0] -3.44 -3.14 0.29 -2.20 1.23
PropanoicAcid[0] -6.47 -7.36 -0.89 -6.67 -0.20
PropylEthanoate[0] -2.86 -4.46 -1.60 -3.59 -0.73
Tetrahydrofuran[0] -3.47 -3.03 0.43 -2.28 1.18
Tetrahydropyran[0] -3.12 -2.22 0.89 -1.77 1.34
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Training Set
Compound [Charge] Ref Val VRS Diff SCMO Diff
m-Cresol[0] -5.49 -4.56 0.92 -4.20 1.28
m-Hydroxybenzaldehyde[0] -9.51 -8.04 1.46 -6.82 2.68
o-Cresol[0] -5.87 -4.68 1.18 -3.84 2.02
p-Hydroxybenzaldehyde[0] -10.48 -8.37 2.10 -7.22 3.25
t-ButylMethylEther[0] -2.21 -1.97 0.23 -1.78 0.42
t-ButylMethylKetone[0] -2.89 -2.83 0.05 -2.33 0.55
trans-1-Propanol[0] -4.83 -4.60 0.22 -4.62 0.20
1,1-Dimethyl-3-phenylurea[0] -9.63 -11.26 -1.63 -9.36 0.26
1,1-Dimethylhydrazine[0] -4.48 -5.64 -1.16 -8.17 -3.69
1,2-Ethanediamine[0] -9.72 -7.65 2.06 -9.51 0.20
1,4-DimethylPiperazine[0] -7.58 -1.77 5.80 -0.85 6.72
1-Methyl-2-Nitrobenzene[0] -3.59 -7.29 -3.70 -4.59 -1.00
1-MethylPiperazine[0] -7.77 -3.37 4.39 -2.83 4.93
1-Methylthymine[0] -10.40 -14.13 -3.73 -12.25 -1.85
1-Nitrobutane[0] -3.08 -7.85 -4.77 -3.53 -0.45
1-Nitropropane[0] -3.34 -8.13 -4.79 -3.63 -0.29
2,4-Dimethylpyridine[0] -4.86 -2.15 2.70 -2.87 1.98
2,5-Dimethylpyridine[0] -4.72 -1.95 2.76 -2.66 2.05
2,6-Dimethylpyridine[0] -4.60 -2.13 2.46 -2.19 2.40
2-Ethylpyrazine[0] -5.51 -3.53 1.97 -4.18 1.33
2-Methoxyethanamine[0] -6.55 -5.96 0.58 -6.81 -0.26
2-Methylaniline[0] -5.56 -4.61 0.94 -4.81 0.74
2-Methylpyrazine[0] -5.57 -3.84 1.72 -3.84 1.72
2-Methylpyridine[0] -4.63 -2.28 2.34 -2.31 2.31
2-Nitropropane[0] -3.14 -7.43 -4.29 -3.25 -0.11
3,4-Dimethylpyridine[0] -5.22 -2.15 3.06 -2.83 2.38
3,5-Dimethylpyridine[0] -4.84 -1.86 2.97 -2.59 2.24
3-Aminoaniline[0] -9.92 -10.06 -0.14 -9.52 0.39
3-Methylaniline[0] -5.67 -4.76 0.90 -4.83 0.83
3-Methylpyridine[0] -4.77 -2.19 2.57 -1.80 2.96
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Training Set
Compound [Charge] Ref Val VRS Diff SCMO Diff
4-Ethylpyridine[0] -4.74 -2.34 2.39 -2.24 2.49
4-Methylaniline[0] -5.55 -4.67 0.87 -4.61 0.93
4-Methylpyridine[0] -4.94 -2.40 2.53 -1.95 2.98
9-methyladenine[0] -13.60 -12.38 1.21 -13.08 0.51
Acetamide[0] -9.71 -11.48 -1.77 -10.75 -1.04
Benzamide[0] -10.90 -10.91 -0.01 -10.25 0.64
Benzonitrile[0] -4.10 -4.24 -0.14 -5.42 -1.32
Butanonitrile[0] -3.64 -4.50 -0.86 -6.00 -2.36
Butylamine[0] -4.29 -2.96 1.32 -4.43 -0.14
Butylenimine[0] -5.48 -2.10 3.37 -2.42 3.05
Diethyleneimine[0] -7.40 -4.82 2.57 -4.76 2.63
Dimethylamine[0] -4.29 -2.19 2.09 -2.47 1.81
Dimethylaniline[0] -3.58 -2.24 1.33 -0.93 2.64
Dipropylamine[0] -3.66 -0.81 2.84 -1.42 2.23
Ethanonitrile[0] -3.89 -5.51 -1.62 -6.68 -2.79
Hydrazine[0] -6.26 -8.39 -2.13 -14.05 -7.79
Methylhydrazine[0] -5.31 -6.71 -1.40 -9.81 -4.50
Morpholine[0] -7.17 -6.18 0.98 -6.29 0.87
1-Methyl-2-Nitrobenzene[0] -3.59 -7.29 -3.70 -4.59 -1.00
Nitrobenzene[0] -4.12 -7.62 -3.50 -4.34 -0.22
Nitroethane[0] -3.71 -8.67 -4.96 -4.03 -0.32
Nitromethane[0] -3.95 -9.33 -5.38 -4.35 -0.40
Pentylamine[0] -4.10 -2.67 1.42 -4.25 -0.15
Propanonitrile[0] -3.85 -4.95 -1.10 -6.35 -2.50
Propylamine[0] -4.36 -3.18 1.17 -4.61 -0.25
Pyridine[0] -4.70 -2.46 2.23 -2.53 2.16
Trimethylamine[0] -3.23 -0.68 2.54 -0.46 2.77
Trimethylenimine[0] -5.56 -2.69 2.86 -3.17 2.38
Urea[0] -13.80 -17.77 -3.97 -16.93 -3.13
e-n-Methylacetamide[0] -10.00 -10.25 -0.25 -9.06 0.93
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Training Set
Compound [Charge] Ref Val VRS Diff SCMO Diff
n-Ethylaniline[0] -4.62 -3.07 1.54 -2.07 2.54
n-Methylaniline[0] -5.55 -3.61 1.93 -2.42 3.12
n-Methylmorpholine[0] -6.34 -3.76 2.57 -3.23 3.10
z-n-Methylacetamide[0] -10.0 -8.73 1.26 -8.79 1.20
2-Butanol[-1] -86.0 -90.01 -4.01 -81.13 4.86
3-Hydroxyphenol[-1] -76.0 -71.75 4.24 -66.98 9.01
EthylHydroperoxide[-1] -91.0 -91.66 -0.66 -95.69 -4.69
Methoxyethanol[-1] -91.0 -91.53 -0.53 -85.45 5.54
MethylHydroperoxide[-1] -95.0 -92.82 2.17 -96.47 -1.47
PropanoicAcid[-1] -78.0 -78.49 -0.49 -74.68 3.31
Propanol[-1] -90.0 -91.73 -1.73 -82.99 7.00
m-Cresol[-1] -73.0 -68.29 4.70 -63.41 9.58
o-Cresol[-1] -72.0 -67.06 4.93 -61.71 10.28
p-Cresol[-1] -74.0 -68.39 5.60 -63.24 10.75
2-Nitrophenol[-1] -62.0 -64.77 -2.77 -63.41 -1.41
3-Nitrophenol[-1] -60.0 -59.80 0.19 -56.20 3.79
4-Nitroaniline[-1] -59.0 -61.88 -2.88 -64.01 -5.01
4-Nitrophenol[-1] -60.0 -57.55 2.44 -56.55 3.44
Acetamide[-1] -82.0 -82.39 -0.39 -83.69 -1.69
Diphenolamine[-1] -56.0 -53.90 2.09 -47.48 8.51
DimethylEther[1] -78.0 -68.66 9.33 -64.45 13.54
Ethanol[1] -86.0 -74.55 11.44 -75.91 10.08
2-Methylaniline[1] -68.0 -66.77 1.22 -70.22 -2.22
3-Methylaniline[1] -68.0 -66.76 1.23 -70.73 -2.73
AllylAmine[1] -70.0 -72.64 -2.64 -75.36 -5.36
Cyclohexamine[1] -67.0 -67.03 -0.03 -70.21 -3.21
Diethylamine[1] -62.0 -61.11 0.88 -59.91 2.08
Dimethylamine[1] -67.0 -67.45 -0.45 -66.39 0.60
Isopropylamine[1] -68.0 -70.03 -2.03 -72.93 -4.93
Methylamine[1] -74.0 -76.66 -2.66 -79.98 -5.98
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Training Set
Compound [Charge] Ref Val VRS Diff SCMO Diff
Triethylamine[1] -53.0 -52.45 0.54 -49.15 3.84
n-Ethylaniline[1] -60.0 -56.04 3.95 -56.69 3.30
n-Methylaniline[1] -61.0 -60.54 0.45 -59.65 1.34
t-Butylamine[1] -65.0 -66.89 -1.89 -69.70 -4.70
MSE – – 0.2 – 0.8
MUE – – 1.6 – 2.0
RMSE – – 2.4 – 3.0
Table F.1: All values reported in kcal/mol. VRS=VRSCOSMO, SCMO=SCOSMO.
Appendix G
Comprehensive Table of
VRSCOSMO Test Set Solvation
Free Energies
Test Set
Compound [Charge] Ref Val VRS SCMO DFTBPR[269]
1-Pentene[0] 1.66 -0.69 -0.65 -1.9
2,2-Dimethylpropane[0] 2.50 -0.58 -0.95 -2.2
2-Methylpropene[0] 1.16 -0.74 -0.52 -1.6
Anthracene[0] -4.23 3.30 4.12 2.6
Benzene[0] -0.87 0.47 1.04 -0.1
Cyclohexane[0] 1.23 0.65 0.32 -0.9
Cyclopentene[0] 0.56 0.17 0.28 -1.0
Ethene[0] 1.27 -1.08 -0.87 -1.5
Ethylbenzene[0] -0.80 0.99 1.38 -0.1
Methane[0] 2.00 -1.20 -1.31 -1.8
Naphthalene[0] -2.39 1.70 2.43 1.1
Propyne[0] -0.31 -0.75 -0.10 -1.7
n-Heptane[0] 2.62 -0.26 -0.62 -2.2
p-Xylene[0] -0.81 0.94 1.32 -0.1
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Test Set
Compound [Charge] Ref Val VRS SCMO DFTBPR[269]
1,2-Dimethoxyethane[0] -4.81 1.05 1.90 0.5
2-Butanone[0] -3.64 -0.31 0.58 -1.5
2-Methyl-2-propanol[0] -4.51 0.01 -0.13 0.8
3-Pentanone[0] -3.41 -0.13 0.66 -1.1
AceticAcid[0] -6.70 -0.94 -0.17 -1.4
Butanal[0] -3.18 0.25 1.06 -1.0
ButanoicAcid[0] -6.36 -0.53 0.24 -1.3
Cyclopentanone[0] -4.68 0.98 1.71 0.0
DimethylEther[0] -1.92 -0.91 -0.32 -0.8
Ethanol[0] -5.01 -0.08 0.05 1.0
HexanoicAcid[0] -6.21 0.08 0.41 -1.3
Methanol[0] -5.11 -0.31 -0.15 1.2
Pentanal[0] -3.03 0.28 1.18 -1.2
Phenol[0] -6.62 1.77 2.28 2.7
p-Cresol[0] -6.14 1.59 1.89 2.3
Aniline[0] -5.49 0.36 0.81 2.1
Diethylamine[0] -4.07 2.55 2.01 3.7
Ethylamine[0] -4.50 0.94 -0.42 3.8
Methylamine[0] -4.56 0.72 -0.67 3.8
Piperidine[0] -5.11 3.55 2.88 4.8
2-Propanol[-1] -88.00 -3.21 4.90 0
3-Pentanone[-1] -76.00 5.27 10.20 2
4-Hydroxyphenol[-1] -80.00 6.60 11.46 8
Acetaldehyde[-1] -78.00 4.50 9.09 0
AceticAcid[-1] -80.00 0.54 3.92 -2
Acetone[-1] -78.00 4.66 10.90 0
AcrylicAcid[-1] -76.00 -0.99 2.45 -2
AllylAlcohol[-1] -88.00 -0.59 5.91 2
BenzylAlcohol[-1] -87.00 -0.98 7.27 6
Ethanol[-1] -93.00 -0.30 8.46 3
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Test Set
Compound [Charge] Ref Val VRS SCMO DFTBPR[269]
FormicAcid[-1] -78.00 0.16 2.20 -3
HexanoicAcid[-1] -76.00 -0.53 3.64 -4
Methanol[-1] -97.00 1.71 10.36 5
Phenol[-1] -74.00 5.52 10.30 5
PyruvicAcid[-1] -70.00 -3.98 -0.38 -7
t-Butanol[-1] -84.00 -5.14 2.54 -2
Aniline[-1] -65.00 -9.50 -7.48 1
Methanol[1] -91.00 12.12 10.08 9
Acetone[1] -75.00 10.72 13.25 7
Acetophenone[1] -63.00 10.26 12.75 6
DiethylEther[1] -70.00 10.34 12.96 7
3-Aminoaniline[1] -64.00 -5.26 -9.46 -2
4-Methyl-n,n-Dimethylaniline[1] -54.00 2.36 5.90 0
4-Methylaniline[1] -68.00 1.33 -2.36 1
Aniline[1] -70.00 1.22 -2.51 1
Di-n-propylamine[1] -59.00 0.23 0.97 -1
Diallylamine[1] -60.00 -0.36 1.73 -2
Tri-n-propylamine[1] -49.00 -0.32 2.56 -3
Trimethylamine[1] -59.00 -0.87 2.67 -4
n,n-Diethylaniline[1] -52.00 3.68 6.79 -1
n-Propylamine[1] -70.00 -1.66 -5.02 -3
MSE – 1.1 2.4 0.5
MUE – 2.3 3.6 2.4
Table G.1: Table of model solvation energy errors. All values reported in kcal/mol.
VRS=VRSCOSMO, SCMO=SCOSMO, DFTBPR=SCC-DFTBPR by Hou et. al.
